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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Township of Langley (Township) retained Tetra Tech EBA Inc. (Tetra Tech EBA), to review the Township’s

solid waste collection programs. The objective of this project is to generate and examine alternatives that optimize

curbside waste collection programs, enable the Township to overcome solid waste management challenges and

meet current and future waste diversion targets. Key aspects of this assessment include: generating options to

expand and/or modify current collection programs and modelling costs; analyzing the impacts of future

developments and trends; examining costs and other considerations associated with expanding waste collection

services to rural residents not currently being serviced by the Township; conducting a triple bottom line analysis of

options; conducting a pilot to test Every Other Week (EOW) garbage collection and use of carts; and developing

overall recommendations based on findings.

The report includes a detailed assessment of the work completed over the past 17 months, to inform the

recommendations presented.

Section 1.0 Introduction – provides an introduction to the project including the overall objectives, context and

project drivers.

Section 2.0 Existing Solid Waste Management System Assessment – comprises an overview of the current

residential waste management system, including challenges and common requests.

Section 3.0 Future Developments – outlines major drivers and trends that will impact the Township, specifically,

population and housing growth, tipping fee increases, organics disposal bans, Extended Producer Responsibility

(EPR) programs and changes in recycling collection as relates to Multi-Material British Columbia (MMBC).

Section 4.0 Best Practice Research in Comparable Municipalities – reviews best practice in comparable

municipalities for curbside collection service delivery and trends including EOW garbage collection with weekly

organics collection, cart systems, and cart administration.

Section 5.0 Service Delivery Options – outlines a long-list of service delivery elements and options that was

developed in collaboration with the Township and used to inform the collection scenarios analyzed in Section 6.0.

Section 6.0 Collection System – looks at the components of curbside collection options and develops three

collection scenarios for analysis: 1) status quo, 2) EOW garbage collection with modified containers, and 3) EOW

garbage collection using a cart based system. It includes a triple bottom line analysis, reviews collection pilot results,

and provides a financial review of the different scenarios.

Section 7.0 Other System Assessment and Analysis – examines other key system elements including rural

collection services, multi-family collection services, and Large Item Pick-Up (LIPU) programs.

Section 8.0 Recommendations – develops recommendations for the most appropriate collection system to

implement in the Township. The recommendations are framed in the following subsections:

 Organics and garbage collection adjustments – EOW garbage and cart-based systems;

 Recycling collection services;

 Rural collection services;

 Multi-family collection services; and

 LIPU program.
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Assessment of the Existing Solid Waste Management System

Based on current diversion rate trends, the Township is not expected to achieve the 2015 Metro Vancouver waste

diversion target of 70% diversion. The Township currently has a 62% diversion rate, and is improving at a rate of 1

to 2% per year. Organics are the primary material to target for achieving the greatest waste diversion potential and

comprise over 48% of the waste stream.

Collection is the most expensive part of the solid waste budget. The percentage distribution of the cost for the

collection and processing of garbage, recycling and organics is outlined in Figure A. Garbage collection is the most

expensive part of the three stream collection system, followed by recycling and organics collection. The combined

garbage collection and processing cost is also the highest of the three materials at 49%. See Section 2.0 for specific

details related to the current collection system, waste generation and composition, and collection challenges. The

current curbside collection contract period extends until 2016, with the option of a five year extension.

Anticipated tipping fee increases in Metro Vancouver for garbage creates a financial incentive for increasing waste

diversion. Projected tipping fee increases would lead to a service fee increase of 8% over the next three years to

cover the increased costs in disposal. These costs can be mitigated at the municipal level by implementing

additional waste diversion and reduction programs. More information about future developments can be found in

Section 3.0.

Figure A: Breakdown of Costs for Collection and Processing - By Material Stream
Collection System Efficiency Opportunities

Opportunities to optimize collection include reducing garbage collection frequency to EOW, and transitioning to

semi-automated or fully automated collection of garbage and organics to improve collection efficiency and provide

residents with wheeled carts. Additionally, new opportunities for producer funded recycling collection services are

likely to become available to the Township in 2016.

The Township currently provides a high level of service to its residents in areas where all materials are collected on

a weekly basis. The most common service requests from residents pertain to collection container size and type.

There are regular questions about allowable sizes, the need for additional recycling capacity, and requests to use

hinged-lid containers to prevent animal issues.
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Table A: Main Program Options

Collection Program Change Benefits

Changing collection frequency of garbage

 Prioritizes green can and recycling over garbage collection

 Maximizes organics diversion

 Decreases total amount of trucking leading to improved GHG

reductions and cost savings

Changing container type to allow for automated
collection

 Decreases the labour requirements to collect waste

 Cart based collection allows for container size options and

reducing collection frequency

 Supports mechanisms to implement a Pay as You Throw

(PAYT) fee structure

Expanding service to rural areas and supporting
organics service for all multi-family

developments

 Enables more residents access to consistent programs,

making it easier for the public to participate in the organics

program and reach a higher diversion rate

Thirteen Metro Vancouver municipalities currently offer EOW curbside garbage collection, seven offer weekly

curbside garbage collection, and three do not offer curbside garbage collection (District of Maple Ridge, Village of

Belcarra, and Electoral Area A). Municipalities that have implemented both organics collection and EOW garbage

collection have seen a 25 to 40% reduction in the residential garbage stream, resulting in diversion rates just

over 70%.

Wheeled carts are becoming more common in the region for garbage and organics as well as a few municipalities

using carts for single stream recycling. Collection carts are designed for use with both semi-automated and

automated collection equipment. Collection carts come with a limited 10-year manufacturers’ warranty and the

typical lifespan is 10 to 15 years. PAYT is commonly used in combination with cart service (for garbage or organics).

With this user-pays system, residents are charged differential rates depending on the size of cart they require for

their household. Typically, three to five sizes of carts are offered at a set rate per year, and residents can change

to a larger or smaller cart depending on their needs.

For an in-depth review of best practice research in comparable municipalities, see Section 4.0; and for all service

delivery options considered, see Section 5.0.

Pilot Results

Based on the best practice review, preliminary triple bottom line analysis, and financial review, it was determined

that the Township should pilot an EOW cart based collection program for garbage and organics.

During the pilot, the Township measured a 35% reduction in the total quantity of garbage produced per household,

along with a doubling of the participation rate for the green can program (i.e. over 80%). The extrapolated results

for a Township wide program would see the diversion rate increase to well over 70%.

Within the first month of the pilot, the average garbage per home decreased 36% and this held steady for the

duration of the pilot. There was also an increase in average weekly organics set out per home within the first month

of the pilot which corresponds with the decrease in garbage.

For both organics and garbage, the vast majority of residents who responded to the Township’s survey, stated that

they would prefer a bin provided by the Township (88% for organics and 89% for garbage).
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Summary of Recommendations

The following Table B provides a concise summary of the recommendations for solid waste collection program

changes. Additional context for the recommendations is provided following the recommendations table.

Table B: Summary of Recommendations

Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

Single Family
Organics and

Garbage
Collection

1. Implement Every Other Week (EOW) garbage collection.

EOW collection can commence with the collection contract in

2016.

 Increase diversion rate

over 70%

 Minimize greenhouse

gas (GHG) emissions

caused by residential

collection

2. Implement automated collection with carts for organics and

garbage. Fully automated collection is projected to be the most

cost effective option over the long term. Cost savings from the

collection change can cover cart purchase cost. As per #4, due

to cost savings potential with the current contractor, semi-

automated could be an interim step towards full automation.

Adjust solid waste bylaw to permit cart set out to suit automated

collection.

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

3. Implement Variable Service Rates to offer different sizes of

garbage and organics carts.

 Reduce per capita

garbage generation

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

4. Pursue an extension of the existing contract for garbage

and organics collection. There is an opportunity for further

cost savings through contract negotiation with the current

hauler. They have the ability to adapt their existing trucks for

cart collection to semi-automated collection and pass these

savings back to the Township. Through successful negotiation,

program adjustments can be rolled out in a cost-efficient

manner.

 Ensure programs are

effective and costs-

efficient

Single Family
Recycling

Collection and
Processing

5. Use larger recycling containers (i.e. blue boxes) for current

collection. Between now and 2016, the Township can continue

to run the recycling collection service the same way, but may

provide an option for larger recycling containers to residents that

request additional capacity.

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

6. Transfer recycling collection to industry stewards such as

Multi-Material BC (MMBC) or StewardChoice. Ensure that the

recycling collection contract negotiated in 2016 includes an opt-

out or re-negotiation clause for each year of the contract,

allowing the Township the flexibility to negotiate to transfer

collection to an industry stewardship organization if the

opportunity exits.

If the opportunity for this transition is not realized by 2016, re-

negotiate the contract or issue a new request for proposal (RFP)

 Adopt and implement

new extended producer

responsibility (EPR)

 Ensure program costs

remain efficient
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Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

for recycling collection. The shift to industry-managed programs

has resulted in lower residential recycling collection costs, even

for non-industry stewardship-sponsored collection programs.

7. Support new waste diversion programs. Over time other

priorities for waste diversion programs including the

implementation of a permanent household hazardous waste

(HHW) depot / Eco Centre for Extended Producer Responsibility

(EPR) products, divertible materials and swap shop for large

items. Ideal locations could be sought with Metro Vancouver to

investigate options and potentially adapt the currently Langley

transfer station to an eco-depot.

 Adopt and implement

new EPR programs

 Increase diversion rate

Rural Collection

8. Expand collection zones in rural areas based on residents’

interest while optimizing route size, and adjust the Solid

Waste Bylaw accordingly. Collection zones should be

developed based on survey results that is where the highest

proportion of responses were in favour of garbage and organics

collection.

 Establish a consistent

level of service for all

residential properties

across the Township

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

Multi-Family
Collection
Services

9. Establish tiered pricing for multi-unit residential dwellings

(MURDs) collection to become more competitive. For all

MURDs, mandate that for new townhome developments,

curbside collection must be provided through the Township’s

program, to maintain a consistent level of service to all

residents.

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

10. Update the bylaw to require all multi-family residents to

have garbage, recycling and organics collection, with non-

compliant buildings to be serviced by the Township.

Provide education on the bylaw change, monitor the progress to

adopt a three stream system to assess the effectiveness of

updated bylaw, and determine compliance (i.e., overall

performance levels, consistent messaging). If performance

levels are below desired levels, MURD residents can be

mandated to use the Township provided service.

 Establish a consistent

level of service for all

residential properties

across the Township

Large Item Pick-
Up Program

Options

11. Explore ways to build in efficiencies and cost savings for

Large Item Pick-up (LIPU) within current and future

contracts considering the options outlined below.

a. Continue to offer LIPU in primary hauling contract.

i. Reduce maximum LIPU per household. Very few

residents utilize the four items per year maximum, so

the terms could be reduced to a maximum of two

collections per household per year.

ii. Explore option of providing LIPU through fixed cost per

item picked-up. The program is only utilized by 10% of

residents; therefore it should not be included as a set

cost in the collection contract. The service should be

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Ensure program costs

remain efficient

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

 Ensure solid waste

programs align with the

goals of the Township’s

Sustainability Charter
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Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

charged to the Township on a per service basis from

the hauler.

b. Continue to offer LIPU and illegal dumping clean up

through a separate contract or as a Township provided

service.

i. A separate contractor could be used by the Township

on a standby basis at a fixed rate for each service

request.

ii. This service would be offered in conjunction with other

illegal dumping clean up services required.

c. Discontinue LIPU in favour of developing a system to

mitigate illegal dumping.

i. Township could reallocate resources from LIPU to

expand a program to retrieve illegally dumped material

using Township resources or a separate contractor, as

per recommendation b) ii.

Material Ban or
Recycling and

Green Can
Contamination

12. Develop mechanisms within the Solid Waste Bylaw for

increased enforcement of Solid Waste Bylaws for material

bans and blue box/bag contamination. Specific loads of

garbage can be fined a surcharge of 50% by Metro Vancouver

or the recycling processor. If the Township receives a fine, a

mechanism should be in place to allow for bylaw officers to

issue warnings to areas where the truck originated, and if

repeatedly non-compliant with the bylaws, to pass on fines to

residents.

Collection System Review for Garbage and Organics

A number of collection scenarios were developed to analyze the cost, and perform a triple bottom line analysis and

comparison. Some of the scenarios require major changes including new equipment for the hauler, new set out

containers, new approaches to staffing, and new set-out behaviors from residents. From a triple bottom line

perspective the primary benefits are gained from scenarios that change to EOW collection of garbage, and move

to automated collection, allowing for wheeled carts. See Section 6.1 for collection scenarios and Section 6.2 for the

triple bottom line analysis and comparison. The overall cost implications for EOW garbage collection are

summarized in Table C.
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Table C: Every Other Week Garbage and Organics Cost Projection per Household

Scenario 1 2 3

Collection Method2 Manual Semi-Automated Fully Automated

Garbage Collection

Frequency
EOW EOW EOW

New Garbage Cart1 - $9-13 $9-13

Garbage and Organics

Collection
$124-$165 $118-$134 $107-$120

Garbage Processing $45-$49 $36-$45 $36-$45

Organics Processing $19-$22 $22-$25 $22-$25

Cost Per Household $191-$233 $197-$227 $186-$213

1 Cart purchase amortized over seven years.

2 Scenario development inputs:

 Scenario 1 - Manual assumes between 10% to 20% garbage reduction, 6 or 8 trucks for collection

 Scenario 2 - Semi-Automated assumes 7 or 8 semi-automated trucks for collection and 20% to 35% garbage reduction

 Scenario 3 - Automated assumes 6 or 7 automated trucks, 1 semi-automated trucks for collection, and 20% to 35% garbage reduction

The cost savings for a cart based collection system that uses semi-automated or automated collection are roughly

equal to the cost of purchasing the carts for all residents in the Township. Fully automated collection is projected to

be the most cost effective option, but it is fairly close in cost to both manual and semi-automated collection. Cost

ranges are dependent on route efficiency and the number of homes serviced per hour per truck.

 Carts will cost approximately $22 per household per year. The expected lifespan and warranty period of a cart

is 10 years.

 Changing to EOW garbage collection will result in $13 savings in garbage processing costs if the program

achieves the same participation as the field test.

− The decrease in garbage tipping fees is up to $20 per household

− The increase in organics processing fees is up to $7 per household

 Automated collection can decrease collection costs by over 10%, ranging from $6 per household to $17 per

household.

 Carts allow for the implementation of a PAYT scheme residents are charged a rate that is related to the size

of cart residents choose to have at their property.

Collection System Scenario Review for Recycling

A cart based automated system that collects recycling EOW did not see any financial improvement over a manual
collection system. Since processors require glass to be separated from the single stream system, the savings from
the single stream collection cannot be recognized, unless curbside glass recycling is discontinued or future industry
steward programs change the current material collection requirements.

Current and future incentives for source separated materials provides a higher return for recyclable materials when
selling in the marketplace, and therefore industry trends and the overall preference is to stay with the current status
quo source separated three stream recycling collection and revisit when there is the opportunity to join with an
industry steward. Any new collection contract, or renewal of the existing recycling collection contract should include
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an opt-out provision that allows the Township to join with an industry steward and producer-funded recycling service
when the opportunity arises.

MMBC is currently not allowing new members to join the program as there is a funding shortfall in their programming
costs, since key industry producers have not opted to pay into the program. There is an ongoing negotiation with
the BC Ministry of Environment as to when, and how, the government might require all producers to pay into the
program. Until the remaining producers pay into the program it is unlikely that MMBC will accept new members or
provide any collection incentives to the Township. An analysis was completed on the costs the Township would
expect if the opportunity existed to implement a new recycling program with an industry steward. All three scenarios
result in a net cost to residents between $56 and $78 per year before revenue and/or collection incentives from
MMBC are taken into account. The collection incentive offered by MMBC at a rate between $32 and $39 per
household however, is not enough to cover the full cost of providing the same level of service to Township residents,
with recycling revenues at $15.

A second industry steward, called StewardChoice has submitted a plan for packaging and printed paper (PPP)
collection to the BC Ministry of Environment and the plan, as of June 2015, is currently undergoing public
consultation. StewardChoice intends to fill the gaps in collection services currently offered through producer funded
recycling services and may offer collection without requiring glass to be separated. An opportunity may exist to work
with StewardChoice in 2016, although the updated plan will not be submitted until July 2015. No pricing information
is available and the Ministry has not approved any finalized plan so additional analysis is not possible at this time.

Multi Family Collection Service

The Township’s bylaws, programs, service fees and communications that govern solid waste collection from multi-
family households is tailored to single family residents. Bylaws should be updated to reflect the current state of
waste management practices for multi-family households. This includes modifying the financial structure and
standardizing infrastructure requirements for servicing multi-family buildings.

The more widely the programs are available to residents the easier it will be to reach a high diversion rate. The
most convenient options for residents would be to offer collection services through the Township to ground oriented
multi-family buildings. This can be accomplished by mandating collection (using Township service, or proof of
service from another hauler) of garbage, recycling, and organics from ground oriented multi-family buildings in the
Bylaw to ensure all residents are provided with a consistent service for recycling and organics. The bylaw can make
it mandatory for new developments, and require old developments to submit a plan for how they will meet new
bylaw requirements and give them the opportunity to opt-in to the Township’s service.

Large Item Pick-up Program

The majority of municipalities researched did not have a LIPU program in place. Instead, residents are advised to
dispose of items at their nearest landfill, transfer station or recycling depot depending on the item and nearby
facilities. The Township’s program received 2,147 requests in 2013. This number of calls means the program is
being utilized by approximately 10% of residents in the Township each year. Recommendations are based on
optimizing the cost structure for the current program.

Rural Collection Survey Results

There are currently 4,910 rural residents that receive recycling collection, but do not receive garbage or organics
service. An initial phone survey found that there was less support for curbside pick-up in the eastern section of the
Township (37% in V4W postal code) and more support in the other areas (52 to 67%). Additional public consultation
has included a mail-out survey and open house events. There has been no unanimous support for fully expanding
curbside collection of garbage and organics; some residents want the service while others are accustomed to taking
care of their own garbage and backyard composting their organics.
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ACRONYMS & TERMINOLOGY

Acronym Definition

CCME Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment

EPR Extended Producer Responsibility

EOW Every Other Week

GHG Greenhouse Gas

HHW Household Hazardous Waste

ICI Industrial, Commercial and Institutional

LIPU Large Item Pick-up

LTS Langley Transfer Station

MF Multi-Family Residential

MMBC Multi-Material British Columbia

MURB Multi-Unit Residential Building

MURD Multi-Unit Residential Dwelling

PAYT Pay as You Throw (also referred to as Variable Service Rates)

PPP Packaging and Printed Paper (as defined by the BC Recycling Regulation)

RFID Radio Frequency Identification

SF Single Family Residential

STS Surrey Transfer Station

Terminology Definition

Automated

Collection

Automated collection is a system where carts are emptied using a mechanical device

on the truck, instead of workers lifting and emptying cans and bags by hand. Typically

specialized carts are required for each resident. Semi-automated and fully automated

are the two types of automated collection.

Fully Automated

Collection

In fully automated collection a mechanical arm with a mechanical gripper is controlled by

a diver in the cab of the truck. The driver does not leave the cab of the collection vehicle.

Semi-Automated

Collection

A mechanical lifter is mounted on a new or existing collection vehicle, and crews wheel

carts to the collection vehicle, line the car up with the lifting device, and activate the lifting

device which will mechanically tip the contents of the cart into the collection vehicle.

Multi-Unit

Residential Dwelling

Includes townhome residential units that receive waste collection services the same

as single family households including a blue box, green can, and garbage set out.

Multi-Unit

Residential Building

Includes apartments/condos and developments that have centralized waste collection

services typically including a large garbage container (6 yd. bin) and recycling carts

that are used and shared by all residents in the building.
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LIMITATIONS OF REPORT

This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of the Township of Langley and their agents. Tetra Tech EBA Inc. (Tetra

Tech EBA) does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis, or the recommendations contained

or referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by any Party other than the Township of Langley, or for any

Project other than the proposed development at the subject site. Any such unauthorized use of this report is at the sole risk of the

user. Use of this report is subject to the terms and conditions stated in Tetra Tech EBA’s Services Agreement.

© 2015, Township of Langley. All Rights Reserved.

The preparation of this feasibility study was carried out with assistance from the Green Municipal Fund, a Fund financed by the

Government of Canada and administered by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. Notwithstanding this support, the views

expressed are the personal views of the authors, and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and the Government of Canada

accept no responsibility for them.”
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Township of Langley (Township) retained Tetra Tech EBA Inc. (Tetra Tech EBA), for a review of the Township’s

solid waste collection programs. Key aspects of this assessment include: generating options to expand and/or

modify current collection programs and modelling costs; analyzing the impacts of future developments and trends;

examining costs and other considerations associated with expanding waste collection services to rural residents

not currently being serviced by the Township; conducting a triple bottom line analysis of options; conducting a pilot

to test every other week garbage collection and use of carts; and developing overall recommendations based on

findings.

1.1 Report Outline

The report is split into eight sections as detailed below:

Section 1.0 Introduction – provides an introduction to the project including the overall objectives, context and

project drivers.

Section 2.0 Existing Solid Waste Management System Assessment – comprises an overview of the current

residential waste management system including current challenges and common requests.

Section 3.0 Future Developments – outlines major drivers and trends that will impact the Township, specifically,

population and housing growth, tipping fee increases, Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) programs and

changes in recycling collection as relates to Multi-Material BC (MMBC).

Section 4.0 Best Practice Research in Comparable Municipalities – reviews best practice in comparable

municipalities for curbside collection service delivery and trends including Every Other Week (EOW) garbage

collection with weekly organics collection, cart systems and cart administration.

Section 5.0 Service Delivery Options – outlines a long-list of service delivery elements and options that were

developed in collaboration with the Township and used to inform the collection scenarios analysed in Section 6.0.

Section 6.0 Collection System – looks at the components of curbside collection options and develops three

collection scenarios for analysis: 1) status quo, 2) EOW garbage collection with modified containers, 3) EOW

garbage collection using a cart based system. It includes a triple bottom line analysis, reviews collection pilot results,

and provides a financial review of the different scenarios

Section 7.0 Other System Assessment and Analysis – examines other key system elements including rural

collection services, multi-family (MF) collection services and Large Item Pick-up (LIPU) programs.

Section 8.0 Recommendations – develops recommendations for the most appropriate collection system to

implement in the Township. The recommendations are framed in the following subsections:

 Organics and garbage collection adjustments – EOW garbage and cart-based systems

 Recycling collection services

 Rural collection services

 Multi-family (MF) collection services

 Large Item Pick-up (LIPU) program
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1.2 Project Drivers

The purpose for this project is to generate and examine options to optimize curbside waste collection programs and

enable the Township to meet current and future solid waste management challenges. The current curbside

collection contract expires in 2016, with the option of a five-year extension. Key driving factors are provided below:

 Fulfill the Township’s commitments under the Metro Vancouver Integrated Solid Waste and Resource

Management Plan including:

− Increase diversion rate to 70% by 2015, and 80% by 2020;

− Reduce per capita waste generation by 10% by 2020; and

− Comply with Metro Vancouver's organics disposal ban in 2015 that will apply to all single family (SF), multi-

family (MF) and Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (ICI) sectors.

 Optimize services and program efficiency;

 Establish a consistent level of service for all residential properties across the Township;

 Adopt and implement new EPR programs including packaging and printed paper (PPP) in 2014;

 Ensure solid waste programs align with the goals of the Township’s Sustainability Charter including:

− Minimize greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions caused by the collection of garbage/green can/recycling;

− Build corporate and community capacity; and

− Nurture a mindset of sustainability.

 Ensure program costs remain efficient; and

 Meet service level expectations of the residents – including urban, rural, and multi-family developments.

2.0 EXISTING SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

2.1 Current System Overview

The Township has been providing SF garbage and recycling collection services for over 20 years. In 2000, yard

trimming collection was introduced and in May 2011 that program was expanded to include food scraps and soiled

paper. The Township is a mix of urban and rural properties and a mix of building types: detached single family

homes, townhomes or multi-unit residential dwellings (MURDs) and apartment buildings or multi-unit residential

buildings (MURBs). Not all properties currently receive the same level of service. Table 2-1 below summarizes the

collection services offered in the Township.
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Table 2-1: Collection Services Provided by the Township and Number of Units Serviced

Curbside
Collection

Garbage Recycling Organics

Large
Item

Pick-up
(LIPU)

Comments

Urban Single Family     
Weekly collection for
garbage/recycling/organics

Urban Single Family
Units Serviced

20,313 20,313 20,313 20,313 Four collection zones

Rural Single Family     
Private sector collection only for
garbage/organics/LIPU or self-haul
to the transfer stations

Rural Single Family
Units Serviced

N/A 4910 N/A N/A 
Unknown how many residents
subscribe to private curbside
collection

MURDs Optional Optional Optional Optional
Residents can opt-in for garbage/
organics/LIPU or obtain private
collection

MURD Units
Serviced by the

Township
422 11,1851 422 422

Of the 160 townhouse complexes,
20 have opted in for
garbage/organics/ LIPU services
from the Township, and 140 opted
out and have private collection

MURBS  Optional   
Private sector collection only for
garbage/organics/LIPU; Recycling
using carts by the Township

MURB Units
Serviced

N/A 11,185* N/A N/A 

Of the 45 MURBs, 34 have opted in
for recycling services from the
Township, and 11 opted out and
have private recycling collection

Total Units
Serviced (2013)

20,735 36,408 20,735 20,735 Four collection zones

1. MURD and MURB Units serviced for recycling total 11,512 units combined.

MURDs have the option to opt-in to municipal collection services. Garbage, organics and LIPU services provided

by the Township are serviced at the same annual fee per unit as set in By-law No.4845 for SF homes. Recycling

service is available to all residents in the Township including rural and all MF units. Currently 36,408 households

receive municipal recycling service, while garbage, organics (food scraps and yard trimmings or “Green Can”)

collection and LIPU are provided to the urban areas only consisting of 20,735 households. The Township’s recycling

service is optional (and at no additional cost) for MURDs and MURBs. Of the 45 MURDs in the Township, 34 have

opted for the Township’s recycling services while 11 have opted out and do not use the Township’s recycling

services.

For rural residents who do not received curbside garbage or LIPU service, there are two transfer stations located

in or near the Township. The services offered at the transfer stations are summarized in Table 2-2. Some rural

residents have obtained private curbside garbage collection.
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Table 2-2: Drop-Off Options for Residents

Drop - Off
Locations

(Managed by Metro
Vancouver)

Garbage Recycling Organics
Large
Item

Drop Off
Comments

Langley Transfer
Station
1070 - 272 Street
Aldergrove

  !1  

Garbage minimum charge $15/load;
$109/tonne, Metro Vancouver
intends to have residential drop-off
for organics by 2015

Surrey Transfer
Station
9770 - 192 Street
Surrey

  !1,2  

Garbage minimum charge $15/load
or $25/load between 10 am - 2 pm
wk./days; $109/tonne, Metro
Vancouver intends to have
residential drop-off for organics by
2015

1. Metro Vancouver website advertises for Langley and Surrey Transfer Station: Green Waste and Clean Wood Waste (no food waste)

includes grass, shrub and tree branches, flowers, weeds, leaves, vegetable stalks, brush and tree stumps with a maximum diameter of

30 centimetres and maximum length of 120 centimetres, but excludes food waste and Agricultural Waste maximum length for clean

woodwaste is 2.5 metres $66 per tonne Minimum charge $6 per load

2. Wastech website advertises for Surrey Transfer Station: We accept residential amounts of food waste including small amounts of raw

meat (Including spoiled frozen food). Metro Vancouver does not advertise this on their information website for Surrey Transfer Station.

Based on the collected and reported data by the Township, a detailed summary of the service level and service

assessment is summarized in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Collection Service Options Information Review

Garbage Organics Recycling
Large Item

Pick-Up (LIPU)

Household
Hazardous

Waste (HHW)
Event

Frequency Weekly Weekly Weekly By appointment
One 2-day event

each year

Tonnage
(2013)

10,088 8,951 7,089 128 25

Tonnage
Notes

Tonnage
decreasing

approx. 3 to 5%
per year since

2010

Tonnage steadily
Increasing

(2012 up 17%,
2013 up 14%)

Overall tonnage
steady since

2009, however
newspaper down

12%, mixed
paper up 8%

Tonnage similar
to 2012 - 50t of

white goods
(metals), 78t of

garbage
(furniture, etc.)

15% increase in
traffic over 2012
5t of electronics,
2.5t of paint and
solvents, 3t car

and 0.7t
household
batteries

Limits
Max. two 80 L
cans and/or
plastic bags

Unlimited in 80 L
cans and/or Kraft

bags and
bundles

Unlimited in blue
box, blue bag,

yellow bag

Maximum four
items per year

Residential
products only

Estimated
Participati

on Rate
(2013)

90% one week
average

43% (65% over
three weeks)

83% one week
average

2,147 total calls,
and 2,947 items
collected. Most
calls per month
in July - 252,
May -234 and

Apr - 212

1,027 vehicles
over a two-day

event

By Law
Complianc

e Issues

76% have cans
over 80 L in size
(some use 121 L,
and up to 170 L

cans being used)

Container types
allowed are not

optimal for some
users – size,
hinged lids,

wheels, rodent
proof

Scavenging of
recyclables from

the curbside.
24% of

residences have
oversized

non-township
container

Illegal dumping
occurs frequently

for all types of
waste include

large items, bags
of garbage, etc.

Materials
including

electronics, small
appliances and

HHW, were
found in the

waste stream
during the waste

audit

Other Info
(2013)

Average of
1.3 cans/week

31%-55% food
scraps in green

can

2872 new blue
boxes distributed

in 2013

1,737 units had
one or more pick-

ups
1,369 - 1
collection
325 - 2

collections
38 - 3 collections
5 - 4 collections

Most EPR items
can be dropped
off at the bottle

depot of
participating
retailers year

round

Revenue
(2013)

$15,560 - $383,450 - -
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Garbage Organics Recycling
Large Item

Pick-Up (LIPU)

Household
Hazardous

Waste (HHW)
Event

Revenue
Notes

Represents
gross revenue
(i.e., does not

deduct
retail/hauler

costs). Bag tag
sales approx.
50% less after
price increase

from $2 to $3 in
2011

Free compost
giveaway day

with purchase of
a composter
(230 sold at

event)

Revenue peak in
2011 at

$725,000
generated from

mixed paper and
old newspaper

Scrap metal is
taken to West
Coast Metal

Recyclers – No
revenue

collected by TOL

TOL pays for the
contractor to
collect and

handle event,
and disposal.
Total cost in

2013 $92,000.
EPR items

disposed at no
cost to TOL

Extra garbage bag tags are sold at a cost of $3 per tag. In 2013, 5,520 were sold for revenue of $15,560.

The number of extra bag tags sold has been consistent the last two years. In late 2011, the fee per bag tag was

raised from $2 to $3; prior to the price increase, nearly double the numbers of bag tags were sold per year.

Recycling revenue is from the sale of the mixed waste paper and old newspaper. These commodity prices have

decreased since 2011 at a peak of over $140/t for mixed paper to less than $60/t for mixed paper. The value for

mixed paper is typically averaging about $10/t more than old newspaper. No revenue is generated from the mixed

containers stream.

2.2 Waste Generation and Composition

The current waste composition for the SF homes in the Township is outlined in Table 2-4. There is an above average

amount of compostable organics remaining in the garbage in the Township. There also appears to be slightly more

than average beverage containers that are ending up in the garbage in the Township. Most other categories are

comparable to the Metro Vancouver average.

Table 2-4: Garbage Composition Comparison to Metro Vancouver Average

Metro Vancouver MF
avg. 2013

Metro Vancouver SF
avg. 2013

Township SF avg. 2013

Recyclable Current
Blue Box

9.2% 8.9% 9.0%

Beverage Containers 1.4% 1.2% 1.6%

New MMBC Blue Box 2.4% 3.7% 2.4%

Compostable 47.1% 43.8% 48.6%

EPR Depot 5.6% 4.9% 4.8%

Garbage 34.3% 37.6% 33.7%

Total Generated
(kg/capita in 2013)

221.4 155.9 166.2
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The overall garbage generation rate in the Township was 166.2 kg per capita, which is approximately 513 kg per

single family household in 2013. This is slightly higher than the Metro Vancouver average of 155.9 kg per capita,

or 484 kg per single family household in 2013. Based on the waste composition data, this difference is primarily

due to additional compostable organics in the garbage.

The waste generation rate in Metro Vancouver on average for single family homes is 155.9 kg per capita, and the

waste generation rate in Metro Vancouver on average for MF homes is 221.4 kg/capita. MF households typically

have lower diversion rates due to less recycling participation and a lack of organic diversion programs. As more MF

developments, including MURDs, are constructed in the Township, it will be important to ensure MF homes are

providing both recycling and organics collection to ensure the waste diversion target is met.

2.3 Collection Challenges and Requests

Residents are directed to call the contracted hauler, Sierra Waste Services Ltd., directly for requests related to the

curbside service delivery such as missed collections, or requests for new or additional recycling containers.

The Township Engineering Department handles calls that include informing residents where to recycle particular

items and how to use the system correctly. All service requests are tracked by the Township and the contractor.

Dealing with calls from residents regarding curbside collection and accepted containers takes up a considerable

amount of staff and contractor time. Key challenges and reasons for container requests are highlighted below.

2.3.1 Recycling

There have been a number of service requests for more recycling containers. Reasons for new bin requests include

old bins that begin to break, new residents requesting bins, and residents having more recycling and require

additional bins. In 2013, there were 2,872 new blue box requests. Some recycling collection challenges identified

include residents that put all items including paper in the blue box (instead of using the designated reusable plastic

bags) and are not sorting the recycling, or common contamination including Styrofoam and other items. Some

issues with recycling bags used for paper include the bags blowing away when they are empty. Yellow bags are in

a higher demand than the blue newspaper bags. Some residents also try to use their own type of containers

including laundry baskets, Rubbermaid storage bins, blue garbage cans with recycling symbols on them, etc.

Neighbouring municipalities in the City of Surrey and City of Langley have single stream recycling service and this

may confuse some residents.

2.3.2 Organics

The most common green can requests are related to confusion around the use of compostable plastic bags since

product marketing in local stores leads residents to believe that compostable plastics are accepted in collection

programs. At present, local processing facilities do not permit plastics of any type, including compostable, from

residential collection. Some residents insist that they backyard compost and do not require curbside compost

collection. However, items such as soiled paper, meat, fish, bones, oil, and grease would likely be put in the trash

and not the backyard compost. Container requests are common, as currently, containers are supposed to be 80 L

and provided by the resident; there are requests for the use of bins with hinged lids, which is not allowed under the

current by-law and may pose an issue to the contractor. Residents also want to use bins with wheels (especially

those with larger properties, long driveways, and/or several cans). Other residents would like to have a simple small

45 L hinged green bin as they either do not produce yard and garden debris, or they compost their own yard

trimmings.
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2.3.3 Garbage

Many residents are using larger cans than the by-law permits, as the retail stores in the Township sell a variety of

bin sizes. Additionally, collectors have been accepting materials (emptying) from the larger bins rather than tagging

them. Other residents see that they are acceptable and get the same container. Now over 76% of residents included

in the 2013 survey had containers that are over 80 L size. There are issues with securing lids, since no hinged lids

are allowed under the current by-law and may pose an issue to the contractor. Pest issues are a concern with rats,

squirrels, and raccoons – most common in the Brookswood area. After collection, lids can roll or get blown away.

There are also requests for wheeled carts for ease of use, especially those with longer driveways, or to aid in service

to elderly or disabled residents. Residents are also concerned about contractors breaking or damaging their

garbage cans as the bins become older, and contractors note that the cheaper plastic containers can get brittle in

the winter months.

3.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Anticipated developments in the next five to 10 years that will have the largest impact on the solid waste collection

system include: population increase given the increase of SF and MF housing units in the Township; garbage tipping

fee increases by Metro Vancouver; the implementation of the organics disposal ban by Metro Vancouver to be

phased in by 2015; and the development and roll out of EPR programs including packaging and printed paper (PPP)

in 2014.

3.1 Population and Housing Change

The Township’s population is projected to grow approximately 35% in the next 10 years. The growth is anticipated

to be concentrated in the areas of Willowbrook/Willoughby and Brookswood/Fernridge. This will include the

development of more MF units including townhome developments (MURDs) and condos/apartments (MURBs).

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 outlines the Township’s current population, number of housing units, and projections for the

next 20 years.

Table 3-1: Population Forecasts

Population
Total

Population
SF Units MURBs MURDs

TOL Estimated Population

2011
99,602 63,626 5,830 30,146

TOL Estimated Projection

2021
139,332 73,773 12,134 53,425

TOL Estimated Projection

2031
181,405 94,178 19,030 68,197

1. Ground orientated units include townhouses, row houses and secondary suites
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Table 3-2: Housing Forecasts and Waste Generated Per Year

Number of Units Total Units1 Urban Units SF Units2 MF Units Rural Units

Households (2013) 39,916 31,500 26,167 11,690 8,416

Households (2021) 57,000 46,740 38,304 18,696 10,260

Households (2031) 74,500 61,835 48,530 25,970 12,665

Per Unit Serviced by TOL – Tonnage/Year (2013)

Garbage - - 0.513 - -

Organics - - 0.439 - -

Recycling 0.167

1. Total units include temporary units

2. Single Family units includes secondary suites

Data is tabulated for the total garbage, organics, and recyclables collected in the curbside program. This allows for

the calculation of the tonnage per household for the single family garbage and organics, and an overall tonnage per

unit for the recycling stream. To forecast how population increase will impact the collection system, it is necessary

to estimate the growth in single family and multi-family housing.

The population growth in single family households includes an anticipated increase in the number of secondary

suites. MF population increases will be primarily in MURD units such as townhomes, with new apartments and

condos (i.e. MURBs) making up the rest.

3.2 Tipping Fee Increases

Metro Vancouver has published anticipated tipping fee increases for the next five years. Table 3-3 includes tipping

fee projections, and the impact that the tipping fee would have on the Township’s annual fee for garbage collection

service—assuming all other variables stay constant (e.g., tonnage disposed per year, and number of units

serviced/population). If there was no change in the Township’s waste tonnage (or per capita garbage disposed),

tipping fee increases would lead to a service fee increase of 9% over the next three years. Although Metro

Vancouver has implemented flow control measures to ensure all garbage is received by regional facilities, these

fees could be impacted by the movement of waste out of our region. These fees can be mitigated at the municipal

level by implementing additional waste diversion and reduction programs.

Table 3-3: Metro Vancouver Garbage Tipping Fee Increases

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Tipping Fee per Tonne
Projection1 $108 $118 $142 $157 $157

TOL Disposal Costs $1,148,472 $1,254,812 $1,510,028 $1,669,538 $1,669,538

TOL Annual Household Fee
Projection due to Tipping fee
increases

$0 $4.90 $16.67 $24.02 $24.02

% Total User Fee Increase - 2% 6% 9% 9%

1. Based on Metro Vancouver Projected Budget Scenarios, January 2015.
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3.3 Extended Producer Responsibility

Extended Producer Responsibility, as legislated through the Provincial Recycling Regulation, continues to evolve

and there is no guarantee that municipalities will be involved or that they will be compensated for what collection

options they choose to offer through municipal programs. That said, there are tax reduction benefits inherent in

EPR program development since manufacturers and producers are responsible for end of life material

management.

The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) published a Canada-wide Action Plan for EPR in

2009. It is a strategic plan rather than a specific regulation, so there is some concern on how follow up will be

reinforced by each jurisdiction and if EPR will remain a priority for CCME. While a Canada-wide implementation of

EPR programs will have more impact, it should be noted that the British Columbia Recycling Regulation is on

schedule for implementation. The 2015 and 2017 goals are summarized in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: CCME Canada-Wide Action Goals for Extended Producer Responsibility

2015 2017

Packaging and printed materials Construction materials

Household hazardous waste Demolition materials

Electronics & electrical equipment Furniture

Mercury-containing lamps Textiles and carpet

Automotive products Appliances including ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

The newest EPR program, PPP, includes products currently collected in municipal blue box programs and expands

beyond it to include packaging from a broader array of products. PPP launched in May of 2014 for the residential

sector, which includes single family and multi-family dwellings as well as public streetscapes.

In additional to the existing EPR programs, two other programs are currently being developed in British Columbia:

the Major Appliances and Recycling Roundtable (MARR) for large appliances and white goods, and a Mattress and

Box Spring Recycling Program. The implementation of the large appliance and other 2017 EPR action goals would

impact the LIPU program offered by the Township.

3.4 Recycling Collection and Multi-Material British Columbia

Key requirements of accepting MMBC financial incentives include following the collection statement of work and

service agreement produced by MMBC. The MMBC program enables British Columbia municipalities to recycle

new categories of packaging that are not commonly included in the current curbside program; however, MMBC will

not allow glass in the mixed container stream and it must be separated. Municipalities that have signed on to MMBC

are either providing a separate recycling box for glass (e.g., in Coquitlam) or are telling residents to take glass to

collection depots. The collection incentive offered for glass is at a rate of $80/tonne. Collected PPP may not contain

more than 3% by weight of non-PPP items, otherwise, after continual non-compliance penalties can be applied at

a rate of $5,000 per load to a maximum of $120,000 in one calendar year. A one year period from program

commencement is given for municipalities to reduce the amount of glass below 3% and the amount of contamination

below 3%. Financial incentives provided by MMBC for multi-stream collection of PPP range from $35 to $39 per

household depending on the number of households collected per hectare as summarized in Table 3-5.
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Single stream recycling is becoming more common in many municipalities as additional processing facilities have

been built, and the cost of processing has become the responsibility of MMBC, and not the municipality.

The benefits include lower overall collection costs, increased participation due to ease of use, ability to combine

with an automated collection program, and the ability to co-collect with other materials. Drawbacks include higher

processing rates and increased contamination and residual rates. Specifically, the fibre stream is less clean at the

end of processing compared with a source separated fibre stream, and therefore receives a lower price in the

recycling market.

The Township is not currently signed on to receive collection services for PPP provided by MMBC. At this time,

MMBC is not accepting new members due to a budgetary shortfall, but has a waiting list for municipalities, First

Nations, and recycling depots that want to join the program.

A second PPP industry steward, called StewardChoice has submitted a plan for packaging and printed paper (PPP)
collection to the BC Ministry of Environment and the plan, as of June 2015, is currently undergoing public
consultation. StewardChoice intends to fill the gaps in collection services currently offered through producer funded
recycling services and may offer collection without requiring glass to be separated. An opportunity may exist to work
with StewardChoice in 2016, although the updated plan will not be submitted until July 2015, no pricing is available
and the Ministry has not approved any finalized plan. Any new contract, or renewal of the existing recycling contract
should include an opt-out provision that allows the Township to join with an industry steward and producer-funded
recycling service.

Table 3-5: Summary of MMBC Collection Incentives

MMBC Curbside Collection Financial Incentive Breakdown

Single-stream – All Fibre, Plastics, and Metals

>2 Curbside Households per hectare $32 $ per Curbside Household per year

0.2 to 2 Curbside Households per hectare $34 $ per Curbside Household per year

<0.2 Curbside Households per hectare $36 $ per Curbside Household per year

Multi-Stream – Paper Separate from Containers (Tetra Pack, Plastics, and Metals)

>2 Curbside Households per hectare $35 $ per Curbside Household per year

0.2 to 2 Curbside Households per hectare $37 $ per Curbside Household per year

<0.2 Curbside Households per hectare $39 $ per Curbside Household per year

Other Incentives

Glass $80 Per Tonne

Resident Education Top Up $0.75 $ per Curbside Household per year

Service Administration Top Up $2.50 $ per Curbside Household per year
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4.0 BEST PRACTICE RESEARCH IN COMPARABLE MUNICIPALITIES

4.1 Curbside Service Delivery

As part of the wider Solid Waste Collection System Review that is being conducted, the Township asked Tetra Tech

EBA to investigate similar collection systems. This research aims to outline what different municipal programs exist

in the surrounding areas. A summary of selected municipalities’ service frequency, container types, limits, fees, and

other information is provided in Table 4-1. Additional information on special services for elderly and disabled

residents and scavenging of recyclables are found in Appendix A and B, respectively.

The majority of municipalities in Metro Vancouver have switched to EOW garbage collection in the past one to three

years. The switch to EOW collection has been credited with a further increase of 40% to 80% in the quantity of

organics collected, and on average, an overall increase in the diversion rate of between 8 and 9% immediately after

the service deliver change, compared to weekly garbage collection. Collection timing should prioritize organics

collection over garbage collection including the more frequent collection of organics, and less frequent collection of

garbage.

The majority of municipalities that have switched to EOW garbage collection have also moved to a cart based

collection system. Exceptions include City of Nanaimo, District of West Vancouver, and City of Abbotsford, who

have made the switch without any container changes. In these municipalities, garbage limits for EOW collection

range from 80 L to 240 L (e.g., one to three 80 L containers permitted over a two-week period, respectively).

To offset some odour concerns, the City of Ottawa offers an additional collection service for diapers and adult

hygiene products on the weeks without garbage collection at no extra cost. Residents are required to renew their

registration in the program annually, as needed, and less than 2% of households use the program. Registration

information determines eligibility and there is a natural check and balance given that hauler will be able to determine

contents of the special collection.

Commonly, blue bags or carts are used to help facilitate EOW recycling options. However, it should be noted that

the Regional District of North Okanagan is changing from single use blue bags to blue boxes as MMBC takes over

the collection of recyclables in that region. Evidence suggests that adopting single-use blue bag or cart-based

systems would increase diversion versus the blue box system, however, contamination rates are commonly higher

in recycling carts and single use blue bags versus the multi-stream collection system that the Township currently

uses1.

Pay as you throw (PAYT) incentives are commonly used in combination with cart service and are determined by

the cart size offered to residents. This is most common for the garbage stream; however, it is now becoming more

common for the organics stream. Typically for recycling, there are no PAYT schemes other than container costs, or

fees for switching container sizes.

Another program element used by several jurisdictions in Nova Scotia and Ontario is to require clear bags to be

used to create transparency/accountability and more actively promote established diversion programs that have

EOW garbage collection. For example, in the Western Region of Nova Scotia2, the launch of a clear bag program

for curbside collection resulted in a garbage decrease of 25% with 25% increase in organics diversion and another

12% in recycling. One non-transparent bag is permitted to respect privacy for items such as hygiene products.

1 Curbside Collection Comparison for Blue Bags, Boxes and Carts- Vision Quest Environmental Strategies Corp./City of Toronto Recycling
Container Pilot Study - March 2009.

2 Waste Check, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.wastecheck.ca/faq.html - 2012.
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Table 4-1: Municipal Curbside Service Delivery Comparison

Stream Frequency Collection Type Container Type Limits PAYT Key Info 2013 By-Law Fees Other

Township of Langley

Garbage Weekly Manual

Resident

purchased max.

80 L containers

Two 80 L per week. Bag

tags available for $3/tag

No - other than bag tags for

over limit
$284.75

Recycling Weekly Manual 3 Steam Blue bin and bags Unlimited No No by-law fee

Organics Weekly Manual

Resident

purchased max.

80 L containers or

Kraft bags

Unlimited No Included in garbage fees

City of Richmond

Garbage

Weekly

(currently

piloting

EOW)

Manual

(currently

piloting semi-

automated with

carts)

Resident

purchased max.

100 L containers

Two-Can Limit. Bag tags

available for $2/tag, and

can be purchased online

No – put plan to implement

if/when carts are distributed to

all residents

$95.79 single family, each

unit in a duplex and

townhome

$14.29 annual city litter

collection service fee for

both residential properties

and non-residential

properties

Residents can purchase a Garbage

Disposal Voucher for $5.00 from

the City, and the voucher is good

for $20.00 at the City of Vancouver

Landfill. Limit of one per household,

and total limited number available

each year.

Recycling Weekly Manual 3 Steam

Blue bin, grey bin

for glass, and

bags for all fibre

Unlimited No

$48.50 for residential

properties which receive

blue box service

$25.32 multi-family or

townhouse which receive

centralized collection

service (per unit)

Organics Weekly Semi-Automated

Carts and Kraft

bags or 80L

containers for

additional material

Unlimited No

Single-family homes have 4 size

options, and Townhomes have two size

options (80L and 45.5L).

$38.40 single family and

each unit in a duplex

City of Vancouver

Garbage EOW Automated Carts

Based on cart size / bag

tags available for purchase

$2 each

Yes - Different Yearly Fee for

Each Cart Size

Changed from weekly to EOW garbage

in 2013 and saw a 40% reduction in

garbage annually by weight and overall

8-9% change in diversion rate.

75 L - $75

120 L - $87

180 L - $103

240 L - $119

360 L - $151

Some MF and Commercial Units

can get weekly waste collection

Recycling Weekly Manual 3 Steam Blue bin and bags Unlimited No None

Organics Weekly Automated Carts Based on cart size
Yes - Different Yearly Fee for

Each Cart Size

Partial food scraps allowed in 2011,

switch to all food scraps in 2012 (with

EOW organics until May 2013 when

became weekly)

120 L - $104

180 L - $122

240 L - $140

360 L - $176
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Stream Frequency Collection Type Container Type Limits PAYT Key Info 2013 By-Law Fees Other

City of Surrey

Garbage EOW Automated Carts

Based on cart size / bag

tags available for purchase

$2.75 each

Yes for different cart sizes,

and bag tags

Changed from weekly to EOW garbage

and allowed food scraps and saw an

80% increase in organics collected, 43%

decrease in garbage, 6% increase in

recycling and overall 20% change in

diversion rate.

$283 for 240 L

$422 for 360 L

$90 per further 120 L

upsizing or additional carts.

Townhomes priced the same as SF

homes; however, SF homes with

Suites approximately charged

double the fee or $566 - can

downsize carts to a minimum cost

of $422

Recycling EOW
Automated

Single Steam
Carts Based on cart size No

Part of MMBC. Glass Will not be allowed

come May 19, other new items will be

allowed such a coffee cups

$25 onetime fee to

increase cart size

Organics Weekly Automated Carts

Based on cart size / Kraft

bags available for purchase

$1.00 for 10 - with free tags

Yes for different cart sizes,

and bag tags
Food scraps allowed in 2011

$25 onetime fee to

increase cart size but no

change to yearly fee up to

a 360L cart

District of West Vancouver

Garbage EOW Manual

77 L or 121 L

(with one bag

only)

2 77 L or 1 121 L or 2 77 L

bags; Limit 154 L, 20 kg

per container limit. Bag

tags available for $6/tag

No - other than bag tags for

over limit

Changed from weekly to EOW garbage

and saw 10% overall change in

diversion rate from 58% to 68%, and

31% garbage reduction (2013)

$223.32 10% discount on fees if paid early

Recycling Weekly Manual 3 stream Blue bin and bags Unlimited No None - MMBC changes in May $82.60

Organics Weekly Manual

77 L cans or bags;

45 L cans with a

clasp for food

scraps

Maximum 6 cans/bags per

week
No Food scraps allowed in 2012 Included in garbage fees

Green bin carts (50 L) provided to

residents as part of Green Can

launch

City of Abbotsford

Garbage EOW Manual 80 L cans 3 cans or bags
No - other than bag tags for

over limit at $2.00 per bag tag

Changed from weekly to EOW garbage

and saw 21% overall change in

diversion rate from 46% to 67%.

$220 for city and $208 for

rural, however rural is

being increase up to $220

over 3 years

Recycling Weekly
Manual single

stream
Blue bags Unlimited No

None - may join MMBC in 2015. Also

help operate a recycling depot

MF buildings required through By

Law to maintain a program for the

separate collection of recyclables

from residents of that property -

99% compliance observed. $13 fee

for processing charged to MF if use

City service

Organics Weekly Manual 80 L cans or bags Unlimited No Food scraps allowed Included in garbage fees

City of Nanaimo

Garbage EOW Manual 77 L Can
One 77 L can, and max two

additional tagged bags

No - other than bag tags for

over limit at $2.00 per bag tag
$128.50

Houses with secondary suites are

charged for 2 units each of garbage

to pay for the additional collection

they receive
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Stream Frequency Collection Type Container Type Limits PAYT Key Info 2013 By-Law Fees Other

Recycling EOW Manual 2 stream

Bags - yellow

containers, blue

newspapers - or

residents can buy

their own blue bin

or container

Glass not accepted in recycling as of

2009 when food scraps collection

started

Organics Weekly Manual 48 L green bin No yard waste accepted Included in garbage fees

City of Langley

Garbage EOW Manual 80 L any type
2 Bags – Tags available for

purchase of $2.00

$194 - Calculated

assuming total budget of

$976,000 and 4775

households.

Recycling Weekly Manual 3 Steam Blue bin and bags Unlimited No Unknown

Organics Weekly Manual

80 L cans or bags,

and 50 L can for

food scraps

Unlimited No Food scraps allowed Included in garbage fees

City of Penticton

Garbage Weekly
Manual /

Semi-Automated
Cans or carts

Two cans or one carts –

Max. 240 L, bag tags

available for $1.50

Unknown

Can rent carts for all three streams

from BFI for $108/yr. – stated that

all the bags cost about $75/yr.

Recycling EOW

Manual /

Semi-Automated

single stream

Bags Unlimited No No Glass in recycling bags Unknown

Organics EOW
Manual /

Semi-Automated

Unlimited yard and garden

debris Kraft bags during

spring/summer/fall

No Unknown

Kelowna (Regional District of Central Okanagan)

Garbage Weekly Automated Carts

Max. 120 L, 2 additional

bag tags - available for

$2.50

$72 for upgrade to 240L cart $197

Cameras Target Curbside Trash

Contaminators (RFID tagged carts)

– Repeatedly tossing the wrong

materials into your curbside waste

carts could result in a $150 fine

Recycling EOW
Automated

single stream
Carts Max. 240 L NO No glass in recycling carts Unknown

Organics EOW Automated Carts Max. 240 L

Upgrade yard trimming cart

from 240-litre to 360-litre – $6

annual fee

One additional360-litre yard

waste cart- $30/year pick up

fee and $55 onetime fee

Yard and Garden Debris Only Included in garbage fees Offered nine months of the year
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Stream Frequency Collection Type Container Type Limits PAYT Key Info 2013 By-Law Fees Other

City of Ottawa

Garbage EOW Manual Bags / small cans 6 bags - 15 kg each 3.25 per additional bag $86

Once registered, participants can

place one bag of diapers and/or

incontinence products at the curb

on the alternating week from

garbage collection, on the same

day as your black-box

Recycling EOW Manual 2 stream Blue/black box Unlimited
Blue box and black box alternate each

week
Unknown

Blue box – containers, black box

papers

Organics Weekly Manual 80 L bin Unlimited
Leaf and yard waste in separate paper

bags only
Unknown
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4.2 Service Delivery Trend

4.2.1 Every Other Week Collection Services

Every other week collection service has become more common in Metro Vancouver and many other parts of

Canada. With the introduction and increasing participation in yard debris and food scraps programs, it becomes

less necessary to collect all material streams (garbage, recycling, and organics) on a weekly basis. Over the past

five years, a number of Metro Vancouver municipalities have switched to EOW garbage collection, as outlined in

Table 4-2. In total, 12 Metro Vancouver municipalities offer EOW garbage collection, eight offer weekly garbage

collection, and three do not offer curbside garbage collection (District of Maple Ridge, Village of Belcarra and

Electoral Area A).

Table 4-2: Weekly and Every Other Week Garbage Collection in Metro Vancouver

Weekly Garbage Collection EOW Garbage Collection

District of North Vancouver

City of Burnaby

City of Richmond1

Corporation of Delta

Tsawwassen First Nation

Township of Langley

Village of Anmore

Village of Lions Bay

City of North Vancouver

District of West Vancouver

City of Vancouver

City of New Westminster

City of Pitt Meadows

City of Coquitlam (switch July 1, 2014)

City of Port Coquitlam

City of Port Moody

City of Langley

City of Surrey

City of White Rock

Bowen Island Municipality

Other Ex: City of Abbotsford, City of Nanaimo, District
of Squamish, City of Victoria, City of Ottawa,

and City of Guelph

1 Are in the process of evaluating or changing to EOW garbage collection.

The goals associated with the conversion to EOW collection include:

 Prioritize green can and recycling programs ahead of garbage collection by making them more convenient.

 Decrease garbage collection costs by 20 to 40%.

 Increase the amount of recyclable and compostable material collected, which will result in decreased waste

being sent to a landfill. This will also reduce disposal costs incurred by the Township.

 Improve collection efficiency by aligning the service offered with the trend of decreasing garbage tonnage and

increasing green can tonnage.

Municipalities that have implemented EOW collection have seen a 20 to 40% reduction in the collection costs.

Municipalities that began implementing both green can collection and EOW waste collection have seen a 25% to

40% reduction in the residential garbage stream resulting in diversion rates of just over 70%. For results of the City

of Richmond’s EOW garbage collection pilot, see Appendix H.
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The Township has had a significant improvement in organics tonnages since the implementation of the food scraps

program; however, the program has participation rates averaging from 40 to 65% and can further be improved.

Based on the outcomes from other municipalities, the Township can expect up to an additional 15% reduction in

the garbage tonnage, through higher participation in the green can program and an overall 6 to 8% increase in the

diversion rate due to increased participation in green can and recycling programs.

4.2.2 Collection Carts

Carts are becoming more common in the region for garbage and organics as well as a few municipalities using

carts for single stream recycling. Collection carts are designed for use with automated collection equipment. This

includes a hydraulically power arm that is manipulated by a single driver from the cab of the truck. Collection carts

come with a limited 10-year manufacturers’ warranty and a typical lifespan of 10 to 15 years. The cost of the

containers varies depending on the type of materials selected. This includes options for rubber verses plastic

wheels, the type of lid and the addition of animal/bear resistant locking mechanisms. Other municipalities in the

region have had four to five companies respond to request for proposals for the purchase of collection carts with

costs ranging from $40 to $110 per cart depending on the size of the cart, size of the order, materials used in the

cart construction, and the addition of bear proof closures on the lid.

Another feature that can be implemented with cart based collection is the addition of radio-frequency

identification (RFID) tags to each container to monitor the carts. Collection vehicles can have RFID readers which

can be used to record the use of the carts, and integrate with GPS and cameras on the trucks to enable drivers to

verify collection of carts and routes, and report contamination issues and other concerns on a collection route. For

more information see Appendix G. A supplier in Metro Vancouver also exists that can add additional bear proof

closure mechanisms to the lid of each container at a cost of approximately $40 per lid. PAYT is commonly used in

combination with cart service (for garbage or organics). This is where a resident is charged a different rate

depending on the size of cart they require for their household. Typically three to five sizes of carts are offered at a

set rate per year, and residents can get a larger or smaller cart as their own choice. Caution should be taken in cart

selection to ensure that sizes chosen can be used in both semi-automated and automated systems. For example,

some automated systems cannot accommodate 80L carts while others can service the smaller size cart.

Table 4-3: Typical Cart Sizes (Table Adapted from the City of Guelph www.guelph.ca)

Small Medium Large Extra Large

80 litres/21 gallons
(equivalent to

approximately one
standard bag)

120 litres/32 gallons
(equivalent to

approximately two
standard bags)

240 litres/64 gallons
(equivalent to

approximately four
standard bags)

360 litres/96 gallons
(equivalent to

approximately six
standard bags)
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The benefits of carts include:

 The combination of larger containers and EOW garbage collection should result in more participation as well

as lower fuel consumption.

 Allows for simple implementation of a PAYT cost structure.

 Carts are considered a higher level of service (versus manual collection) for residents. For most residents,

wheeled carts are easier to move and set out than cans and bags that must be lifted.

 Wheeled carts can make it easier for residents to take materials to the curb as they are easy to move. Attached

lids help contain odour, keep rain out, are more resistant to animals, and replaces unsightly set-outs with a

single uniform container.

 Adopting a cart-based systems can increase diversion versus the blue box system, however, contamination

rates are commonly higher in recycling carts

 Allows for a larger recycling container with an attached lid and wheels, lids will help keep neighborhoods

cleaner by preventing recyclables or bags from blowing away.

 Supplying a green organics cart to each property encourages use of the yard trimmings collection program as

wheeled carts are much simpler to use for yard trimmings than yard cans, plastic bags, or bundling branches.

Increased participation in the program is expected, which will help minimize the amount of yard trimmings and

food scraps being disposed in the garbage stream.

4.2.3 Cart Administration

While the benefits of using a cart-based system are outlined above, there is a transitional period that takes places

when a municipality changes to a cart based collection system. Rolling out new carts and ensuring that residents

are properly informed and have the correct cart sizes, requires planning and additional administration for the

municipality managing the program. Municipalities in British Columbia have employed a range of models for cart

roll-out and ongoing management, with some relying on contractors to a large degree and others managing all

administration internally. Based on research conducted with five British Columbia municipalities, most found that

while it was beneficial to use contractors for the roll-out, in the long-term it was more efficient to bring cart

administration and management in-house. A summary of the research findings is provided in the Table 4-4 below.

Key lessons include:

 Education, outreach and communication with residents are key to a successful roll-out

 Use RFID tags. They are critical to tracking carts and extremely expensive to add afterwards

 Offering too many different size options to residents makes it challenging to administer carts

 Employ extra staff/set up a call centre during the roll-out as there will be a high volume of calls

 Make sure all cart data is accurate – use a robust data management system for cart tracking

 Map out areas where automated collection will not be possible and plan accordingly
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Table 4-4: Comparison of Administration of Automated Cart Roll-out

Vancouver Surrey Coquitlam Kelowna Burnaby

Bylaws/Policies

Bylaw outlines: rates, services,

requesting increase or reduction in

garbage cart service

http://former.vancouver.ca/bylaws/8417c.

PDF

User pays

By-law reflects cart system. Information
about not putting cart out before a certain
time, where to place it. By-laws on what

can and cannot go into the cart.

https://burnaby.civicweb.net/Documents/
DocumentList.aspx?ID=11021

Number of Homes (curbside) 100,000 100,000 25,000 55,000 (across Kelowna) 35,000

Number of Carts 208,000 300,000 50,000

Cart Sizes and Prices

Garbage:

75 L - $75

120 L - $87

180 L - $103

240 L - $119

360 L - $151

Green Bin:

120 L - $104

180 L - $122

240 L - $140

360 L - $176

80 L

120 L

180 L

240 L - $283 (default SF)

360 L - $422 (SF Secondary suite)

$90 per further 120 L upsizing or
additional

3 cart system plus kitchen catcher

3 sizes

120 L $217

240 L standard $287

360 L $407

$50 admin fee for exchange

One cart per address for garbage. Can
purchase more green.

240 L default if residents didn’t choose

Also received a kitchen catcher

% of cart sizes chosen

86% 240, 11% 120, 3% 360

120 L – $197

240 L – $269

Garbage:

120 L - $40/year saving

180 L – cost neutral

240 L - $100/year increase

360 L - $250/year increase

180 L default if residents didn’t choose

Yard Waste:

180 L, 245 L, 360 L

245 L default if residents didn’t choose

Option to purchase additional yard waste
cart

No cost/saving regardless of size/# carts

Replacement/Exchange Fees
One free per year

$25/additional exchange

$15/exchange

$25/additional cart

 Six month grace period in the run up
to roll-out where people could
exchange size for free

 After that, $50 for exchange

 $55 fee for additional 360 L yard
waste cart

 Upgrading recycling/yard waste cart
is free.

 Can order additional yard waste cart
for free.

 Free exchanges for the first 6
months. After that $25 per container
change.

 Residents pay for replacements if
lost/stolen

Size Selection Process

 Asked residents to pick sizes and had
a great response. Had carts available
in malls/shopping centers for people
to see them and choose the
appropriate size.

 Sent out a brochure which residents
could fill out online or mail/drop off
hard copy.

 Residents that didn't select cart sizes
wanted to change right away during
delivery. No exchanges were
accepted until Sept to give time to set
up administration side. Priority
exchanges for Seniors/those with
disabilities.

 Pro-rated pay-scale to change
garbage cart (up-size). $50 admin fee
plus increase on utility to be paid up
front (no changes to utility bill for the
current year once it has been set) -
adjustment is made for the following
year.

 Also have option for residents to
purchase garbage carts with locks.

 When rolled-out offered a $40 tax
credit if you took 120 L. Lots took this
option and then had to upsize
because it was too small. Could have
structured differently to avoid this.

 Provided free exchange of cart sizes
for 6 months. Started in November to
ensure grace period covered the
holidays – made sure people knew
what capacity the needed at peak
times.

 Now waiving the $50 exchange fee if
people are downsizing (so long as no
chronic upsize downsize) to reduce
garbage
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Vancouver Surrey Coquitlam Kelowna Burnaby

All organics carts have locks. Issues
with theft in certain areas (cutting off
brass clips from organics carts).

 For new homes building department
notifies when final occupancy has
been issued - new carts are delivered
within one to three business days.
Also notified when demolitions are
issued - not always successful in
retrieving carts - looking to improve
this process as the fee is still paid for
the whole year.

Data Integration with Tax
System

(see Table 2 for detailed
Tempest info)

 Created an Access database to enter
and update carts. This is linked into
the tax system – each cart billing
level is coded. The Access database
sends a monthly report to the tax
database with
exchanges/replacements

 Residents were not billed for first year
(made sure the system was correct
and billed the following year)

 Tempest.

 Collected on the Property Tax Notice
(although considered a utility)

 If residents want to change the size
of their carts the order comes through
the CityWorks. Keep an excel file
which is passed on to taxation on a
monthly basis (only 80 to 100
updates annually)

Tempest (since July 2014)

 Kelowna oversees carts but each
municipality deals with billing
separately. Municipalities own the
carts and have amortized them
however it was easiest for them.

 Some have entire cost on utility bill
(west Kelowna)

 Some in tax base (City of Kelowna)

 SWM services paid from general
property tax.

 Residents charged a Garbage
Disposal Fee based on size of
garbage cart

 Use Hansen System as database for
cart tracking. This generates a report
for the tax system. Managed by the
information services group. Systems
are integrated.

Delivery Process/Time-Line

 Phased: 4 months for garbage and 4
months for green bin (done
separately)

 Contracted Toter Incorporated to
supply and deliver the carts. Toter
Incorporated sub-contracted Smithrite
to deliver carts.

 All at once over about 10 weeks.

 Contractor (Loubac) delivered the
carts. There were some major
challenges.

~ 2 months

 Rolled-out one municipality at a time
over about 6 months

 On average 2 weeks to a month
depending on the size of the
community (communities vary in size
from about 5,000 to 30,000 residents)

 Contractor (Smithrite) delivered carts
over several weeks.

Cart Tracking System for
Delivery

 Passed Access database to Toter
Incorporated who carried out the
delivery.

 Serial numbers on carts but no RFID
tags

 All carts have RFID tags and serial
numbers from delivery.

 City of Surrey provided Loubac with a
csv file containing address
information (from Tempest) and cart
orders (from surveys).

 Loubac used ‘fleetmind’ cart system
for distribution. They uploaded data
(routes, addresses, cart needs) into
handheld scanners for cart delivery.
Then as they went round scanned
RFID tags. Some issues with
scanners not working and so some
data was entered manually.
http://www.fleetmind.com/

 Wistar

 All carts have RFID tags and get
scanned when delivered user a
handheld device. Information
atomically updates in Wistar. Wistar
then updates Tempest – two systems
are integrated using a customized
script.

 Everyone got a standard sized cart
so no forms to fill out and enter.

 RFID tags were linked to addresses.

 Delivery was managed by the
contractor.

 All cart applications were entered into
online system. (If residents
posted/faxed/dropped-off a hard copy
these were entered by staff).

 Exported to Excel database and
sorted into collection zones and
collection routes. Filtered databases
were provided to the contractor’s
collection crews. Delivery crews
recorded all serial codes on a sheet
with addresses. This was given back
to muni as an Excel sheet and
uploaded to Hansen to cross-check.

 Had a foreman in all delivery zones
(on the street) doing QA/QC as crews
went by. Still had a lot of calls about
incorrect carts - people were
switching carts with neighbours or
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thought they had the wrong size. All
carts had RFID tags and serial
numbers.

Ongoing
Tracking/Replacement

 Continue to use the Access
database. When residents request
new carts the database is updated
and information is passed to the
warehouse who are responsible for
maintenance and distribution.

 Have a real challenge with carts
continuously going missing. Need to
have a better system for tracking. At
the moment have to send insepctors
out to read the serial number if a cart
has moved and many just disappear.

 Internal - CityWorks Management
System. Order online through City of
Surrey app and phone

 Handled by City Staff

 RFID and serial number entered in
Service Request

 Wistar

 As above

 Management of carts is contracted to
collection contractor (OK
Environmental Waste). They manage
replacement, maintenance, repairs
and exchanges.

 Use tracking system called
Routeware.

 Trucks have also been fitted with
RFID technology and cameras to
monitor for contamination. Can track
which houses have bad
contamination – great system.

 Contractor Ok Environmental Waste
250 868 3211 – RJ

 Residents go to City Hall and fill out a
service request form on Hansen
System for a cart exchange. Will
develop a new form when move to
online exchange and payments.

 Once resident has visited City Hall,
engineering clerks set up service
request. Service requests go to the
cart Coordinator – full time staff
member who manages inventory and
exchanges. The Coordinator updates
Hansen system. Tags the new bins
with stickers when he delivers them.

 Kept all order forms original roll-out;
electronic and paper. Will keep for 7
years in case of billing issues. People
claim they’re being over charged or
have the wrong cart.

 RFID tags were part of original
purchase. Truck RFID tags were
phased in because of cost (18
trucks). For lost and stolen carts, the
Coordinator can drive up and down
streets to see if they can find it (using
an RFID reader)

Roles and Responsibilities

 Muni did all of the administrative work
including entering cart choices and
manning phones for issues. Toter Inc.
delivered the carts and gave delivery
reports back to muni.

 Residents could call or email with
exceptions (wrong cart delivered,
missed delivery) and muni passed
back info to Toter Inc. who
delivered/redelivered.

 Cart delivery went out to tender and
was done by Loubac.
(Progessive/BFI is collection
contractor)

 Originally the distribution contract
was going to extend to ongoing
maintenance but the City cancelled
the contract early and took it in-house
(the distribution did not go smoothly –
bringing it in-house meant it would be
cheaper plus better control over the
data)

 Hired a contractor (separate to
collection contractor) who delivered
carts originally. Contractor continues
to manage carts – goes into the field
to deliver new carts, exchanges,
repair etc.

 Contractor managed delivery of carts
during roll-out and continues to do so
for maintenance, exchanges, lost and
stolen etc.

 Kelowna managed all of the
education and outreach prior to the
roll-out (large media and education
campaign)

 Residents and local groups
volunteered to provide support during
the roll-out. Kelowna had a Volunteer
Coordinator to manage this.

 Contractor managed delivery of new
carts

 Muni managed administrative side
(entering cart orders into online
system and taking calls)

Staffing – Roll Out

 One temp clerk from mid-2004 to full
implementation, answer phone calls

 One temp clerk starting in 2005,
updating the tax billing database,
coordinating changes for billing for
automated collection, and customer
service resulting from billing activities

 Call centre staffing increase

 Four temp staff

 Dillon help with high call volume

 Communications consultant for
design

 Contracted Dillon consulting firm to
provide call centre service. Dillon had
6 people in the call centre which was
set up from May to September 2014.

 Call centre handled about 10,000
inquiries in total, peak day 331 calls,
May-Oct.

 Kelowna handled all calls for roll-out
using existing staff. (Limited calls due
to volunteers during roll-out and long
media campaign)

 A Volunteer Coordinator was hired
(for about six months) and two

 Contracted consulting firm to deliver
carts

 City staff were assigned to oversee
the project

 Four support staff were brought on to
manage the application forms and
input data into the online form.
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 Two temp technicians mid-2004 to
full implementation contacting
customers regarding cart sizes and
compiling an address list with cart
sizes for delivery

 One temp coordinator 2005 to full
implementation to coordinating cart
delivery and collection crew
conversion from manual to
automated collection

 Two temp external staff for cart
distribution checking and respond to
inquiries

 About another 4,000 handled directly
by the municipality. 2 extra temp
internal staff answering calls from
muni office.

additional Volunteer Coordinator
Assistants for part of the time.

 Volunteers went out every day during
the roll-out. Went along with the
trucks and information packets.
Knocked on doors as carts were
delivered to discuss the new
program. If residents were out, put
information package through the
door. Stipends were paid to
organizations that helped (Lions,
Rotary)

 One support staff was brought on to
answer calls

 Only extra staff during public
outreach, ordering period, and 6
months of free exchanges

Staffing – Ongoing

 Extra staff person based at the
warehouse – Warehouse
Coordinator. Oversees management
of carts including recycling,
maintenance and distribution.

 Two new staff were hired for Cart
Maintenance and Management

 One of the temporary staff has turned
into a permanent position to deal with
all the additional admin. There is a lot
of extra (unanticipated) work for
managing the carts

− Billing enquiries

− Cart exchanges (handled by phone)

− Challenges with Wistar and Tempest

− Tracking damaged carts

− Issues with carts being spaced
properly/cars parked in the way

Contractor manages carts Full-time Coordinator for managing carts

General
Recommendations/Lessons
Learned

 Ensure that you have plenty of
communications to residents,
increase your call centre staffing and
ensure that cart rollout data is
accurate and is captures accurately.

 Make sure that data is collected
properly when the cart distribution is
carried out. Scanning of carts need to
be tested to make sure scanners are
working properly and all the data is
recorded accurately. Carts need to
have RFID tags and serial numbers
to cross-check.

 Collection – make sure routing is
perfect and that drivers know where
they’re going. Go through routes very
thoroughly with them—on board
computers may not work well at first if
cart data not accurate.

 Start early. The roll-out was a bit
rushed – also had a new collection
contractor at the same time. Didn’t do
a pilot. Learning from other cities that
had done it before was sufficient.
However, meant that they hadn’t
seen all the operational issues in
advance.

 Set up a call centre. Prepare for
additional calls and admin work –
during roll-out and ongoing;

 They have lots of cart options which
makes it complex. But residents like
having options. Shows the muni
cares about what they want. Better
from a publicity point of view.

 There was lots of advertising around
that fact that if residents wanted to
exchange, they could do so for free
(before the roll-out) by calling the city.
Tons of advertising but loads of
residents missed the information and
didn’t know about it. Need to do lots
of education.

 Spent a lot of time preparing
residents that it was coming. A ton of
media and outreach. Education was
key to a successful and smooth roll-
out. Provided every home owner with
a letter to say what was coming.
Tailored additional outreach and
media by municipality.

 Using volunteers was great. It meant
that the change in service didn’t feel
so heavy handed/ government driven.
It was a much friendlier
neighbourhood approach.

 Conducted a pilot and were able to
use results to assuage fears about
120L not being big enough and the
ease of rolling the new carts.

 Delivering the 120L as standard has
worked well. Some residents
upgraded to a larger size but the
majority have kept the smaller carts.

 Definitely recommend getting RFID
tags in carts during roll-out. Lot of
money to add afterwards.
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Additional Information

Contamination

 Cameras monitor contamination.
Push button, truck GPS identifies
address. Mostly plastic in green cart
or yard trimmings in garbage

Roll Out

 Phased 18-24 months

 Use new carts as received

 Delivery July-Dec 2005 for garbage,
Jan-June 2006 green bin

Sept 2012 to Oct 2012

 25,000 at once, not staged. 6 weeks
roll out

 Realigned collection boundaries.
MMBC wanted to start curbside
recycling on same start date. May-
June 2014

 Residents were sent a form which
they could: complete online, fax, mail,
drop off at City Hall

Inaccessible households

 Have three semi-automated trucks
that are used where space
constraints prevent fully automated
collection (in addition to 16
automated trucks)

  Have had some logistical problems
with multi-family roll-out - problems
with access to buildings. Should have
planned this better.

 Have a rear loader (in addition to 14
automated trucks) to collect from
homes in narrow lanes that are
inaccessible for automated cart
collection.

Injuries

 Between 1996 and 2002, a total of
272 time loss injuries occurred in
garbage collection, with 208 (76%) of
the injuries related to manual lifting,
and 44 (16%) of the injuries related to
walking and getting on/ off the truck.

 In 2001 and 2002, a total of 18 time
loss injuries occurred in yard
trimmings collection, with 12 (67%) of
the injuries related to manual lifting,
and 4 (22%) of the injuries related to
walking and getting on and off the
truck.
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5.0 DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS

5.1 Drivers and Opportunities

Based on the current system assessment, best practice research, and the consulting team’s experience in solid

waste systems, the following drivers and opportunities were identified as needing to be addressed for the new

system to succeed:

 Current diversion rate trends will not achieve the 2015 Metro Vancouver waste diversion targets;

 Harmonization of service levels, programs, acceptable materials, contract language, and promotion and

education programs will increase the overall economies of scale and benefit residents with greater efficiency

in service delivery;

 Anticipated tipping fee increase for garbage creates a financial incentive for increasing waste diversion;

 Organics are the primary materials for achieving waste diversion targets;

 Opportunities exist to optimize collection by changing to EOW garbage and automated collection to improve

collection efficiency; and

 Opportunities exist to align recycling services with industry steward requirements to be prepared to receive

collection incentives or pass over the responsibility of collecting recyclables in the Township.

These drivers were used as the basis for formulating the long-list of service delivery elements, which in turn were

used to build out the new collection scenarios. The collection scenarios, which are developed in Section 6.0,

address all of these opportunities and challenges.

5.2 Service Delivery Options

To develop the new collection scenarios (Section 6.0), a long list of options was created to ensure the most

important items were incorporated into the scenario development process. These options were developed in

collaboration with Township and Sierra Waste staff during a workshop with 16 participants which was held on April

24, 2014.

The long list of options included:

1. Continue Business-as-Usual Approach;

2. Changes to collection of garbage:

a. Change frequency of collection to EOW;

b. Collection method / vehicles (automated, semi-automated, manual);

c. Permitted container types and number of containers (garbage);

d. User pay options - so that residents who generate less pay less; and

e. Curbside collection limit options.

3. Single-stream versus multi-stream collection of recyclables:
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a. Management of glass materials (outside of the PPP program);

b. New materials accepted as part of MMBC;

c. New materials for depot collection as part of MMBC; and

d. Container types (bins/bags/carts).

4. Develop recycling service level plan that allows the Township to comfortably sign on to the MMBC program;

5. Changes to collection frequency of recycling;

6. Expand the waste collection boundaries to include (some / all) rural areas;

7. Changes to the current LIPU program (Number of items, one-time event, items allowed);

8. Introduce new waste diversion programs – household hazardous waste (HHW) and depot operation / Eco

Centre for EPR products, Glass, Film, Styrofoam; Swap Shop for large items;

9. Require or mandate all Townhouse complexes to participate in the municipal waste collection program, can

have a strata rate, and the more buildings that are involved the better rate the Township can secure:

a. Management of cardboard collection, particularly at the multi-family level (and how this ties to MMBC and

the PPP EPR).

10. Provide municipal waste collection services (garbage and organics) to MURBs.
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6.0 COLLECTION SYSTEM

Collection is the most expensive part of the solid waste budget. The percentage distribution of the cost between the

collection and processing of garbage, recycling and organics is outlined in Figure 6-1. Garbage collection is the

most expensive part of the three stream collection system, followed by recycling and organics collection.

Figure 6-1: Breakdown of Costs between Collection and Processing

6.1 Collection Scenarios

A number of collection options exist for the Township. The following sections outline three specific scenarios that

allow for comparison and decision making between the major operational changes to the collection system. These

scenarios were built to compare status quo with demonstrated industry best practices related to collection frequency

adjustments and automated collection.

There are operational details, implementation requirements and specialized options that can be adapted to all

scenarios. Hybrid options can exist between scenarios where, for example, garbage and organics collection is done

using automated carts, and recycling is collected using the existing manual three stream collection. This section of

the report looks at the components of each scenario, completes a triple bottom line analysis, reviews the collection

pilot results and offers a financial review and recommendations as to the most appropriate system, and potential

for hybrid scenarios, suitable to pilot and implement in the Township.

6.1.1 System Considerations and Benefits

Collection program efficiency can be optimized through a number of operational and contract changes at the

Township. The changes that can result in the most benefit for the Township and meet the options outlined in Section

5 are outlined in Table 6-1. Service changes to the curbside waste collection program are one of the most visible

and significant changes that will impact over 20,000 properties in the Township.

Garbage
Collection

31%

Recycling
Collection

22%

Organics
Collection

22%

Garbage
Processing

18%

Organics
Processing

5%

Recycling
Processing

2%
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Table 6-1: Collection Program Changes

Collection Program Change Possible Benefits

Changing collection frequency

 Prioritize green can and recycling over garbage
collection

 Increase set-out rates can maximize vehicle routing

 Decrease total amount of trucking leading to improved
GHG reductions and cost savings

Container type changes allowing for
automated collection

 Decrease the amount of labour needed to collect
waste

 Allows the usage of carts which has a number of
benefits including size options allowing for less
frequent collection

 Carts are ideally suited when distance between stops
are great

 Help implements a PAYT fee structure

Expanding service to include the rural area
and mandatory service for new Townhome

developments

 The more widely and consistently programs are
available to residents the easier it is for the public to
participate in the organics program and reach a high
diversion rate

Implementing single stream recycling
(without glass to meet MMBC requirements)

 Can still be designed to meet MMBC program
requirements to obtain collection incentives

6.1.2 Scenario 1 – Status Quo

The first scenario included in the options evaluation is maintaining the status quo, which includes the weekly manual

collection of all materials including garbage, recycling and the green can. The option currently requires three

collection vehicles stopping at each household each week.

Table 6-2: Scenario One

Items to be Collected at Curbside Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Garbage (in Cans)    

Recyclables (Blue Box and Bags)    

Green Can (Food Scraps and Yard Debris) (In
Cans)

   

Advantages:

 Higher level of service for residents to have all materials collected weekly.

 More convenient to residents to collect all materials on a weekly basis.

 Easy to communicate to residents, and no start-up cost as program is already running and communicated to

residents.
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Disadvantages:

 Requires residents to purchase their own set-out containers for garbage and green can and the Township has

to commit resources to ensuring residents are using the proper containers for manual collection.

 Collection costs will be higher due to the additional truck trips and time required to make three stops per

household each week.

 Will likely see cost increases due to the anticipated increases in collection, disposal and processing costs for

garbage.

 Does not recognize the trend of decreasing waste tonnage and increasing organics tonnage collected.

 This option has the highest cost and greenhouse gas emissions from collection and the lowest diversion rate

potential.

It is expected that there will be a slow but continual increase in participation and use of the green can as this practice

becomes the norm across the region. However with garbage being as convenient as the green can and recycling

program residents will likely not make the extra effort to fully utilize the other services.

6.1.3 Scenario 2 – EOW Garbage Collection and Modified Container Requirements

The second scenario includes reducing the collection frequency of garbage to EOW, but allowing residents to use

their choice of set out container including allowing residents to purchase a cart if desired. This would require a

service change with the waste hauler to semi-automated trucks that allow for the tipping of carts. Additionally this

option will maintain weekly manual collection of recyclables (but allow larger bins) and weekly semi-automated

collection of organics with options to use different bin types including carts. Additionally this scenario can be adapted

to meet the MMBC recycling program design requirements to separate glass, where:

 Use of the existing dark blue box for containers (plastic, metals, tetra packs, etc.), and begin providing larger

blue boxes as requested by residents;

 Until 2016 continue to put glass in blue box. In 2016 provide a new light blue box for non-deposit glass bottles

and jars (some municipalities are supplying a grey box); unless the decision is made for MMBC to take over

recycling collection and processing at that time.

 In 2016 begin comingling the two fibre streams, using either or both of the reusable recycling bags (blue or

yellow) for paper recyclables.

Table 6-3: Scenario Two

Items to be Collected at Curbside Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Garbage (in Cans or Carts)  

Recyclables (Blue Box and Bags)    

Green Can (Food Scraps and Yard Debris in Cans or
Carts)
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Advantages:

 Weekly collection of organics with EOW collection of garbage prioritizes organics collection which will generate

a higher level of organic diversion from the waste stream as residents will make the effort to put putrescibles

(i.e., higher odour materials) from the waste in the organics stream to avoid odours.

 Recognizes the trend of decreasing waste tonnage and increasing organics tonnage and there is less garbage

generated and therefore less requirements for weekly pick-up of garbage.

 Fewer collection vehicles stopping at each house each week which leads to less waste collection vehicles

needed and reduce greenhouse gases.

 Labour needed on a truck decreases as the “mechanical lifter” replaces the need for multiple labourers.

 Manual collections can still be performed for out-of-cart set-outs or overflow materials, and residents can still

use their original self-purchased cans.

 Recycling program can be designed to meet MMBC program design for collection incentives.

 Separated three stream recycling produces cleaner materials less contamination, and MMBC offers and

additional $3/household collecting incentive for separating the fibre and container streams.

 Worker safety is enhanced as manual lifting and fatigue is decreased, reducing WCB claims.

Disadvantages:

 Requires residents to purchase their own setout containers for garbage and green can and the Township has

to commit resources to ensuring residents are using the proper or same containers for manual collection.

 Automated arm pinching regular cans – driver has to take off lids first then put them back on, risk of can slipping

into hopper and damage to cans that are of lower quality purchased by residents

 Cost to supply larger recycling containers

 In some cases, collectors have found that semi-automated collection takes longer than manual collection

because:

− Typically only one or two people are on the collection truck; and

− Mechanical lifter timing is sometimes not adjusted sufficiently to operate quicker than a human “lifter.”

6.1.4 Scenario 3 – EOW Garbage Collection and Cart Based Collection System

The third scenario includes reducing the collection frequency of garbage to EOW using a collection cart. This would

require a service change with the waste hauler to fully automated trucks that allow for the tipping of carts.

Additionally, this option looks at both the weekly and EOW collection of recyclables and weekly collection of organics

using carts.
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Table 6-4: Scenario Three

Items to be Collected at Curbside Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Garbage (in Carts)  

Recyclables (Single Stream in Carts plus Glass)  

Green Can (Food Scraps and Yard Waste in

Carts)

   

Advantages:

 Weekly collection of organics with alternating EOW collection of garbage and recyclables prioritizes organics

collection which will generate a higher level of organic diversion from the waste stream as residents will make

the effort to put the putrescible from the waste in the organics to avoid odours.

 Uniform container purchases by the Township will allow all residents to use the same bins and look more

esthetically pleasing.

 Prevents or helps control litter and vectors (rodents/birds).

 Allows the implementation of a PAYT scheme where larger bins cost more per year.

 Collection costs can be reduced as the amount of labour required is decreased significantly—most often, fully

automated vehicles are operated by one-person.

 Automated collection is expected to decrease collection costs by approximately 10%.

 Greater diversity is possible in hiring drivers (physical lifting capabilities are not a requirement) and worker

safety can be enhanced as manual lifting is minimize.

 Commingled collection of recycling can result in 20 to 35% less collection cost and 2 to 4% more volume

collected.

Disadvantages:

 Fully automated collection equipment is typically more expensive and requires more maintenance than manual

or semi-automated vehicles (but fleet size and number of crew is typically reduced because of increased

productivity).

 Fully automated systems rely on customers placing containers in accessible locations (or maximum efficiency

is hindered).

 Areas in the Township that could present the greatest challenges to haulers and/or residents, including: limited

storage space in small multi-family units, long drive-ways, narrow driveway entrances with ditches on either

side, large lot sizes and homes, and multi age and socio-economic backgrounds – all these issues will require

consultation and piloting to ensure mitigation measures are properly accounted for.

 Residents would no longer require their garbage cans previously purchased, and will need to be re-purposed.

This will likely generate questions and complaints from some residents who have recently purchased to cans.
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 The semi-rural and rural areas of the Township have a number of narrow driveways with ditches on either side

that may not allow residents enough room to set out the carts and be able to drive a car out of the driveway.

 Out-of-cart set-outs are less easily handled with fully automated vehicles (hopper loading heights make manual

collection impractical and maximum efficiency is limited if operators must exit the cab). Typically out of cart

collection is not permitted, or only allowed on specific weeks for leaf and Christmas tree collection.

 Will require a change to single stream recycling (fibre, plastics, and metals), plus a separate collection

container for glass to meet collection requirements for a MMBC program. This would increase the cost and

time to collect glass, and would likely require a separate manual collection for glass.

6.1.5 EOW Recycling

Optimal recyclables collection frequency is not yet clearly defined in the industry. Best practices recognize the need

to ensure that residents are given containers of sufficient capacity to ensure they have enough space for the growing

quantity of bulky plastics that can be recycled. Some communities have reported significant reductions of 20 to 45%

in operational costs and no impact on participation and diversion when collection frequency for recyclables was

changed from weekly to EOW, provided that a large cart or containers were utilized to ensure sufficient capacity.

Other jurisdictions reported customer dissatisfaction, increases in contamination, and drops in diversion that cast a

shadow over potential cost savings.

It will also be important to determine the best way to meet the requirements of the MMBC collection program.

Currently, the program requires glass to be separated from the fibre stream. Therefore there is no actual single

stream system that collects all recycling at the curbside. With the requirement to have glass collected as a separate

stream or for glass to be brought to a depot and not included in the curbside program it is not possible to implement

a single container based system. Due to the requirements for separated glass collection, this option is not the most

cost effective or efficient since an additional glass collection route would need to be completed. Additionally if EOW

level of service is acceptable to the Township, this level of service would most efficiently be provided by MMBC.

Summary/Recommendations:

 Given the extensive research already underway by MMBC, it is recommended that EOW recycling collection

not be piloted by the Township. MMBC is conducting material audits and tracking recycling collection volumes

in BC with municipalities that utilize different collection frequencies and methods for recycling. Current data

and program implementation data will inform how MMBC and municipalities in BC can offer recycling services

that capture the appropriate quantity of recyclables in an efficient manner.

6.2 Triple Bottom Line Analysis and Comparison

Some of these scenarios require major changes including new equipment for the hauler, new containers, new

approaches to staffing, and new set-out behaviors from residents. Table 6-5 provides a summary of the impact that

each scenario is expected to have for the given criteria.
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Table 6-5: Multi-Criteria Evaluation Matrix Summary

Scenario # 1 2 3

Scenario Name Status Quo
EOW Garbage Collection

with Modified Containers

EOW Garbage Collection with

Cart System

Description
Weekly manual collection of

all materials

Reduce garbage collection

frequency, maintain weekly

collection of recyclables (allow

larger bins) and organics

Reduce garbage collection

frequency, possible reduction in

collection frequency of

recyclables, weekly organics

collection

Degree of Automation Manual Collection

Manual and Semi-Automated

Collection to allow for different

bin types

Semi-Automated or Automated

collection to allow for carts

Diversion Rate

Currently 62% expected 1-2%

increase per year for next 2-3

years

Expect up to 70-73% after

program roll out

Expect up to 70-73% after

program roll out

User Pay Options Only for additional bag tags Only for additional bag tags
Yes – different sized containers

charged at different rates

Collection Limit

Options

Yes based on number of bags

of standard size setout

Difficult to standardize/enforce

with different bin types

Yes – based on container size or

PAYT scheme

Capital Costs

Same as current expenditures

for recycling container

replacement

Yes – for larger containers

and program setup and roll

out costs

Yes – Purchase of Carts for

every resident and program

setup and roll out costs

Collection Cost Same as current
Expect 20% reduction in

garbage cost for EOW service

Expect 20% reduction in

garbage and recycling cost for

EOW service

Disposal Costs Same as current Decrease by up to 10% Decrease by up to 10%

Ability to expand

program to rural

residents

Not optimal service for rural

areas with long driving

distances between each stop

Can be expanded but would

be most efficient to ensure all

residents use wheeled carts

Best service option for rural

areas long driving distances

between each stop, allows for

larger animal resistant

containers that can be serviced

EOW

Table 6-6 reviews the 10 primary criteria that were identified for a triple bottom line analysis to allow for a level of

comparison for specific variables in each scenario. The scoring system gives a value of 1 to criteria that will not

improve over time, and a score of 5 for the most improvement over time.
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Table 6-6: Triple Bottom Line Analysis

Details Score Details Score Details Score

Scenario Name Status Quo
Status Quo with EOW

collection of garbage
Cart System

Social Effect Potential

Potential to

improve program

participation rates

/curbside setouts

Unchanged 1

Improve participation

rate and curbside

setout rates for

organics and recycling

5

Improve participation

rate and curbside

setout rates for

organics and recycling

5

Potential to

provide

consistent level of

service

(Garbage,

recycling and

green can) and

convenience

No - it will be up to

each resident to

purchase containers

2

No - it will be up to

each resident to

purchase containers

for garbage and

organics

2
Yes - same bins and

service
5

Promotes clean

litter free

community

(Prevents illegal

dumping, no

bylaw

infringements,

etc.)

Difficulty ensuring

residents are

purchasing proper

containers

2

Allows residents more

freedom with bin types

but adds challenges to

enforce bag limits

5
Creates clear set of

rules for waste setouts
4

Ability to nurture

a mindset of

sustainability

Moderate -

Organics collection

promotes mindset

3

Yes - organics and

recycling service is

improved and

emphasized over

garbage

5

Yes - organics and

recycling service is

improved and

emphasized over

garbage

5

Environmental Effect Potential

Potential to

Reduce Solid

Waste and

improve diversion

opportunities

No 1 Yes 5 Yes 5

Potential to

Reduce Current

GHG Emissions

No 1

Yes - up to 50%

reduction in the

number of waste

hauling trucks.

3

Yes - over 50%

reduction in the number

of waste hauling trucks.

Potential with new

trucks to require CNG

fuel which can further

reduce emissions.

5
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Details Score Details Score Details Score

Scenario Name Status Quo
Status Quo with EOW

collection of garbage
Cart System

Potential for

Highest Best Use

Recycling

Yes 5 Yes 5

No - Possible

Contamination of the

Fibre Stream

2

Economic Effect Potential

Potential to

Increase

Efficiency

No 1
Yes - less total hauling

routes
3

Yes - less total hauling

routes and less time to

service each stop

5

Potential for Spin-

off Economic

Opportunities

(Recycling

Revenue)

Yes - paper revenue 5 Yes - paper revenue 5 No 1

Potential to be

Financially

Sustainable Over

the Long Term

(change in cost

per household)

No - Higher Fuel

and increasing

disposal cost

1

Yes - If optimized but

must ensure optimal

routing and planning

3

Yes – Maximizes

diversion potential and

minimizes number of

routes

5

Total 22 41 42

From a scoring perspective both options 2 and 3 are attractive. The primary benefits are from the change to EOW

collection of garbage, and the increase in automation for collection allowing wheeled carts. Recycling collection

would need to meet the requirements of MMBC and a cart based system may not be optimal for the recycling

stream.

6.3 Collection Pilot Results

The following section is a summary of the collection pilot results. The collection pilot took place from February to

May 2015 to test out every other week garbage and collection carts for 266 homes. The pilot achieved an

approximate diversion rate of 68%.

6.3.1 Pilot Design

Pilot Areas

Two pilot areas (Willoughby and Aldergrove) were selected by the Township for the pilot. Within each area, a mix

of townhomes (MURDs), single family homes, and rural-type properties were selected to reflect the diversity of

housing types and demographics across the Township. A total of 266 homes participated in the pilot.

Collection Bins

Residents in the pilot areas were provided with one grey-coloured Garbage Bin and one green-coloured Green

(organics) Bin. In all neighbourhoods except for multi-family, the bins were 240 L wheeled-carts. In the MURD
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neighbourhood, a 120 L wheeled-cart Garbage Bin and an 80 L wheeled-cart Green Bin were provided. Pilot area

residents were also given a small kitchen catcher for food scraps.

Collection Schedule

The pilot commenced the week of February 2, 2015 and ran for a total of 15 weeks, ending the week of

May 11, 2015. Garbage was collected every other week. Organics and recycling were collected every week.

Education and Outreach

Approximately three weeks prior to the pilot, a letter from Township staff was send to all pilot residents to explain

why the pilot was taking place and what they would need to do to participate. A brochure was developed for

residents, which included information about the collection pilot, a collection calendar, and instructions on how to

use and care for the bins. These brochures were distributed to residents along with the collection bins. Township

of Langley staff conducted door-to-door outreach a week before the pilot started to answer pilot area resident

questions.

6.3.2 Data Collection

Pre-Pilot Survey

A door-to-door survey was developed to gather information from residents on their feedback on the current waste

collection program. Surveys were conducted by Township staff during the week leading up to the pilot in conjunction

with pre-pilot outreach visits.

Curbside Weights

On the morning of each collection day during the pilot, Garbage Bins and Green Bins were weighed in each pilot

area prior to pick up. Weights of Green Can and Garbage Can set outs were also measured the week before the

pilot began as baseline data.

Route Checks

Four route checks were conducted during the pilot to monitor qualitative information including: percentage full of

carts, contamination, set out challenges, and other operational considerations. Percentage full and contamination

was gauged through conducting lid-lifts of bins that were set out. Route checks were conducted during the weeks

of February 2, February 23, March 30, and April 27, 2015.

Post-Pilot Survey

A door-to-door survey was developed to gather information on residents’ experience, perception of the program

changes, and other pertinent information. Door-to-door surveys were conducted from April 27 to May 5, 2015. The

survey team attempted to survey each home in the pilot areas up to three times. This survey was also posted on

the Township of Langley’s website from April 27 to May 15, 2015 for residents who were not available to answer

the survey in-person. An opportunity to enter a prize draw was offered to survey respondents as additional incentive

to fill out the survey. Of the homes in the pilot areas, 82% completed surveys. The majority of the surveys (90%)

were conducted door-to-door, and the remainder were filled out online.
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6.3.3 Results

Curbside Weights

The collection pilot achieved an approximate diversion rate of 68% based on curbside set-out weights for garbage

and organics and average per home recycling weights from the Township (recycling weights were not tracked during

the pilot). This diversion rate is similar to other municipalities with every other week garbage and weekly organics

collection. The average weight of garbage and organics set out per home in pilot areas is presented in Figure 6-.

Within the first month of the pilot, the average weekly garbage per home decreased from 11 to 7 kg/home, a

reduction of 36%. For the remainder of the pilot (March to May), the average weekly garbage per home stabilized

and ranged from 6 to 8 kg/home, with an average of 7 kg/home. There was an increase in average weekly organics

set out per home within the first month of the pilot (7 to 11 kg/home), which corresponds with the decrease in

garbage. Set outs of organics ranged from 8 to 17 kg/home from March to May, with an average of 11 kg/home.

The large variance in the weekly set outs of organics was mostly driven by the quantity of yard debris, as it was the

beginning of spring. Also, Spring Break for elementary and secondary schools for the Langley School District was

from March 16 to March 27, 2015. This may have contributed to the decrease in organics during the week of

March 23, 2015, as residents may not have been home.

Figure 6-2: Average Weight of Garbage and Organics Set Out per Home
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Pilot Participation

Throughout the pilot, set outs of garbage, organics, and/or recycling were observed for 82% of homes on average.

Of the set outs observed, the percentage of homes with garbage and/or organics bins are presented in Figure. The

percentage of garbage set outs was consistent throughout the pilot, with an average from March to May of 93%.

The percentage of organics set outs increased from 30% to 82% within the first month of the pilot, and was then

fairly steady for the remainder of the pilot with an average set out rate of 81%. It was observed that different homes

set out their Green Bins from week to week. During the post pilot survey, 93% of residents reported that they used

the Green Bin. Some residents noted that they waited until their Green Bin was full before setting it out, which was

not every week. Therefore, the participation rate in the Green Bin program is likely higher than the observed set

outs from week to week. Recycling set outs were consistent throughout the pilot, with an average set out rate of

80% from March to May.

Figure 6-3: Percentage of Garbage and Organics Bins Observed (of Pilot Homes with Set Outs)
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orientation, spacing, and placement at the curbside. During the route checks, it was observed that set outs were
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least 1 m apart) and the bins were placed along the road where it would be accessible to the collection truck
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Photo 6-1: Correct set out in Aldergrove Rural

However, in higher density areas, set outs were generally narrow, placed on lawns, sidewalks, or other parts of

residential properties, which would make the bins inaccessible to an automated collection truck (Photo 6-2).

Photo 6-2: Typical set out for a Willoughby MURD; note additional space available to the right for spacing

Based on an assessment of the properties in the pilot neighbourhoods, there is adequate space along the roadside

to place and space the bins for automated collection at 99% of pilot neighbourhood properties. Two adjacent

properties in Willoughby Single Family would have challenges with automated collection (Photo 6-3). At these

properties, it would be possible to have automated collection if the resident was allowed to place their bins on the

road, but it would block their neighbour’s garage.
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Photo 6-3: Property in Willoughby Single Family where automated collection would be a challenge

Note that residents were given set out instructions in the pilot brochure/calendar at the beginning of the pilot, but

were not given feedback on incorrect set outs (e.g., warning stickers). However, at the vast majority of homes,

residents would have been able to set out with the correct spacing and on the road, for example, by bringing the

bins to the curb and spacing on either side of the driveway (Photo 6-4).

Photo 6-4: Schematic of set out on a driveway

Container Preference

When comparing the aesthetics of the Green Bin and Garbage Bin to the old Green Can and Garbage Can, 83%

of survey respondents said it was much better or somewhat better and 13% said it was about the same. This

response generally correlates with the questions regarding preference for a bin provided by the Township or

residents buying their own. For both organics and garbage, a vast majority of respondents prefer a bin provided by

the Township (88% for organics and 89% for garbage).

With regards to the size of the Garbage Bin, 77% of survey respondents said that it was big enough for their needs.

During route checks, it was observed that just over half of garbage bins were 100% full after two weeks, and only

10% of garbage bins were more than 100% full. These observations generally support the responses from the post-

pilot survey regarding bin capacity. Although the size of the Garbage Bin was adequate for the majority of survey

respondents, some made the comment that it was too big and would prefer a smaller bin if they had the option.
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Many respondents who found the Garbage Bin to be too small commented that they would prefer to have the option

of a larger bin or in the case of respondents with secondary suites, a second bin for their tenants. Overall, it appears

that respondents prefer having different bin sizes. The vast majority of respondents prefer a cart provided by the

Township.

Adjustment to Every Other Week Garbage Collection

Overall, 75% of survey respondents reported that it was easy or very easy to make the adjustment to every other

week garbage collection. 19% of respondents said that it was hard, and only 5% said it was very hard. The

percentage of respondents that said it was easy or very easy was lower for respondents from larger households

(64% from homes with 7 to 10 people). However, many of the respondents from the larger households commented

that they were able to adjust to the new collection schedule, even if it was hard at the beginning. Overall, residents

noted that they were able to adjust to the new schedule by separating food scraps, which reduced their garbage

and potential odour issues. This will help to contribute to exceeding the 70% waste diversion goal.

Support for Program

Overall, 89% of survey respondents said that they would like to see a similar program to the pilot expanded across

the Township on a permanent basis. Many of the respondents asked if they could keep their bins and continue with

this program after the pilot.

6.4 Financial Analysis

The analysis of the collection costs includes section 6.4.1 for organics and garbage collection, and section 6.4.2 for

recycling collection.

6.4.1 Garbage and Organics

Garbage and organics collection has been broken down into the primary financial drivers that will influence the total

system cost with the change to every other week collection. These include:

 Cart costs (necessary for automated collection)

 Garbage and Organics Processing costs (tipping fees)

 Collection costs (paid to the hauler)

Cart Costs:

The cost of wheeled collection carts can vary widely depending on the number of containers that are purchased,

the size that is purchased, the number of each size purchased, colour, and the type and quality of the wheels

selected. Generally for bulk orders of 10,000 or more municipalizes have been able to secure a price per cart around

$60 for a 240 L cart. The cost per household per year for a collection one collection cart with a seven-year

amortization period is $11.13. Additional costs include the setup and delivery of the carts to each resident, and the

ongoing maintenance and service request for changing the size of carts at a house. Wheeled carts come with a 10-

year warranty. Based on the feedback from the pilot, and the vast majority of respondents prefer a cart provided by

the Township.
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Table 6-7: Cart Costs

Average Purchase

Price
Quantity Total Capital Cost

Cost per Household

per year1

Garbage Cart $60 20,735 $1,244,100 $11

Organics Cart $60 20,735 $1,244,100 $11

Total $120 41,470 $2,488,200 $22

1 Capital Amortized over 7 years.

RFID tag technology is commonly implemented on carts to allow the Township to be able to track and identify each

cart. With a new cart purchase the tag cost can be as low as $1-$2 per cart. RFID tags will allow for tracking of all

carts, and can be used to track collection and contamination each week and aid with service requests. The purchase

and ongoing maintenance and subscription of the Cart administration program would be an additional $1-$2 per

household per year. The expected lifespan and warranty period of a cart is 10 years. If all capital and ongoing

operational costs for carts are amortized over 10 years, the expected cost per household per year is a total of $22

per household for two carts.

Summary

 The average cart is expected to cost $60. Amortized over seven years, this is expected to be an additional

cost of $11 per cart, or $22 for two carts (garbage and organics) per household including cart roll out and

ongoing maintenance and program administration costs.

 Carts allow for the implementation of a PAYT scheme residents are charged a rate that is related to the size

of cart they have at their property.

Processing Costs:

Processing costs include the tipping fees paid to dispose of the garbage at a Metro Vancouver transfer station, and

tipping fees paid to the composting facility to drop off organics. Based on the pilot results there was a 35% reduction

in the quantity of garbage collected. The impact to the garbage and organics processing costs has been estimated

in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8: Processing and Tipping Fees

Garbage Organics

Current costs
Potential costs based

on extrapolation of
pilot results

Current
Potential costs based

on extrapolation of
pilot results

Tonnes Processed (2014) 10,600 6,890 9,500 13,210

Tipping Fee $109 $109 $40 $40

Total Processing Cost $1,155,400 $714,735 $380,000 $528,400

Total Processing

Cost/Household
$56 $36 $18 $25
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Garbage Organics

Difference $20 (savings) -$7 (additional cost)

Net potential

cost/household savings of

changing from the current

to the pilot system

$13

Based on the results achieved in the pilot, where residents diverted organics from the garbage to the organics cart,

the net savings per household on processing costs would be $13. The pilot neighbourhoods had a high degree of

interaction between the Township, Tetra Tech Staff, and the residents as there was a pre-pilot door to door survey

completed. A full program roll out will likely need a similar level of interaction with each resident to achieve the same

level of garbage reduction and program participation.

Summary

 The decrease in garbage tipping fees is up to $20 per household

 The increase in organics processing fees is up to $7 per household

 Taking into account the range of expected participation in a full scale program, the net financial savings in

processing costs is between $7 and $13

Collection Costs:

This service is efficiently provided as the number of homes collected per truck is optimized to make the best use of

collection staff time and fully utilize the collection trucks each day, minimizing the amount of capital infrastructure

that is needed to provide the service.

Based on the pilot results and results seen in other municipalities, the change to EOW collection will impact the

collection system, which includes:

 Doubling of the participation and setout rate for organics – organic collection trucks will need to stop at twice

as many homes each week, increasing route times and the number of homes that can be on a route.

 The amount (kg/home) of garbage decreases by up to 35% overall, however two weeks of garbage is picked

up with EOW collection, meaning the kg/home that need to be collected on the collection day are approximately

1.3x heavier than with weekly collection. Therefore fewer homes can be collected from before the truck

becomes full.

The decrease in the amount of garbage collection will be matched by an increase in the amount of organics

collection. Overall it is expected that there will be no net change over a two week period in the number of trucks

and time required to run the collection routes. This change is expected to result in no net change to the collection

costs. Table 6-9 outlines the major costs that influence the total costs of collection, and these were used to

determine the overall collection costs in the financial analysis.
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Table 6-9: Primary Drivers for Hauling and Collection Costs

Collection Method Manual Semi-Automated1 Fully Automated1

Truck Capital Cost $250,000 $275,000 $375,000

Annual Truck Capital Cost (Amortized

over 7 years at 7%)

$46,388 $51,027 $69,582

Truck Annual Maintenance $12,000 $20,000 $40,000

Number of Staff per Truck 3 2 1

Staff Annual Salary per Truck $240,000 $160,000 $80,000

Annual fuel cost per Truck $50,000 $50,000 $50,000

Total Annual Cost (per truck) $348,388 $281,027 $239,582

1 Does not include the capital and ongoing costs for carts

The primary financial gain from the change to automated collection is due to the number of households that can be

serviced per hour per crew member. Based on data collected from municipalities in BC, and by the US

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) it is estimated that both manual and automated collection can service a

similar number of households per hour, but the major difference is the decrease is staff required, and the

improvement in safety and lower injury rates for automated collection. Fully automated collection trucks can also

have a larger total load capacity, allowing them to service more households before the truck becomes full. Cities

operating a fully automated collection system service on average 200 homes per hour once drivers and staff

become familiar and comfortable with the service.

It is important to note that the efficiency gains for automated collection are estimates based on data from a number

of other municipalities. Actual on the ground collection times can vary by up to 100% depending on the routing

efficiency, and residents following the setout rules for carts. For example, in the rural areas of the Township, it is

currently unknown how many rural and semi-rural properties have narrow driveways with ditches on either side that

may limit the space for proper setout of carts using fully automated collection vehicle. Since the Township contracts

out the service, it would be up to the private haulers to ensure collection and routing to take advantage of the

potential cost savings. Generally the competitive bid process ensures that all haulers that bid to provide the service

optimize the routes to their full potential to have the lowest cost and most efficient service. The Township can ensure

through the bylaw that specific rules related to cart setouts and quantity of materials are designed to meet the

requirements for the most efficient collection system.

Total Cost Summary

Using the costs presented above, the costs for the EOW collection of garbage were calculated for manual, semi-

automated, and fully automated collection. It is estimated that automated collection of garbage and organics can

result in savings of 10% over manual collection as demonstrated in Table 6-10. This is driven by a decrease in

labour requirements. Additional savings can be recognized with optimized route planning that can decrease the

number of trucks necessary to complete the collection routes.
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Table 6-10: Every Other Week Garbage and Organics Cost Projection per Household

Scenario1 1 2 3

Collection Method Manual Semi-Automated Fully Automated

Garbage Collection

Frequency
EOW EOW EOW

New Garbage Cart - $9-13 $9-13

New Organics Cart - $9-13 $9-13

Garbage and Organics

Collection
$124-$165 $118-$134 $107-$120

Garbage Processing $45-$49 $36-$45 $36-$45

Organics Processing $19-$22 $22-$25 $22-$25

Cost Per Household $191-$233 $197-$227 $186-$213

1Scenario development inputs:

 # trucks for collection of garbage and organics

 Scenario 1 - Manual assumes between 10% to 20% garbage reduction

 Scenario 2 - Semi-Automated assumes 20% to 35% garbage reduction

 Scenario 3 - Automated assumes 20% to 35% garbage reduction

Financial Summary:

 Carts will cost approximately $22 per household.

 Changing to EOW garbage collection will result in $13 savings in garbage processing costs if the program

achieves the same participation as the field test.

 Automated collection can decrease collection costs by over 10%, ranging from $6 per household to $17 per

household.

Garbage and Organics Recommendations:

 Implement EOW collection of garbage. EOW collection can commence with the collection contract in 2016.

 For organics and garbage, implement automated collection with carts. The cost savings for

semi-automated and automated collection are roughly equal to the cost of purchasing the carts. Fully

automated collection is projected to be the most cost effective option over the long term.

 Implement a PAYT rate structure for different sizes of garbage and organics carts.

 Pursue an extension of the existing contract for garbage and organics collection. The current hauler

has the ability to adapt their trucks to semi-automated collection and pass the savings back to the Township.

Through successful negotiation this option can achieve the balance of financial savings with the role out of the

new program over time.
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6.4.2 Recycling Collection Analysis Summary

Three models for recycling collection were considered as discussed previously in the report:

1. Status Quo.

2. Modified Status Quo to meet the requirements for MMBC collection incentives.

3. EOW single stream cart based system that meets the requirements for MMBC collection

incentives, plus glass collection.

A financial analysis of the recycling cost implications for each scenario is outlined in Appendix C and is summarized

in Table 6-11. Based on the financial analysis, the weekly multi stream collection model that is adapted to meet the

MMBC collection requirements would provide additional revenue of approximately $640,000 per year for the

Township.

Table 6-11: Summary of Recycling Financial Review of Scenarios

Modified Status Quo EOW Single Stream + Glass

Collection Method Manual Automated

Recycling Collection

Frequency
Weekly EOW

Container Purchase
Larger Recycling Container and Small

Container for Glass
Recycling Cart and Small Box for Glass

Collection Costs:

New Recycling Containers $7 – 10 $13 – $16

Recycling Collection $49 – 59
$35 – $42 (without glass)

$55 – $62 (with glass)

Cost Per Household $56 – 69 $68 – $78

Processing Costs and Revenue:

Recycling Processing (-) -- --

Recycling Revenue (+) -- --

MMBC Collection Incentives (+) $41 $38

Cost Per Household:

(with revenue/incentives)
$14 – $28 $30 – $38

A cart-based automated system that collects recycling EOW did not see any financial improvement over a manual

collection system. Since MMBC is requiring glass to be separated from the single stream system it does not create

a scenario where the savings from the single stream collection and be recognized. The options available to the

Township for glass recycling would be a) Make residents bring glass to depots and provide no curbside service, b)

Offer additional curbside service for glass collection at a rate of approximately $20 per household. As seen in the

financial model, the cost of additional curbside glass collection would negate any of the savings from implementing
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an EOW automated cart based recycling program. The discounted rate for EOW single stream collection is only

realized if the same trucks that collect garbage on the alternating week are used to collect the recycling. MMBC has

also indicated that future pricing structures will provide additional incentives to separated recycling collection, and

single stream recycling will see less incentives as the processing cost is higher.

Recycling collection can be best optimized by modifying the current manual collection system, where larger blue

boxes are utilized, a small blue bin is provided for glass collection, and the paper streams are combined. This would

allow the program to continue to offer three stream manual collection, and the same level of service to the residents

while meeting the requirements of the MMBC program to obtain the collection incentives. The collection incentive

offered by MMBC at a rate between $32 and $39 per household however are not enough to cover the full cost of

providing the same level of service to the Township residents. Communities who have re-issued recycling collection

contracts to bid using terms and conditions similar to the MMBC contract service have recognized significant cost

savings for recycling collection and have been reported to achieve basic pricing in line with the MMBC offered

collection incentives.

Since May 19th, 2014, MMBC has directly assumed responsibility for curbside recycling in ten communities across

the province including the City of Coquitlam, and the City of Langley, the Village of Anmore, and the University

Endowment Lands in Metro Vancouver. Based on the service being offered by MMBC in these communities, it

would be expected that weekly three stream collection of paper, containers, and glass would be continued.

MMBC is currently not allowing new members to join the program as there is a funding shortfall in their programming

costs as key industry stewards have not opted to pay into the program. There is current negotiation on the go with

the BC Ministry of Environment as to when, and how the government might require all stewards to pay into the

program. Until the remaining producers pay into the program it is unlikely that MMBC will accept new members or

provide any collection incentives to the Township. In 2016, if the opportunity exists for the Township to join the

MMBC program, it is recommended that the Township allow MMBC to assume the responsibility for both collection

and processing of recyclables in the Township. Given that the Township cannot deliver the current recycling

collection program at a cost where the MMBC collection incentives fully cover the cost of the program, it would be

financially beneficial for the Township to allow MMBC to assume responsibility for the collection program. MMBC

would be responsible for the collection program and assume all costs for recycling collection. The anticipated level

of service provided by MMBC would need to be determined at the time of negotiations to ensure residents are

receiving the level of service they expect in the Township.

A second PPP industry steward, called StewardChoice has submitted a plan for PPP collection to the BC Ministry

of Environment and the plan, as of June 2015 is currently undergoing public consultation. StewardChoice intends

to fill the gaps in collection services currently offered through producer funded recycling services. An opportunity

may exist to work with Steward Choice in 2016 and any new contract, or renewal of the existing recycling contract

should include an opt-out provision that allows the Township to join with an industry steward and producer-funded

recycling service.

If an industry steward were to take over the cost of recycling collection, the opportunity exists for the Township

could introduce new waste diversion programs including the implementation of a permanent household hazardous

waste (HHW) depot / Eco Centre for EPR products and swop shop for large items.

Recycling Summary/Recommendations:

 Use larger recycling containers for current collection. Between now and 2016, the Township can continue

to run the recycling collection service the same way, but provide larger recycling containers to residents that

request additional capacity.
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 Transfer recycling collection to MMBC or StewardChoice. Ensure that the recycling collection contract

negotiated in 2016 includes an opt-out or re-negotiation clause for each year of the contract, allowing the

Township the flexibility to negotiate with an industry stewardship organization if the opportunity exits. If

possible, in 2016 the Township should allow MMBC to assume the responsibility for both collection and process

of recyclables in the Township. The Township would no longer be responsible for the collection of recyclable

packaging and any costs associated with the program. The anticipated level of service provided by MMBC

would need to be determined at the time of negotiations to ensure residents are receiving the level of service

they expect in the Township. If the opportunity for this transition is not realized by 2016, re-negotiation the

contract or issue a new rfp for recycling collection. The shift to industry-managed programs has resulted in

increased cost efficiency for residential recycling collection.

 Add new waste diversion programs. Over time other priorities for waste diversion programs including the

implementation of a permanent HHW depot / Eco Centre for EPR products and swap shop for large items.

Ideal locations could include working with Metro Vancouver to adapt the currently Langley transfer station to

an eco-depot.

7.0 OTHER SYSTEM ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS

7.1 Rural Collection

There are currently 4,910 rural residents that receive recycling collection, but do not receive garbage or organics

collection service from the Township. An option being considered is to expand garbage and organics collection

service to all residents in the Township such that all residents have the same collection system. This would provide

a convenient option for rural residents for organics and garbage collection,

Advantages:

 Consistent service level for all residents in the Township and the same information and material about the

program can be distributed across the Township.

 May be more cost effective over time for residents, whether they self-haul or use private curbside garbage

collection service.

 Reduced greenhouse gas emissions from efficiencies related to one hauler collecting as compared to multiple

haulers and residents driving to the transfer station.

 Ensures all residents to have green can service.

Disadvantages:

 Currently the majority of garbage received at the Langley Transfer Station is from rural residents. Depending

on rural survey outcomes and Township decisions, it will be important to work with Metro Vancouver to

determine how providing garbage and organics collection services to the rural residents in the Township will

impact the use of the Langley Transfer Station.

 Residents may prefer to continue to self-haul, out of habit or because they have onsite businesses than already

require use or a larger front load container.

Expanding collection services would only be economical with EOW garbage collection and automated collection

given the longer hauling distances between each stop, and the distance from the southern areas of the Township

to the Surrey Transfer Station for disposal. If added, the rural collection stops would comprise 20% of the total
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households collected from in the Township. The overall collection cost from the rural areas would be more

expensive as the distance between each stop is greater; however, the overall increase in cost would be similar to

the current rate structure if EOW garbage collection service were to be offered. It would likely not be practical to set

a differential rate fee structure for rural residents as there is no set boundary for the rural area and the overall

collection cost would only marginally affect the rate charged by the Township.

7.1.1 Phone Survey

A phone survey was developed to gather information about waste disposal habits and interest in having Township-

provided curbside garbage and organics pick-up for rural residents. Phone survey questions included topics such

as who takes away the waste (self-haul vs. private contractor), frequency of collection, and what material streams

are source separated. Surveys were conducted by Mustel Group from September 24 to October 1, 2014. Based on

the estimated 5,000 households in the rural areas, approximately 400 responses to this survey were required to

yield an adequate statistical sample.

Mustel Group collected a total of 402 survey responses. Therefore the survey margin of error is +/-4.7%, with a

confidence level of 95%. Support for curbside pick-up service for garbage and organics (green can) was divided

almost equally between yes (46%) and no (49%), as shown in Figure 1. Based on a high level analysis of results

using the first 3 digits of respondents’ postal codes, it was found that the results vary geographically. There was

less support for curbside pick-up in the eastern section of the Township (37% in V4W postal code) and more support

in the other areas (52 to 67%). It is interesting to note that the area with the lowest support for curbside pick-up is

the closest to the transfer station.

The two main reasons that respondents would not support curbside garbage and organics pick-up service are that

the cost might be too high (39%) and it is easier for them to dispose it on their own (37%). What’s interesting to

note is that there was greater support for curbside pick-up service from residents that are currently using a waste

collection contractor (56% in support) compared to those that self-haul their waste (41% support). For residents

who do not want curbside service, those who self-haul their garbage were twice as likely to give the response that

the cost might be too high and that it is easier to dispose on their own compared to residents who do not want

curbside service but use a contractor.

A short report on the results of the phone survey is included in Appendix F.
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Figure 7-1: Survey responses on support for curbside pick-up service for garbage and organics

7.1.2 Mail-Out Survey

A mail-out survey was sent to rural residents in May 2015 to ask if they would support expanding garbage and

organics collection programs to their properties for a cost of $24.39 per month. Of the 2,199 responses received

(41% of surveys mailed out), 27% of respondents were in favour of the program. Of the 73% of respondents that

were not in favour of the program, the most common reasons were that they prefer to self-manage their waste,

already have a private collection contract, and that it is too costly.

7.1.3 Rural Open House

Open house information sessions for rural residents were held on June 2 and 4, 2015. These open houses provided

information to rural residents and give them an opportunity to ask questions about the Metro Vancouver organics

ban, changes to transfer station fees, curbside collection services, and results from the collection pilot.

The general response from the June 2 open house was that residents have been managing their own waste for a

long time and only go to the transfer station every few months. This session was held in Aldergrove, in a more rural

area with a larger portion of long-time Langley residents. The residents commented that the program would be too

costly and they would prefer to not opt into it. On the other hand, at the June 4 session, the general response was

that residents want a garbage and organics collection program. This sessions was held in an area where residents

have moved to Langley more recently. There are also more urban neighbourhoods in the vicinity that already have

garbage and organics collection so these residents felt that they should receive this service.

Information boards developed for this open house are included in Appendix I.
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7.1.4 Rural Collection Summary

There are currently 5,320 rural residential properties that receive recycling collection, but do not receive garbage or

organics service. There has been no unanimous support for fully expanding curbside collection of garbage and

organics. There is a mix of some residents wanting service and those accustomed to taking care of their own

garbage and backyard composting.

The results from the phone and mail-out survey to rural residents resulted in 46% and 27 of respondents respectively

in favour of having garbage and organics collection. Based on these initial results, an option would be to expand

garbage and organics collection to specific zones within the rural areas where residents show more support for this

type of service. However without fully expanding service, the Township will not be able to provide consistent service

to all residents and promote diversion programs consistently across the Township.

Summary/Recommendations:

 Consider collection zones in rural area based on analysis of survey results and using complete route

sizes to maximize efficiency. Collection zones should be developed based on survey results, i.e., where the

highest proportion of responses were in favour of garbage and organics collection. Based on an initial high-

level analysis of survey results, the zones of highest support are generally close to existing collection areas

and on the western side of the Township.

 Consider possible impact of rural collection on Langley Transfer Station and existing private haulers.

After the initial survey of the rural residents is complete, it will be important to work with Metro Vancouver to

determine how providing garbage collection service to the rural residents in the Township will impact the use

of the Langley Transfer Station and the existing private haulers.

7.2 Multi-Family Collection Services

Multi-family housing is projected to grow faster than single family housing and is forecasted to become the majority

of the housing stock in the future. There are two types of multi-family households: MURDs (townhomes/row houses)

and MURBs (apartments/condominiums). The majority of multi-family households in the Township are MURDs

(approximately 80%) with individual set outs for garbage, recycling, and organics.

A total of 11,185 multi-family households receive recycling collection services. Annual solid waste service fees

provided by the Township for multi-family units are based on single family home rates. Most MURDs receive

curbside collection service (similar to urban single family households) and this allows each homeowner to bring

their garbage, recyclables and/or organics to the curb within their complex where the items are collected weekly.

MURBs on the other hand have a different collection service. The waste streams are taken to a central location in

the building complex where it is collected by the hauler.

With the exception of recycling collection, garbage collection for most multi-family units is provided by private sector

waste haulers. Organics collection from multi-family households is in its infancy and is not readily available. Waste

diversion rates from multi-family households are typically less than half when compared to single family households.

Factors that affect waste diversion in multi-family households include the following:

 Competing interests for waste and recyclable/divertible materials. Waste diversion takes materials away from

private sector waste haulers and their respective revenue. As a result, haulers make it simple and convenient

to dispose of waste rather than divert it; and
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 Recycling and organics diversion programs for MURBs are not well established in Metro Vancouver and across

Canada. Techniques to divert these material streams are still being developed, and communications programs

to educate residents’ needs to be improved in a manner that is consistent throughout the Township.

Eighty-two unit MURD complex in the Willoughby area was included in the spring 2015 pilot project to test service

and equipment changes. Residents were offered garbage, recycling and organics collection services in addition to

EOW garbage collection frequency. When surveyed, residents indicated 94% approval for the approach tested.

Furthermore, organic bin “set-out” participation rose from 20% to 83% once EOW garbage collection was

implemented. This pilot provides an initial indication of priorities and practices that multi-family residents are willing

to consider and or undertake.

The Township’s bylaws, programs, service fees and communications that govern solid waste collection from multi-

family households is tailored for single family residents. Bylaws should be updated to reflect the current state of

waste management practices for multi-family households. This includes modifying the financial structure and

standardizing infrastructure requirements for servicing MURBs. To enhance this process, the Township should

consider the following:

 Survey multi-family residents in various locations around the Township to gain a better understanding of

residential priorities, service level requirements and existing service agreements;

 Assess potential bylaws and service levels that could be offered to multi-family residents;

 Assess financial structure and service fees that could be provided to multi-family residents. Multi-family

residents have indicated that the Township’s service structure is typically more costly than private haulers

because haulers provide a preferential rate for properties that are closely spaced together; and

 Assess implications of Metro Vancouver’s organics disposal ban. Private haulers have indicated that disposal

services can potentially double if organics diversion programs are not implemented.

If the Township prefers to influence and control waste services, it is reasonable that all new developments would

require a certain minimum level of service. Townhomes could use curbside collection technics for garbage,

recycling, and organics. Mandating this as a minimum level of service would ensure that all residents are provided

with a consistent opportunity to divert recyclable and organics. Collecting garbage every other week would address

Metro Vancouver’s organics disposal ban requirement and help the Township achieve their 70% waste diversion

target. An important consideration if the Township wants to expand their customer base is to develop a cost structure

that reflects the service requirements for closely spaced households.

The collection approach for MURBs is different because of the location where haulers collect the materials, the type

of containers used, and where residents will need to bring and store their waste. This would require the “Solid Waste

Collection Bylaw” to change for the separate collection of recyclables and compostable organics from residents of

that property. Recycling and organic collection arrangements for MURB complexes may vary by contract, but must

include typical recyclables and source separated organics. Each property owner is responsible for disposing

recyclables and compostable material at an authorized facility. It would be necessary for all new developments to

register with the Township, and Township staff would inspect MURB complexes where complaints or concerns are

identified and will conduct random audits as deemed necessary. Alternatively residents can be made aware of the

bylaw requirements and can be encouraged to report any non-compliant properties. When concerns are identified,

staff can provide support, as necessary, to achieve compliance with the Bylaw.
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Advantages:

 Provide a consistent level of service to all residents who receive curbside collection service in the Township.

 Ensure all residents have access to the same green can and recycling services.

 Economies of scale should allow the Township to provide a lower collection cost when compared to private

collection contracts. This also allows the Township to implement PAYT incentives where each complex would

be charged based on the number and size of containers it has.

Disadvantages:

 Some existing properties may not want the additional service provided.

 Space constraints (especially in older buildings) due to additional space required for containers for organics

collection.

 Cost of current collection service from the Township is higher than private sector haulers because Township

collection rates are based on typical single family household conditions.

 Competitive hauling environment can potentially work against optimizing diversion.

7.3 Large Item Pick-Up (LIPU) Program

The Township currently offers the LIPU program to all single family households with up to four pick-ups per year.

Currently 10% of Township residents utilize the program.

The majority of municipalities researched did not have a LIPU program in place. In this case, residents are advised

to dispose of items at their nearest landfill, transfer station or recycling depot depending on the item and nearby

facilities. This includes the City of Abbotsford, the City of Vancouver, the District of West Vancouver, and the City

of Victoria. A large portion of the large items is furniture that would need to be disposed of at the transfer station.

Other items such as white goods can be drop-off at recycling depots or transfer stations for free, or low-cost

compared with the same weight at a landfill. Three of the municipalities researched have pick-up programs:

 The City of Surrey will pick up any four (4) large items per household per calendar year, free of charge; and

 Maple Ridge (Ridge Meadows Recycling Society) will collect any recyclable large item as part of a

fee-for-pick-up service.

 Corporation of Delta will collect one pick-up truckload of material in early April during a set collection day.
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Table 7-1: Summary of LIPU Programs

Municipality How the Program Works

Frequency

of

Collection

# Items

Allowed
Items Allowed Items not Allowed

City of Surrey

Free pick up of four (4)

large items per calendar

year with no carry over

one year to the next. Can

be altogether or separate.

Available to everyone with

curbside pick-up. Need to

schedule LIPU.

Scheduled

pick-up

4/year

(free)

 Furniture

 Refrigerators or

freezers

 White goods

 Mattresses

 Bundles (small

household

goods)

 Microwaves

 Car bodies/parts

 Tree stumps

 TVs computers

 Carpets

 Lumber/ renovation

 Hazardous waste

 Propane tanks

 Tires

Maple Ridge

- Ridge

Meadows

Recycling

Society

Ridge Meadows

Recycling Society

provides a fee-for-pick-up

service for large,

recyclable items. For

non-recyclable items,

residents must dispose of

items themselves at

landfill.

Scheduled

pick-up

 Stoves

 Refrigerators or

freezers

 Furnaces

 Water tanks

 Large appliances

 Electronics

 Car batteries

 Propane tanks

 Wood

 Mattresses

 Carpeting

 Furniture

Corporation of

Delta

Spring clean-up program -

an annual program where

normal garbage volume

limits are waived and

residents can place

excess or bulky

household material at the

curbside for collection

One pick-up

in early April

cannot

exceed a

pick-up

truck

load

(2.5 m x

1.2 m x

1 m)

 Bulky items

 Furniture

 Metal items

 Scrap metal

items are

recyclable and

will be collected

separately from

garbage items.

Mattresses and box

springs, Recyclable

items accepted as part

of BC's Take-Back

programs, Demolition

debris, Refrigerators,

freezers and air

conditioners

Below are three primary options to pursue as part of a future new hauling contract.

 Continue to offer LIPU in primary hauling contract.

− Reduce the maximum LIPU per household. Very few residents utilize the four items per year maximum, and

the terms could be changed to a maximum of two collections from a household per year.

− Explore option of providing LIPU through fixed cost per service contract. The program is only utilized by 10%

of residents; therefore it should not be included as a set cost in the collection contract. The service should

be charged to the Township on a per service basis from the hauler.

 Continue to offer LIPU and illegal dumping clean up through a separate contract or as a Township provided

service.
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− A separate contractor could be used by the Township on a standby basis at a fixed rate for each service

request.

− This service would be offered in conjunction with other illegal dumping clean up services required.

 Discontinue LIPU in favour of developing a system to mitigate illegal dumping.

− Township could reallocate resources from LIPU to expand a program to retrieve illegally dumped material

using Township resources or a separate contractor, as per recommendation 2b.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY

The following Table 8-1 provides a concise summary of the recommendations for solid waste collection program

changes. A considerable amount of data including the various scenarios, options and best management practices

that were considered to make the final recommendations are included in the preceding chapters.

Table 8-1: Recommendations Summary

Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

Single Family
Organics and

Garbage
Collection

1. Implement Every Other Week (EOW) garbage collection.

EOW collection can commence with the collection contract in

2016.

 Increase diversion rate

over 70%

 Minimize greenhouse

gas (GHG) emissions

caused by residential

collection

2. Implement automated collection with carts for organics

and garbage. Fully automated collection is projected to be the

most cost effective option over the long term. Adjust solid waste

bylaw to permit cart set out to suit automated collection

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

3. Implement a Pay as You Throw (PAYT) rate structure for the

different sizes of garbage and organics carts.

 Reduce per capita

garbage generation

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

4. Pursue an extension of the existing contract for garbage

and organics collection. There is an opportunity for further

cost savings through contract negotiation with the current

hauler. They have the ability to adapt their existing trucks for

cart collection to semi-automated collection and pass this

savings back to the Township. Through successful negotiation,

program adjustments can be rolled out in a cost-efficient

manner.

 Ensure programs are

effective and costs-

efficient

Single Family
Recycling

Collection and
Processing

5. Use larger recycling containers (i.e. blue boxes) for current

collection. Between now and 2016, the Township can continue

to run the recycling collection service the same way, but provide

larger recycling containers to residents that request additional

capacity.

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents
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Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

6. Transfer recycling collection to industry stewards Multi-

Material BC (MMBC) or StewardChoice. Ensure that the

recycling collection contract negotiated in 2016 includes an opt-

out or re-negotiation clause for each year of the contract,

allowing the Township the flexibility to negotiate with an

industry stewardship organization if the opportunity exits.

If the opportunity for this transition is not realized by 2016, re-

negotiate the contract or issue a new request for proposal

(RFP) for recycling collection. The shift to industry-managed

programs has resulted in lower residential recycling collection

costs.

 Adopt and implement

new extended producer

responsibility (EPR)

 Ensure program costs

remain efficient

7. Add new waste diversion programs. Over time other

priorities for waste diversion programs including the

implementation of a permanent household hazardous waste

(HHW) depot / Eco Centre for Extended Producer

Responsibility (EPR) products and swap shop for large items.

Ideal locations could be sought by working with Metro

Vancouver to adapt the currently Langley transfer station to an

eco-depot.

 Adopt and implement

new extended producer

responsibility (EPR)

 Increase diversion rate

Rural Collection

8. Expand collection zones in rural areas based on residents’

interest while optimizing route size, and adjust the Solid

Waste Bylaw accordingly. Collection zones should be

developed based on survey results that is where the highest

proportion of responses were in favour of garbage and organics

collection.

 Establish a consistent

level of service for all

residential properties

across the Township

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

Multi-Family
Collection
Services

9. Set tiered pricing for MURD (townhome) collection to

become more competitive. For all MURD units that receive

curbside service, mandate that this service for new

developments must be provided through the Township’s

program to maintain a consistent level of service to all residents

in the Township.

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

10. Update the Bylaw to require all multi-family residents have

garbage, recycling and organics collection, with non-

compliant buildings to be serviced by the Township.

Provide education on the bylaw change, monitor the progress

to adopt a three stream system to assess the effectiveness of

updated bylaw, and determine compliance with three stream

system (i.e., overall performance levels, consistent

messaging). If MURD performance levels are below desired

levels, the Township can mandate Township provided-service.

 Establish a consistent

level of service for all

residential properties

across the Township
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Service Area Recommendation and/or Option Description Key Driver

Large Item Pick-Up
Program Options

11. Explore ways to build in efficiencies and cost savings for

Large Item Pick-up (LIPU) within current and future

contracts considering the options outlined below.

a. Continue to offer LIPU in primary hauling contract.

i. Reduce the maximum LIPU per household. Very few

residents utilize the four items per year maximum, and

the terms could be changed to a maximum of two

collections from a household per year.

ii. Explore option of providing LIPU through fixed cost per

item picked-up. The program is only utilized by 10% of

residents; therefore it should not be included as a set

cost in the collection contract. The service should be

charged to the Township on a per service basis from the

hauler.

b. Continue to offer LIPU and illegal dumping clean up

through a separate contract or as a Township provided

service.

i. A separate contractor could be used by the Township on

a standby basis at a fixed rate for each service request.

ii. This service would be offered in conjunction with other

illegal dumping clean up services required.

c. Discontinue LIPU in favour of developing a system to

mitigate illegal dumping.

i. Township could reallocate resources from LIPU to

expand a program to retrieve illegally dumped material

using Township resources or a separate contractor, as

per recommendation b) ii.

 Optimize services and

program efficiency

 Ensure program costs

remain efficient

 Meet service level

expectations of the

residents

 Ensure solid waste

programs align with the

goals of the Township’s

Sustainability Charter

Material Ban or
Recycling and

Green Can
Contamination

12. Develop mechanisms within the Solid Waste Bylaw for

increased enforcement of Solid Waste Bylaws for material

bans and blue box/bag contamination. Specific loads of

garbage can be assessed a surcharge of 50% by Metro

Vancouver or the recycling processor. If the Township receives

a fine, a mechanism on should be in place to allow for bylaw

officers to issue warnings to areas where the truck originated,

and if re-partly non-compliant with the bylaws to pass on fines to

the resident.
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As the Township further evaluates and selects recommendations to adopt, there are several potential next steps

for consideration

 Implementation plan development - determine what tasks and actions are required to implement the

recommendations – and in what order, what resource requirements are needed for capital and operating costs,

how roles and responsibilities are set up, and any other. Some of the primary tasks may include:

 Complete hauling contract extension negotiations for curbside collection, Large Item Pick-up, teared multi-

family townhome pricing, and expanded rural collection;

 Create a roll out plan and timeline for implementation for carts and related administration, the service change

adjustment to EOW garbage, and related promotional efforts to drive participation while minimizing

contamination (e.g. door-to-door campaigns and sharing information at existing events).

 Address Bylaw adjustments as needed to support implementation activities with regard to collection expansion

into other collection zones (e.g. rural, MURDs), placement of carts at curbside, requiring recycling and organics

collection service for all multi-family building types, and enforcing contamination mitigation efforts.
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9.0 CLOSURE

We trust this report meets your present requirements. If you have any questions or comments, please contact the

undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,

Tetra Tech EBA Inc.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Avery Gottfried, ME, P.Eng. Wilbert Yang, P.Eng.

Solid Waste Planning Engineer – Waste Management Senior Engineer – Waste Management

Environment Practice Environment Practice

Direct Line: 604.685.0017 x322 Direct Line: 604.685.0017 x333

Avery.Gottfried@tetratech.com Wilbert.Yang@tetratech.com

Reviewed by:

Tamara Shulman, B.A.

Environmental Planner – Waste Management

Environment Practice

Direct Line: 604.685.0017 x300

Tamara.Shulman@tetratech.com

/dlm
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Tetra Tech EBA Inc.
Oceanic Plaza, 9th Floor, 1066 West Hastings Street

Vancouver, BC  V6E 3X2  CANADA
Tel 604.685.0275  Fax 604.684.6241

ISSUED FOR USE 
    

To: Debbie Fleming, Township of Langley Date: July 2, 2015 

C: Ryan Schmidt, Township of Langley Memo No.: 03 

From: Avery Gottfried, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Jessica Frank, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Tamara Shulman, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

File: 704-ENVSWM03152 

Subject: Special Services for Elderly and Disabled Residents 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

As part of the wider Solid Waste Collection System Review that is being conducted, the Township of Langley 
asked Tetra Tech EBA to investigate the special services that other municipalities are offering to residents. The 
population forecast for the Township of Langley indicates that by 2036 approximately one out of every four 
residents will be aged 60 or more. The research aims to outline best practice in municipal programs, and assess 
the pros and cons of providing different services offers. The review takes into consideration factors such as: 
additional costs to residents, insurance coverage for working on private property, liability/Work Safe WCB, key 
policies and procedures, administrative costs to the municipality and hauler, and additional financial burden. 

2.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT 

This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of the Township of Langley and their agents. Tetra Tech 
EBA Inc. does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis, or the 
recommendations contained or referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by any Party other 
than the Township of Langley, or for any Project other than the proposed development at the subject site. Any 
such unauthorized use of this report is at the sole risk of the user. Use of this report is subject to the terms and 
conditions stated in Tetra Tech EBA’s Services Agreement. Tetra Tech EBA’s General Conditions are attached to 
this memo. 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

The research looked at the special services that are offered by six municipalities. The municipalities were 
identified on the basis of two key criteria: close proximity to the Township of Langley (thereby increasing the 
likelihood of similar opportunities and challenges) and/or having developed and implemented an additional level of 
service for residents who are not able to carry out their waste to the curb on their own, and have no one living in 
the home that is able to do so either.  
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The research was conducted by carrying out online literature reviews, and through semi-structured interviews with 
representatives of the municipalities. The six municipalities contacted are: City of Abbottsford, City of Surrey, 
Maple Ridge, District of West Vancouver, City of Vancouver and City of Victoria. 

The research aims to:  

 Summarize the levels of service that different municipalities are delivering, taking into consideration factors 
such as: additional costs to residents, insurance coverage for working on private property, liability/WCB, key 
policies and procedures, administrative costs to the municipality and hauler, and additional financial burden 

 Analyze the pros and cons of different service offers and make recommendations to the Township, taking into 
consideration special conditions that exist such as long driveways and gated driveways.  

4.0 OPTIONS IDENTIFIED 

Based on discussions with a range of municipalities, five options for special services have been identified. The 
final option outlined in the table following (which refers to additional carts for residents who produce higher 
amounts of garbage or recycling as a result of disability) could be used in conjunction with the others. 

Table 4:  Summary of Options for Special Services 

Service Option 
Is there a 

cost to 
residents? 

Additional 
insurance 
/liability 

required? 

Special policies or 
procedures 
required? 

What are 
the admin 

costs? 

What are the 
financial 
costs? 

No special services  

– residents advised to ask 
neighbour for help 

No None  None None None 

Free door-to-door collection  

– specified in hauler contract 
No 

Hauler’s 
responsibility 

 Doctor's letter 
required (optional) 

 Service written into 
by-law (optional) 

Low – 
Medium 

Low 

(cost passed to 
hauler) 

Free door-to-door collection  

– not specified in hauler 
contract 

No 
Hauler’s 

responsibility 

 Doctor's letter 
required (optional) 

 Service written into 
by-law (optional) 

Low – 
Medium 

Low 

(cost passed to 
hauler) 

Door-to-door service for MF 
ground oriented buildings at 
cost to owner 

Yes 
Hauler’s 

responsibility 

 Clear cost structure 
in place 

 Service written into 
by-law (optional) 

Low None 

Additional carts/volumes 
provided free of charge  

– option with stickers 

No 
None 

 

 Doctor's letter 
required (optional) 

 Service written into 
by-law (optional) 

Low Low 
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4.1 Feasibility of Providing Door-to-Door Service 

All of the identified options would be relatively low cost for the Township of Langley both in terms of administrative 
and financial burdens. This is based on the fact that, in the two municipalities where door-to-door services are 
offered, the number of residents that require the service is relatively low. The assumption is that the proportion of 
Township residents eligible for door to door service would be similar to the City of Surrey. 

 City of Surrey: 50 out of ~100,000 residents receive door-to-door service for reasons of age, disability and 
location (where homes are situated on the highway) 

 District of West Vancouver: 5 out of ~43,000 residents receive door-to-door services for reasons of age and 
disability 

 Generally the service is offered using an “opt-in” mechanism. In the yearly waste collection calendar, or with 
new materials that describe the waste collection system, information can be provided stating that residents 
that have issues maneuvering the carts due to a physical disability for residents that are unable to maneuver 
the carts and have no one living in the home that is able to do so either, mention that that is a program is in 
place and provide the information for who to contact to submit a assistance request. Programs enrolment also 
can require a Physician’s certificate stating that it would be injurious to the health of each occupant to roll the 
containers to and from the curbside. A sample form used by Kelowna can be seen here 
http://www.regionaldistrict.com/media/21415/ServiceLevelChangeApplication.pdf  

Cost to the Municipality 

 Visiting residents to verify whether they are eligible for door-to-door service 

 Maintaining an up-to-date list of residents and sharing information with hauler 

 Receiving phone calls/maintaining contact with residents 

Cost to the Hauler 

 Additional time of going up the drive-way for residents receiving door-to-door service 

 Ensuring that new staff know which houses to go to 

 Insurance and additional liability – if necessary as determined by the haulers insurance provider 

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP 

 If the Township wants to implement a door-to-door service for elderly and disabled residents, an ‘assisted 
collection clause’ could be included in the hauler’s contract. It may be worth waiting until the contract is up for 
renewal – if that is relatively soon – as these special services could be included as mandatory in the RFP. 

 In cases where municipalities offer door-to-door services, contractors do not go on properties that require 
using stairs, gates or entering enclosed spaces to avoid risk and liability. Since there are a number of gated 
properties in the Township of Langley, further research may be required to examine insurance requirements 
or alternatively the possibility of people opening their gates in advance of collection. 

 Require residents to “opt-in” to the program and require a Physician’s certificate stating that it would be 
injurious to the health of each occupant to roll the containers to and from the curbside as part of the 
paperwork associated with the enrolment. 
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Table 1:  Results – What Other Municipalities Are Doing 

Municipality Description of Services Available 
Cost to 

Resident 

Insurance for 
Working on 

Private 
Property, 

Liability/WCB 

Policies & 
Procedures 

Administration - 
Municipal Staff 
Time / Hauler 

Time 

Costs to 
Municipality 

City of 
Abbottsford 

 Disabled residents can put out 
additional cans/bags. (Given stickers)
No door-to-door service. If mobility 
problems exist, advised to: ask 
neighbours to help, put trash cans on 
wheels. 

N/A N/A Require doctors 
note 

N/A Minimal 

District of 
West 
Vancouver,  

North Shore 
Recycling 
Program 

 Collection services are carried out by 
a contractor. No formal obligation/ 
agreement for door-to-door collection 
it is done on an ad-hoc basis. 

 First the municipality talks to the 
resident to see if a friend/neighbour 
can help or if there is an alternative 
solution. 

 Municipality only asks contractor to 
do door-to-door when circumstances 
have been checked and no 
alternative. Usually about five people 
at any one time. 

 Contractor then checks out the 
situation of the house (driveway, etc.) 
and takes a decision. They have only 
ever refused one person. 

 Municipality lets residents know that 
in bad weather (e.g., icy driveways) 
the contractors will not collect from 
the door. 

None  Because no 
formal 
agreement, no 
additional 
insurance or 
liability is 
required by 
municipality. If 
formalized 
municipality 
might need 
additional 
liability cover 

 Contractor can 
refuse to go 
the property if 
deemed 
unsafe 
(e.g., weather). 

No formal 
policies or 
procedures 

 Municipality 
keeps updated 
list which it 
sends to the 
contractor every 
month. (Staff 
turnover is high 
so it ensures that 
new staff know 
which houses to 
go to). 

 All contact is 
between the 
resident and the 
municipality and 
only a few of 
people so 
minimal 
additional cost 
for contractor  

Very few 
people so very 
low. 
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Municipality Description of Services Available 
Cost to 

Resident 

Insurance for 
Working on 

Private 
Property, 

Liability/WCB 

Policies & 
Procedures 

Administration - 
Municipal Staff 
Time / Hauler 

Time 

Costs to 
Municipality 

City of Surrey 

 Disabled residents with lots of 
garbage/recycling are upgraded to a 
larger carte (from 240 litres to 
360 litres) or given an additional 
120 litres carte. This is at no 
additional cost to resident. 

 There is door-to-door collection 
service for disabled/ elderly/other 
special circumstances (e.g., property 
on highway). 'Assisted collection' is a 
clause in the contract - included in 
RFP. 

 Municipality checks the property and 
tracks residents who need the service 
- submits a service request to the 
contractor. 

None  The contractor 
manages 
insurance/ 
liability. 

 No additional 
liability for the 
City. 

 Require 
doctors note 
for additional 
carts 

 Waste 
collection by-
law which 
outlines 
services will 
be approved 
soon  

 Municipality 
checks out 
properties and 
then updates the 
contractor with 
new service 
requests 

 Additional costs 
for door-to-door 
service covered 
by the contractor. 
Part of the 
service 
agreement. 

Minimal - few 
people. 
(~20 residents 
require 
additional 
volume and 
~50 need 
door-to door) 

City of 
Vancouver 

 No special services for SF homes. 
Individual drivers may develop 
relationships with residents who have 
challenges and do door-to-door 
service but only at their discretion. 
Nothing in their contract. 

 In MF residences contractors will go 
into the building and pull the cart out 
if: the building is managed by a 
senior/there is not building 
manager/other challenges. 

In MF 
residences:  

 If door to 
street is 
<100 m - 
$80/cart/yr. 

 If door to 
street is 
>150 - 
$320/cart/yr. 

 Contractor 
manages 
insurance/ 
liability. 

 No formal 
policy other 
than the cost 
structure for 
MFs that 
want carts 
pulled from 
property 

N/A None - huge 
pressure to 
keep budgets 
and fees for 
residents low. 
Talk of special 
services but 
nothing 
implemented 
because of 
costs 
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Municipality Description of Services Available 
Cost to 

Resident 

Insurance for 
Working on 

Private 
Property, 

Liability/WCB 

Policies & 
Procedures 

Administration - 
Municipal Staff 
Time / Hauler 

Time 

Costs to 
Municipality 

Maple Ridge, 
Ridge 
Meadows 
Recycling 
Society 

 Non-profit so do offer door-to-door 
service for those who need it. Send a 
volunteer to visit the person and 
figure out their needs and a plan to 
best fit with regular curbside pick up 
program and work towards the least 
impact for both person & pick up 
crews. 

None Don't know   RMRS has own 
haulers. Find a 
solution that 
works for 
resident and 
minimizes cost to 
pick-up crews.  

RMRS is a 
non-profit so 
they take on 
the cost. No 
additional cost 
to municipality. 

City of 
Victoria 

 Collection services are carried out by 
city staff. ‘Helping Hand Program' 
provides door-to-door pick up to 
elderly/disabled residents. Stickers 
are provided to participating 
residents. 

 Staff member check the situation of 
the building. They pick up on property 
but will not go: down any 
stairs/behind gates/into enclosed 
areas. 

 If the driveway is blocked or slippery 
(e.g., from moss) the supervisor will 
visit resident and advise that if not 
cleaned they will not be able to 
pick up. 

None  Because staff 
do not go: 
down 
stairs/behind 
gates/into 
enclosed 
areas, no 
additional 
insurance or 
liability is 
required. 

 Staff do not 
onto the 
property if it is 
deemed 
unsafe. 

 Helping 
Hand 
Program - 
anyone over 
80 or 
disabled is 
eligible. 

 Require 
doctors’ note 
for additional 
carts/volume. 

 Municipality 
keeps updated 
list.  

 Stickers are 
provided toe 
residents so staff 
members know 
which houses 
are eligible. 

The services 
are delivered 
directly by the 
City so all 
additional 
costs are met 
by the 
municipality. 
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Tetra Tech EBA Inc.
Oceanic Plaza, 9th Floor, 1066 West Hastings Street

Vancouver, BC  V6E 3X2  CANADA
Tel 604.685.0275  Fax 604.684.6241

ISSUED FOR USE 
    

To: Debbie Fleming, Township of Langley Date: July 2, 2014 

C: Ryan Schmidt, Township of Langley Memo No.: 02 

From: Avery Gottfried, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Jessica Frank, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Tamara Shulman, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

File: 704-ENVSWM03152 

Subject: Scavenging of Recyclables 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

As part of the wider Solid Waste Collection System Review that is being conducted, the Township of Langley 
asked Tetra Tech EBA to investigate how different municipalities are handling the curbside scavenging of 
recyclables. What bylaws do they have in place, if any? How is it enforced? 

The research aims to outline best practice in municipal programs, and assess the pros and cons of mechanisms 
utilized in other jurisdictions and their applicability for the Township, and how they could be incorporated into the 
scavenging by-law that the Township would like to introduce. Additionally a review and analysis of MMBC’s 
scavenging requirements and the implications on the Township has been included. 

2.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT 

This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of Township of Langley and their agents. Tetra Tech 
EBA Inc. does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis, or the 
recommendations contained or referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by any Party other 
than Township of Langley, or for any Project other than the proposed development at the subject site. Any such 
unauthorized use of this report is at the sole risk of the user. Use of this report is subject to the terms and 
conditions stated in Tetra Tech EBA’s Services Agreement. Tetra Tech EBA’s General Conditions are attached to 
this memo. 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

The research looked at the discouragement, enforcement and by-law mechanisms that are offered by six 
municipalities. The municipalities were identified on the basis of two key criteria: close proximity to the Township 
of Langley (thereby increasing the likelihood of similar opportunities and challenges) and/or having developed and 
implemented programs to reduce the issues associated with scavenging of recyclables.  

The research was conducted by carrying out online literature reviews, and through semi-structured interviews with 
representatives of the municipalities. The six municipalities contacted are: City of Abbottsford, City of Surrey, 
Maple Ridge, District of West Vancouver, City of Vancouver and City of San Diego. 

The research aims to:  

 identify what mechanisms other municipalities are employing to combat scavenging 

 analyze the pros and cons of different approaches and make recommendations to the Township  
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4.0 APPROACHES IDENTIFIED 

Based on discussions with a range of municipalities, five mechanisms have been identified for managing the 

scavenging of recyclables at curbside. All of these could potentially be used together for an integrated 

enforcement and education program  

 

Table 4:  Summary of Mechanisms for Combatting Scavenging of Recyclables 

Mechanism Additional information Effectiveness 
Admin costs to 

municipality 

Financial 
costs to 

municipality 

Creating by-
law 

 By-law against scavenging 

 By-law against putting out garbage/ 
recycling too early before collection 

Only effective if by-law is 
enforced 

Low - Medium Low 

Enforcing of 
by-law 

Get license plate number or photos. Pass 
info to by-laws. 

By-laws can issue tickets 

Where tickets have been 
issued they normally 
aren’t paid. Often it is 

difficult to verify 
scavengers' identities 

and they may not show 
for court hearings.  

Medium - High Medium 

Educating 
residents 

Encourage residents to: 

take bottles back to the depot themselves 

put out garbage/recycling on morning of 
collection 

put returnables in a separate, clear plastic 
bag so that binners can pick them up 

easily 

not put confidential paper in the yellow 
bag or shred confidential material first 

Can be effective but 
depends on residents 
and waste collection 
systems - no data 

Medium Low - Medium 

Educating 
binners/ 
Partnerships 
with non-
profits 

Work with non-profits to:  

 support binners to collect from 
centralized locations 

 educate binners about going on to 
private property/sifting through 
recycling 

Can be effective - some 
success in the City of 
Vancouver 

Low Low - Medium 

Sticker 

campaign 

 

Unknown Low Low 

 

MMBC was contacted and emphasized that the scavenging clauses that are included in the contracts are 
intended to prevent contractors or other employees hired to collect PPP from scavenging material that is 
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collected. The scavenging rules would not be enforced to prevent binners from collecting refundable containers 
from recycling containers. 

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP 

 The cost of enforcing by-laws is high. Although it is helpful to have a by-law in place for clarity around 
legalities, in reality it is unlikely to significantly reduce scavenging, unless a substantial budget is set aside for 
follow up and enforcement. Generally licence plates can be captured to identify binners that are collecting 
large volumes of materials from many residents.  

 An education campaign – both for binners (at depots) and also residents – could achieve better results by 
working with the local bottle depots in the Township. Binners would be encouraged to collect from centralized 
sites; and residents can leave deposit containers at redemption depots. Partnering with a local non-profit for 
educating binners, would help reduce costs to the municipality and increase the effectiveness of the outreach. 
Educating residents to put out recycling on the morning of collection could also have a significant impact.  

 Having a sticker available for residents can help residents inform people who are continuously scavenging 
recyclables from their location. 
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Table 1:  Results – Approaches that Other Municipalities are Taking 

Municipality Level of Scavenging By-law Enforcement of By-law Other Mechanisms 

City of 
Abbottsford 

Minor issue 

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION BYLAW 
8. RESTRICTIONS ON REMOVAL OF 
RECYCLABLES 
(a) A person must not take or remove any 
Curbside or Commercial Container Recyclables 
placed on a curb, sidewalk, boulevard or road 
allowance unless person: 
(i) is the person who initially placed the 
Recyclables outside his or her residence or 
business premises for collection, or who normally 
occupies that residence or premises; 
(ii) is an employee or agent of the City authorized 
to collect those Recyclables; or 
(iii) is an employee or member of a business or 
organization duly authorized by the City to collect 
Commercial Container Recyclables within the City 
boundaries. 

Not enforced None 

District of West 
Vancouver, 
Northshore 
Recycling 
Program 

Huge problem 

5.1.2 Solid waste shall not be removed from the 
property on which it is generated except for 
delivery to a facility deemed acceptable by the 
Engineer. 
5.2.1 No person shall remove, take, or convert to 
their own use any solid waste from a solid waste 
container except the occupant of the property 
from which the solid waste was generated, a 
municipal contractor, or a person providing 
disposal services at the request of the occupant. 

Try to get license plate 
number and take photos 
where possible. 

Information then passed 
to by-laws.  

By-laws have issued 
tickets but municipality 
has not followed up 
(don't know if tickets 
paid). 

Encourage residents to take 
bottles back to the depot 
themselves. 

City of Surrey Very minor issue No person other than the owner, the City, or the 
contractor is permitted to remove waste from the 

The by-laws will go and 
talk to binners if there is 
a problem but no real 

None 
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Municipality Level of Scavenging By-law Enforcement of By-law Other Mechanisms 

property. enforcement - not a high 
priority. 

City of 
Vancouver 

Not a major issue: 

Accepted part of 
landscape 

Small problem 
compared with 
illegal dumping 

No by-law against scavenging. 
There is a by-law against residents putting out 
garbage/ recycling too early (i.e. too far in 
advance of collection). 

Not really enforced 

Encourage people to only put their 
recycling out on the morning of 
collection 

Residents put returnables in 
separate clear plastic bag to 
support binners and avoid them 
going through blue boxes 

Strong partnership with 'United we 
can' who represent the binning 
community. Partner with them for 
collecting returnables from special 
events. Also have access to, and 
permits for, downtown recycling 
stations. Their responsibility to 
clear up mess and illegal dumping 

Maple Ridge,        
Ridge Meadows 
Recycling 
Society 

Ongoing issue Yes - there is a by-law 

Infraction but not 
enforced by by-laws. 
Police will not enforce 
either 

Don't know 

The City of 
San Diego, 
USA 

Huge problem Yes - there is a by-law 

Tickets or 
misdemeanor 
citations issued but 
generally scavengers 
don’t pay fines or 
show up for court 
hearings. Identities 
are hard to verify. 

Also have a sticker and poster 
campaign.  
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Table C-1 Recycling Cost Comparison Sample

Weekly Multi Stream
Fibres, Containers,

Glass)

EOW Single Stream +
Glass

Capital Costs

Number of Households needing containers (Urban) 20,785 20,785

Number of Households needing containers (Rural) 4,910 4,910

Additional Larger blue box or Cart Capital Cost $425,000 $1,250,000

Glass Bin Capital Cost $300,000 $300,000

Program Roll Out Cost (Bin delivery, advertising, etc.) $50,000 $250,000

Total Capital Cost per Year Assuming 7% Interest
and 7 Year Lifespan/Payback

$139,908 $324,948

Collection and Processing Costs

Recycling Collection Cost Per Household $59 $42

Recycling Processing Cost Per Household $0 $0

Glass Collection Cost (assume $20/household) Included Above $20

Total Collection and Processing Cost $1,635,860 $1,366,534

Potential Revenue

MMBC Collection Incentive (Assume urban >2 HH/ha;
rural <0.2 HH/ha)

$918,965 $841,880

MMBC Other Incentives $83,509 $83,509

Estimated 550 tonnes of glass collected in 2013 (7% of
total recyclables weight)

$44,000 $44,000

Total MMBC Collection Incentive’s $1,046,474 $969,389

Recycling Revenue (2013) $0 $0

Total Potential Revenue $1,046,474 $969,389

Total Costs

Total Net Cost Per Year $621,512 $959,638

Cost Per Household $24 $37
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Table D-1: Automated Collection Staff Efficiency Gains

Manual Semi-Automated Automated

Households Serviced/Hour 170 150 200

Crew Size (optimal) 3 2 1

Households Serviced/Crew/Hour 57 75 200

Table D-2: Capital Costs for Carts

Lowest
Cost with

High
Volume
Order

Highest
Cost with

Low Volume
Order

Average
Cost

Quantity Total Cost

Garbage Carts $40 $80 $60 20,735 $1,244,100

Organics Carts $40 $80 $60 20,735 $1,244,100

Recycling Carts $40 $80 $60 20,735 $1,244,100

RFID Tags $1 $5 $2 41,470 $82,940

RFID Truck Readers $15,000 $20,000 $19,000 7 $133,000

Cart Delivery to Each House $2 $6 $3 41,470 $124,410

Recycling Container (Large 87
L)

N/A N/A $17 25,000 $425,000

Recycling Container for Glass
(Small 25L)

N/A N/A $12 25,000 $300,000
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Table D-3: EOW Garbage Collection Cost Analysis Sample

EOW Manual
EOW

Semi-Automated
EOW Automated

Capital Costs

Number of Trucks (Garbage and Organics)
Including One Spare

Truck Cost (Garbage/Organics) $250,000 $275,000 $375,000

Total Fleet Capital $1,750,000 $2,200,000 $3,000,000

Annual Total Fleet Capital Cost (assume
loan over 7 years at 7%)

$324,718 $408,217 $556,660

Truck Annual Maintenance Cost (per
truck)

$12,000 $20,000 $40,000

Total Fleet Capital and Maintenance $408,718 $568,217 $876,660

Operational Costs

Number of Trucks (Garbage and Organics)
in Operation

Number of Staff Per Truck

Driver and/or Swamper Salary (Assume
$80,000/yr.) (WCB max $78,600)

$80,000 $80,000 $80,000

Fleet Labour Total $1,440,000 $1,120,000 $560,000

Fuel Cost Total $299,520 $349,440 $349,440

Total Capital and Operational Cost Per
Year

$2,148,238 $2,037,657 $1,786,100

Administration and Profit (20%) $429,647.63 $407,531.42 $357,219.93

Total Collection Costs per Household
(Garbage and Organics)

$124.33 $117.93 $103.37
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APPENDIX E
TECH MEMO – COLLECTION PILOT REPORT



TECHNICAL MEMO 
 

 

 

Tetra Tech EBA Inc.
Suite 1000 – 10th Floor, 885 Dunsmuir Street

Vancouver, BC  V6C 1N5  CANADA
Tel 604.685.0275  Fax 604.684.6241

ISSUED FOR REVIEW 

To: Debbie Fleming and Krista Daniszewski Date: June 1, 2015 

c:  Memo No.: 1 

From: Belinda Li and Tamara Shulman File: 704-ENVSWM03152-01 

Subject: Collection Pilot Report 

This ‘Issued for Review’ document is provided solely for the purpose of client review and presents our interim findings and 
recommendations to date. Our usable findings and recommendations are provided only through an ‘Issued for Use’ document, 
which will be issued subsequent to this review. Final design should not be undertaken based on the interim recommendations 
made herein. Once our report is issued for use, the ‘Issued for Review’ document should be either returned to Tetra Tech EBA 
or destroyed. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Tetra Tech EBA Inc. (Tetra Tech EBA) was retained by the Township of Langley (Township) to conduct a collection 
pilot for every other week garbage and automated collection. Currently, the Township of Langley collects garbage 
along with organics and recycling on a weekly basis, using manual collection. The goal of the pilot is to measure 
the impact of changing the collection system with respect to residents’ participation, waste generation rates, 
perception of the program changes, and overall experience with the pilot. This report is a summary of pilot results. 

2.0 PROGRAM DESIGN 

2.1 Pilot Areas 

Two pilot areas (Willoughby and Aldergrove) were selected by the Township for the pilot. Within each area, a mix 
of townhomes, single family homes, and rural-type properties were selected to reflect the diversity of housing types 
and demographics across the Township. The neighbourhoods are defined in Table 1. Note that since two residents 
opted out of the pilot, the number of participating homes are shown alongside the total number of homes. Maps of 
the neighbourhoods are included in Appendix A. 

Table 1:  Pilot Neighbourhoods 

Neighbourhood Boundaries 
Total Number 

of Homes 
Participating 

Number of Homes 

Willoughby Multi-Family Townhomes in Logan’s Landing (6450 – 199 Street) 82 82 

Willoughby Rural 

Rural-type properties along the north side of 78 Avenue 
between 202A Street and 204 Street, along 204 Street 

between 78 Avenue and 80 Avenue, and along 
78 Avenue between 204 Street and 206A Street 

22 21 

Willoughby Single Family Single family homes 66 66 

Aldergrove Rural 
Rural-type properties between 240 Street and 

242 Street along 54 Avenue 
22 21 

Aldergrove Single Family 
Single family homes along 271A Street and 

26A Avenue between 268 Street and 272 Street 
76 76 

Total 268 266 
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Below are streetscape photos of each of the pilot neighbourhoods. 

 
Photo 1:  Willoughby Multi-Family – Lane in townhouse complex 

 
Photo 2: Willoughby Rural – 78 Avenue towards 202 Street 
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Photo 3: Willoughby Single Family – 202 Street towards 74 Avenue 

 
Photo 4:  Aldergrove Rural – 54 Avenue towards 240 Street 

 
Photo 5:  Aldergrove Single Family – 26A Avenue 
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2.2 Collection Bins 

Residents in the pilot areas were provided with one grey-coloured Garbage Bin and one green-coloured Green 
(organics) Bin. In all neighbourhoods except for Logan’s Landing, the bins were 240 Litre (L) wheeled-carts. In 
Logan’s Landing, a 120 L wheeled-cart Garbage Bin and an 80 L wheeled-cart Green Bin were provided. Pilot area 
residents were also given a small kitchen catcher for food scraps. 

2.3 Collection Schedule 

The pilot commenced the week of February 2, 2015 and ran for a total of 15 weeks, ending the week of 
May 11, 2015. Garbage was collected every other week. Organics and recycling were collected every week. 

2.4 Education and Outreach 

Approximately three weeks prior to the pilot, a letter from Township staff was send to all pilot residents to explain 
why the pilot was taking place and what they would need to do to participate. A brochure was developed for 
residents, which included information about the collection pilot, a collection calendar, and instructions on how to 
use and care for the bins (Appendix B). These brochures were distributed to residents along with the collection bins. 
Township of Langley staff conducted door-to-door outreach a week before the pilot started to answer pilot area 
resident questions.  

3.0 DATA COLLECTION 

3.1 Pre-Pilot Survey 

A door-to-door survey was developed to gather information from residents on their feedback on the current waste 
collection program. The survey questions are attached in Appendix C. Surveys were conducted by Township staff 
during the week leading up to the pilot in conjunction with pre-pilot outreach visits. 

3.2 Curbside Weights 

On the morning of each collection day during the pilot, Garbage Bins and Green Bins were weighed in each pilot 
area prior to pick up. Weights of Green Can and Garbage Can set outs were also measured the week before the 
pilot began as baseline data. Below are photos of the data collection process. 
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Photo 6:  Curbside weighing in a single family neighbourhood using a scale on a dolly 

 
Photo 7:  Curbside weighing in a rural neighbourhood 

3.3 Route Checks 

Four route checks were conducted during the pilot to monitor qualitative information including: percentage full of 
carts, contamination, set out challenges, and other operational considerations. Percentage full and contamination 
was gauged through conducting lid-lifts of bins that were set out, as shown in Photo 8. Route checks were conducted 
on the following dates: 

 February 2 and February 3, 2015: First week of pilot, Garbage and Green Bin collection week; 

 February 23 and February 24, 2015: Green Bin only collection week; 

 March 30 and March 31, 2015: Garbage and Green Bin collection week; and 
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 April 27 and April 28, 2015: Second-to-last week of pilot, Garbage and Green Bin collection week. 

 
Photo 8:  Lid-Lift observation of a bin during a route check 

3.4 Post-Pilot Survey 

A door-to-door survey was developed to gather information on residents’ experience, perception of the program 
changes, and other pertinent information. This survey was also posted on the Township of Langley’s website from 
April 27 to May 15, 2015 for residents who were not available to answer the survey in-person. The survey questions 
are attached in Appendix D. 

Door-to-door surveys were conducted from April 27 to May 5, 2015. The survey team attempted to survey each 
home in the pilot areas up to three times. If there was no answer, or if the person at the door was unable to answer 
the survey, a “Sorry we missed you” door hanger was left with a link to the online survey. An opportunity to enter a 
prize draw was offered to survey respondents as additional incentive to fill out the online survey. 

The number of post-pilot surveys completed is presented in Table 2. Of the homes in the pilot areas, 82% completed 
surveys. The majority of the surveys (90%) were conducted door-to-door, and the remainder were filled out online. 

Table 2:  Post-Pilot Surveys Completed by Neighbourhood 

Neighbourhood Number of Homes 
Number of 

Door-to-Door 
Surveys 

Number of 
Online Surveys 

Total Surveys 
% of Homes 

Surveyed 

Willoughby Multi-Family 82 57 6 63 77% 

Willoughby Rural 21 17 0 17 81% 

Willoughby Single Family 66 47 6 53 80% 

Aldergrove Rural 21 15 4 19 90% 

Aldergrove Single Family 76 60 4 64 84% 

Not specified 0 0 2 2 N/A 

Total 266 196 22 218 82% 
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4.0 RESULTS 

4.1 Curbside Weights 

The average weight of garbage and organics set out per home in pilot areas is presented in Figure 1. Within the 
first month of the pilot, the average weekly garbage per home decreased from 11 kilogram (kg) to 7 kg/home, a 
reduction of 36%. For the remainder of the pilot (March to May), the average weekly garbage per home stabilized 
and ranged from 6 to 8 kg/home, with an average of 7 kg/home. There was an increase in average weekly organics 
set out per home within the first month of the pilot (7 to 11 kg/home), which corresponds with the decrease in 
garbage. Set outs of organics ranged from 8 to 17 kg/home from March to May, with an average of 11 kg/home. 
The large variance in the weekly set outs of organics was mostly driven by the quantity of yard debris, as it was the 
beginning of spring. Also note that Spring Break for elementary and secondary schools for the Langley School 
District was from March 16 to March 27, 2015. This may have contributed to the decrease in organics during the 
week of March 23, 2015, as residents may not have been home. 

 

Figure 1:  Average Weight of Garbage and Organics Set Out per Home 
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4.2 Pilot Participation 

Throughout the pilot, set outs of garbage, organics, and/or recycling were observed for 82% of homes on average. 
Of the set outs observed, the percentage of homes with garbage and/or organics bins are presented in Figure 2. 
The percentage of garbage set outs was consistent throughout the pilot, with an average from March to May of 93%. 
The percentage of organics set outs increased from 30% to 82% within the first month of the pilot, and was then 
fairly steady for the remainder of the pilot with an average set out rate of 81%. It was observed that different homes 
set out their Green Bins from week to week. During the post pilot survey, 93% of residents reported that they used 
the Green Bin. Some residents noted that they waited until their Green Bin was full before setting it out, which was 
not every week. Therefore, the participation rate in the Green Bin program is likely higher than the observed set 
outs from week to week. Recycling set outs were consistent throughout the pilot, with an average set out rate of 
80% from March to May. It is interesting to note that recycling set outs correlated with Green Bin set outs for most 
weeks, which may be indicative that residents tend to set them out together.  

 

Figure 2:  Percentage of Garbage and Organics Bins Observed (of Pilot Homes with Set Outs)  
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4.3 Bin Capacity 

4.3.1 Green Bin 

The percent full of Green Bins as determined by a manual lid-lift during route checks is shown in Figure 33. The 
majority of Green Bins were less than 50% full, and no Green Bins were observed as being overfilled (>100% full). 
Note that the Township of Langley allows for extra set outs of yard trimmings in Green Cans, bags, or bundles. As 
the pilot took place during the transition from winter to spring, the number of extra yard trimmings set outs increased 
from 1 to 4% between the first and last route checks.  

 

Figure 3:  Green Bin Percent Full by Route Check 

On the post-pilot survey, 91% of respondents said that the Green Bin was big enough for their needs. This result 
generally confirms the observations of the route checks. Respondents did note that they anticipate their Green Bins 
would fill up more in the summer months due to increased amounts of yard trimmings such as grass clippings. 
There were a number of very heavy (greater than 70 kg) bins observed during route checks that were full of soil. 
Given the flexibility permitted during the pilot, these bins were not tagged during collection, so residents may not 
have realized that this practice is not allowed. Also interesting of note is that both Aldergrove neighbourhoods 
generally had a higher number of full or extra set outs of Green Bins with a large amount of yard trimmings.  
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4.3.2 Garbage Bin 

The percent full of Garbage Bins set out was recorded during route checks, except for the week of 
February 23, 2015, since it was not a garbage collection week. The percent full of Garbage Bins by route check is 
shown in Figure 44. Overall, less than 10% of Garbage Bins were >100% full, and just over half of Garbage Bins 
were 100% full.  

 

Figure 4:  Garbage Bin Percent Full by Route Check 

On the post-pilot survey, 77% of respondents said that the Garbage Bin was big enough for their needs. Some 
residents made the comment that the Garbage Bin was too big, and they would prefer a smaller bin if they had the 
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was full, they would set out extra bags or cans of garbage, or take the extra garbage to the transfer station 
themselves. The number of homes with extra garbage set out (bags or cans) varied from 4 to 11% overall. This 
figure was much higher in the Willoughby Multi-Family area (8 to 29%), which is also the neighbourhood with the 
lowest percentage (68%) of respondents that said their Garbage Bin was big enough. The Willoughby Multi-Family 
area was given a smaller Garbage Bin than other pilot areas (120 L versus 240 L), which may explain these results. 

The number of residents per home also appeared to be the biggest contributing factor to whether the Garbage Bin 
was big enough for their needs. Only 61% of respondents from homes with 7 to 10 people said their Garbage Bin 
was big enough, compared to 71% and 91% for homes with 3 to 6 and 1 to 2 people, respectively. Note that these 
results were also compared for respondents with secondary suites, of which 77% said that the Garbage Bin was 
big enough. However, respondents who had secondary suites and a higher number of residents commented that 
they would prefer to have the option of a larger bin or a second bin for their tenants. 
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4.4 Food Scraps  

Food scraps were observed in 84 to 94% of Green Bins set out at the curb during the route checks. Photos with 
examples of Green Bin contents are shown below. Note that this is based on lid-lifts, so if food scraps were covered 
by yard trimmings, they would not have been recorded. This was especially the case for the last route check, which 
had the lowest amount of food scraps observed (84%); however, many of the bins contained yard trimmings. On 
the other hand, during earlier route checks, many bins would only contain food scraps, so it was easier to see. The 
post-pilot survey results were generally consistent with the route check observations as 84% of respondents said 
they put the majority of food scraps into the Green Bin. Other responses to the question regarding what residents 
did with their food scraps included backyard compost (8%), in-sink disposal/garburator (5%), garbage (2%), and 
feed animals (0.5%). 

 
Photo 9:  Food scraps that were frozen before set out 

 
Photo 10:  Food scraps wrapped in newspaper mixed with yard trimmings 
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Photo 11:  Food scraps contained in Bag to Earth bags 

 
Photo 12:  Multi-Family Green Bin with food scraps 

Half of survey respondents said that they started separating food scraps from garbage during the pilot. Of those 
responses, 73% said that every other week garbage collection encouraged them to separate food scraps and 66% 
said that the Green Bin provided by the Township encouraged them to separate food scraps. Note that the two 
questions regarding the motivators were asked as independent questions so respondents could answer yes to both. 

Additional photos of Green Bin contents are shown in Appendix E. 
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4.5 Contamination 

Contamination levels recorded during route checks are shown in Figure 5. Overall, contamination levels increased 
slightly throughout the pilot. However, the majority of contamination observed was low (1 to 2 small items, about 
the size of a candy wrapper). Furthermore, participation levels also increased throughout the pilot, so it was likely 
that early adopters would put fewer contaminants in their bins as compared to later adopters. Residents were also 
not given feedback during the pilot if they did have contaminants in their bin, so they would not have seen a need 
to correct their behaviours. 

 

Figure 5:  Contamination of Green Bin by Route Check 

The most common type of contaminant was plastic film. Other common contaminants included coffee cups, 
polystyrene, recyclables, and garbage. Photos of various contamination levels in Green Bins are shown below. 
Additional photos of Green Bin contamination can be found in Appendix E. 

 
Photo 13:  Low contamination – small piece of plastic 
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Photo 14:  Medium contamination – polystyrene tray 

 
Photo 15:  High contamination – coffee cup and plastic shopping bags 
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4.6 Set Out Challenges 

The most common set out challenge observed during the route checks were spacing of the bins (less than 1 m 
apart), particularly in the single family and multi-family areas. Correctly spaced set outs suitable for automated 
collection were observed more in the rural neighbourhoods. In the single family and multi-family areas, almost all 
set outs were placed on lawns, sidewalks, or other parts of residential properties, which would make the bins 
inaccessible to an automated collection truck. However, almost all set outs were placed with the bins facing in the 
correct direction. Overall, less than 10% of set outs were backwards, sideways, or had other issues (e.g., in front 
of a fire hydrant, bin tipped over), as shown in Figure 6. Note that residents were given set out instructions in the 
pilot brochure/calendar at the beginning of the pilot, but were not given feedback on incorrect set outs (e.g., warning 
stickers). However, at the vast majority of homes, residents would have been able to set out with the correct spacing 
and on the road, for example, by bringing the bins to the curb and spacing on either side of the driveway. 

 

Figure 6:  Set Out Challenges by Route Check 

Photos of set out challenges are shown below. Additional photos can be found in Appendix E. 

 
Photo 16:  Correct set out in Aldergrove Rural 
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Photo 17:  Typical set out in Willoughby Multi-Family; note additional space available to the right for spacing 

 
Photo 18:  Set out on sidewalk with correct spacing in Willoughby Single Family 

 
Photo 19:  Set out in laneway with narrow spacing in Willoughby Single Family and close to a car 
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4.7 User Experience 

Survey respondents were asked a number of questions about their experience with using the Garbage and Green 
Bin during the pilot. Below is a summary of the results. 

Storing the Bin 

For the Green Bin, 84% of respondents said it was easy or very easy to store the bin. The response was 90% for 
the Garbage Bin. The most common problem for storage was that it did not fit in the existing storage space. 

Bringing to the Curb 

For the Green Bin, 85% of respondents said it was easy or very easy to bring the bin to the curb. The response was 
97% for the Garbage Bin. The most common problem was wheeling the bins on gravel paths, as they would not 
travel as smoothly. 

Managing Pests 

For the Green Bin, 93% of respondents said it was easy or very easy to manage pests. The response was 98% for 
the Garbage Bin. When comparing the Green Bin to the Green Can, 35% of respondents said that the Green Bin 
was somewhat or much better and 40% said it was about the same. Only 2% said that it was worse, and the 
remaining respondents (23%) did not have an opinion or did not answer the question. When comparing the Garbage 
Bin to the Garbage Can, 43% said it was somewhat or much better and 51% said it was about the same. Only 1% 
said that it was worse. Common comments from respondents were that the new bins were sturdier, so they were 
harder for pests to knock over or chew through, and the lids did not come off as easily. Only one home had evidence 
of squirrels biting the lid of their bin in the Aldergrove Rural neighbourhood. Two respondents reported that they 
saw rats by their bins, and one of those respondents attributed it to leaving their kitchen catcher outside. Though 
respondents did not observe many pest problems during the pilot, they were generally concerned that there may 
be more pests in the summer months as temperatures increase. 

Managing Odours 

For the Green Bin, 80% of respondents said it was easy or very easy to manage odours. The response was 88% 
for the Garbage Bin. Similar to the question about managing pests, respondents did not have many odour concerns 
during the pilot, but were concerned they would become more of a problem in the summer. There were a few odour 
concerns from respondents who were disposing of diapers in the Garbage Bin, as every other week collection 
meant that they would sit in the bins for a longer time. Respondents that had overflowing Garbage Bins also noted 
they had odour concerns. 

Container Preference 

When comparing the aesthetics of the Green Bin and Garbage Bin to the old Green Can and Garbage Can, 83% 
of respondents said it was much better or somewhat better and 13% said it was about the same. This response 
generally correlates with the questions regarding preference for a bin provided by the Township or residents buying 
their own. For both organics and garbage, a vast majority of respondents prefer a bin provided by the Township 
(88% for organics and 89% for garbage). 
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Adjustment to Every Other Week Garbage Collection 

Overall, 75% of respondents reported that it was easy or very easy to make the adjustment to every other week 
garbage collection. 19% of respondents said that it was hard, and only 5% said it was very hard. The percentage 
of respondents that said it was easy or very easy was lower for respondents from larger households (64% from 
homes with 7 to 10 people). However, many of the respondents from the larger households commented that they 
were able to adjust to the new collection schedule, even if it was hard at the beginning. Some of these initial 
challenges were remembering which day to set out the garbage or missing a collection day and needing to wait 
until the next one. Overall, residents noted that they were able to adjust to the new schedule by separating food 
scraps, which reduced their garbage and potential odour issues. 

Support for Program 

Overall, 89% of survey respondents said that they would like to see a similar program to the pilot expanded across 
the Township on a permanent basis. Many of the respondents asked if they could keep their bins and continue with 
this program after the pilot. 

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Pilot field and survey results can be used to inform potential program design and outreach next steps should the 
pilot be implemented across the Township. Below is a consolidated list of recommendations derived from results to 
date. 

 Managing Green Bin Quantities: 

 Offer two bin size options to use a pay as you throw approach and give residents ability to customize for 
needs; 

 Conduct a grass cycling campaign to mitigate extra grass clipping set outs; 

 Include messaging to promote food waste reduction in outreach materials and behaviour change campaigns; 
and 

 Make it clear in outreach materials that soil is not to be included; use warning tags as needed. 

 Managing Garbage Bin Quantities: 

 Offer up to three bins sizes to use a pay as you throw approach and give residents ability to customize for 
needs; 

 As part of lead up to roll out, institute and publicize option for the small percentage of residents who may 
need to manage extra garbage: 1) receive a second Garbage Bin – especially for residents with secondary 
suites or more than seven people per household, 2) purchase extra garbage tags; and 

 Offer multiple strategies for minimizing garbage in outreach materials (e.g., ensure making full use of 
recycling and Green Bin collection, reuse items, and drop off centres). 

 User Experience: 

 Set Out Management: 

 Put the Green Bin on one side of the driveway and the Garbage Bin on the other so they are spaced out 
correctly; and 
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 Adjust bylaws for curb or sidewalk set out (and not the lawn adjacent to sidewalk and further from the 
road). 

 Manage Odours for Every other Week Garbage: 

 Maximize use of the Green Bin for food scraps and food-soiled paper; 

 Wrap food scraps in newspaper or using paper bags and freeze food scraps prior to set out; and 

 Bag diapers and hygiene products separately from other bagged garbage. 

 Tips storage space management. 

6.0 PILOT RESULTS EXTRAPOLATED TO TOWNSHIP 

In 2013, approximately 10,000 tonnes/year of garbage was disposed from residential curbside collection in the 
Township of Langley. Based on the results of the collection pilot, the amount of garbage disposed per year can 
decrease by 3,600 tonnes/year (36%) through a cart-based, every other week garbage collection program. This 
equates a reduction of approximately 2,600 tonnes of greenhouse gases1 due to food scraps being composted 
instead of going to a landfill. The savings from tipping fees would be approximately $12 per household for a total of 
approximately $250,000 per year2.  

In pilot areas, about half of residents started using the Green Bin for food scraps during the pilot. Across the 
Township, that would be about 10,000 more households using the Green Bin for food scraps through this type of 
program. 

Attachments 

Appendix A: Neighbourhood Maps 

Appendix B: Pilot Brochures 

Appendix C: Pre-Pilot Survey Questions 

Appendix D: Post-Pilot Survey Questions 

Appendix E: Photos

                                                      
1 Based on US EPA’s Waste Reduction Model (WARM), excluding transport (www.epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/tools/warm). 
2 Based on 2014 tipping fees. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPS  
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Frequently Asked Questions 
  
Q: Will picking up the garbage every two weeks cause issues 
 with pests or odours?

A: Likely not; Green Bin waste, such as food scraps, has the most 
 potential to create odour or attract pests.  The Green Bin will 
 be picked up every week.  Keep your Green Bin clean and 
 odour free; here’s how:

  wrap food scraps in paper 
  keep lid closed 
  put bin out every collection day, even if it isn’t full 
  line bottom of bin with newspaper 
  layer food scraps under yard trimmings 
  sprinkle contents with baking soda or powdered garden lime 
  store bin in the shade 
  wash bin regularly  

 
Q: What will happen to my pilot bins after the collection pilot?

A: During the last week of the pilot, week of May 11, 2015, 
 your two pilot bins will be collected by Sierra Waste. 
 Please leave the bins out to be collected.  Your regular 
 weekly garbage, recycling, and Green Can service will 
 resume the following week, using standard cans.

For a complete listing of FAQs, visit tol.ca/collectionpilot.

Other questions?  Call 604.532.7300 or email opsinfo@tol.ca. 

Pilot Collection Calendar

tol.ca

T 604.532.7300

F 604.532.7310

E opsinfo@tol.ca

Engineering Division

20338 – 65 Avenue

Langley, BC  V2Y 3J1

Regular collection (garbage, recycling, and Green Can every week)

Pre-pilot delivery and post-pilot pickup of garbage bin and Green Bin

Pilot Green Bin pickup

Pilot Garbage pickup

Statutory holiday

Recycling will be picked up weekly as usual.

Pilot 
start 

May

M T W T F

    1

4  5 6 7 8

  11 12 13 14 15

18 19 20 21 22

25 26 27 28 29

January

M T W T F

   1 2

5 6 7 8 9

12 13 14 15 16

  19 20 21 22 23

  26 27 28 29 30

March

M T W T F

 2 3 4 5 6

9  10 11 12 13

 16 17 18 19 20

23 24 25 26 27

 30 31

April

M T W T F

 1 2 3

6 7 8 9 10

 13 14 15 16 17

20 21 22 23 24

 27 28 29 30

February

M T W T F

 2 3 4 5 6

9 10 11 12 13

 16 17 18 19 20

23 24 25 26 27

Pilot end.  Please leave 
pilot bins out for collection. 



Want more information?  Visit tol.ca/greencan or call 604.532.7300.

New to composting? 
Don’t worry, it’s easy!  The Green Bin is a simple and 
convenient way to compost your food scraps, soiled paper, 
and yard trimmings.

 
How it works 
  
Step 1 Collect food scraps in a kitchen 
 container of your choice.

Step 2 Empty your kitchen container into your 
 Green Bin along with your yard trimmings.

Step 3 Place your Green Bin at the curb on 
 your collection day (see Bin Basics).

What goes in the Green Bin

bread & grains

fruits & vegetables

pasta & noodles

bones

eggs & dairy fats & cooking oils

meats

seafood

tea bags

pizza boxes

paper napkins/towels

grass clippingsflowers

leaves

coffee filters

twigs

No 
plastic bags
This includes compostable 
and biodegradable plastic bags. 
Unfortunately, these bags do 
not break down fully at local 
composting facilities.

Instead of plastic bags:

 wrap food scraps in newspaper

 purchase paper bags designed 
 for food waste 

 freeze food waste

 place food scraps loose in 
 your Green Bin

In Out

What?
Your home is among 275 households that have been selected 
to take part in a collection pilot program.  The program will 
test different options for garbage and Green Can collection.

 
When?
Monday, February 2                    Monday, May 11, 2015

 
Why?
The Township of Langley wants to make sure composting 
is maximized while keeping collection costs manageable. 
Testing will help ensure collection changes work for 
Township residents.

The Township is also committed to Metro Vancouver’s 
goal to compost or recycle 70% of all waste by the 
end of 2015. 

 
How?
Each property receives two pilot collection bins: 
 
 Garbage Bin Green Bin 
 grey bin with grey lid grey bin with green lid 
 for garbage for organic material: food waste, 
  yard trimmings, and soiled paper

Recycling will continue as normal using your blue box and 
blue/yellow bag system. 

Garbage (bin with grey lid) will be collected every other week 
instead of weekly, which is now common in many surrounding 
municipalities (e.g. Abbottsford, Surrey, and Vancouver). 
Recycling and the Green Bin will be collected every week. 
Please refer to the collection calendar in this brochure. 

 

We want your feedback!
During the week of May 11 – 15, after the test period, a survey team 
will be in your neighbourhood to gather feedback on your experience 
with the program.  If you are not available at that time, we encourage 
you to complete the survey online at tol.ca/collectionpilot, or call our 
office at 604.532.7300.  Each household that completes an in-person 
or online survey will be entered to win a Samsung Galaxy tablet, 
sponsored by Sierra Waste.

Too much material for one Green Bin?
If your Green Bin is full, you can set out: 
  yard trimmings in Kraft paper bags 
  additional cans marked with a Green Can* or 

   Yard Trimmings decal 
  small bundles of branches

*Decals available at any Township of Langley facility 

Extra garbage?
If you have more garbage than can fit in the garbage bin 
provided, purchase extra garbage stickers; $3 per bag/can.  
Visit tol.ca/garbage for a list of retail locations.  Extra 
garbage will only be collected on days designated for 
garbage pickup (see calendar).

Bin Basics 
 
1. Set bin(s) out by 7:30am

 
2. Point it. 
 Place bins so the arrows on 
 the lid point toward the street 
 (handles and wheels facing 
 your property).

 
3. Space it. 
 Place bins, allowing at least: 
   1 m (3 ft) space on all sides 
   3 m (10 ft) clearance above

 
4. Bring it back in. 
 After bins have been emptied, 
 move your bins, blue box, and 
 bags off the lane or street.

 
5. Keep it clean. 
 Wash bins periodically with a mild 
 soap and water; place them upside 
 down on grass or gravel to dry.

Your Property

Your House

Lane or
Street

3m

1m 1m1m

Front View Side View

3m

1m
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Recycling will be picked up weekly as usual.

Frequently Asked Questions 
  
Q: Will picking up the garbage every two weeks cause issues with 
 pests or odours?

A: Likely not; Green Bin waste, such as food scraps, has the most 
 potential to create odour or attract pests.  The Green Bin will 
 be picked up every week.  Keep your Green Bin clean and 
 odour free; here’s how:

	 •	wrap	food	scraps	in	paper 
	 •	keep	lid	closed 
	 •	put	bin	out	every	collection	day,	even	if	it	isn’t	full 
	 •	line	bottom	of	bin	with	newspaper 
	 •	layer	food	scraps	under	yard	trimmings 
	 •	sprinkle	contents	with	baking	soda	or	powdered	garden	lime 
	 •	store	bin	in	the	shade 
	 •	wash	bin	regularly		

 
Q: What will happen to my pilot bins after the collection pilot?

A: During the last week of the pilot, week of May 11, 2015, your two pilot 
 bins will be collected by Sierra Waste.  Please leave the bins out to 
 be collected.  Your regular weekly garbage, recycling, and Green Can 
 service will resume the following week, using standard cans.

For a complete listing of FAQs, visit tol.ca/collectionpilot.

Other questions?  Call 604.532.7300 or email opsinfo@tol.ca. 

Pilot Collection Calendar

tol.ca

T 604.532.7300

F 604.532.7310

E opsinfo@tol.ca

Engineering Division

20338 – 65 Avenue

Langley, BC  V2Y 3J1

Regular collection (garbage, recycling, and Green Can every week)

Pre-pilot delivery and post-pilot pickup of garbage bin and Green Bin

Pilot Green Bin pickup

Pilot Garbage pickup

Statutory holiday
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start 

May

M T W T F
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Pilot end.  Please leave 
pilot bins out for collection. 



Want more information?  Visit tol.ca/greencan or call 604.532.7300.

To much material for one Green Bin?
If your Green Bin is full, you can set out: 
•		yard	trimmings	in	Kraft	paper	bags 
•		additional	cans	marked	with	a	Green Can* or Yard Trimmings decal 
•		small	bundles	of	branches

*Decals available at any Township of Langley facility 

Extra garbage?
If you have more garbage than can fit in the garbage bin provided, 
purchase extra garbage stickers; $3 per bag/can.  Visit tol.ca/garbage 
for a list of retail locations.  Extra garbage will only be collected on 
days designated for garbage pickup (see calendar).

Bin Basics 
 
1. Set bin(s) out by 7:30am

 
2. Point it. 
 Place bins so the arrows on the lid point 
 toward the street (handles and wheels facing 
 your property).

 
3. Space it. 
 Place bins, allowing at least: 
	 •		1	m	(3	ft)	space	on	all	sides 
	 •		3	m	(10	ft)	clearance	above

 
4. Bring it back in. 
 After bins have been emptied, move your bins, 
 blue box, and bags off the lane or street.

 
5. Keep it clean. 
 Wash bins periodically with a mild soap 
 and water; place them upside down on 
 grass or gravel to dry.

What?
Your home is among 275 households that have been selected to take 
part in a collection pilot program.  The program will test different options 
for garbage and Green Can collection.

 
When?
Tuesday, February 3                    Tuesday, May 12, 2015

 
Why?
The Township of Langley wants to make sure composting is maximized 
while keeping collection costs manageable.  Testing will help ensure 
collection changes work for Township residents. 

The Township is also committed to Metro Vancouver’s goal to compost 
or recycle 70% of all waste by the end of 2015. 

 
How?
Each property receives two pilot collection bins: 
 
 Garbage Bin Green Bin 
 grey bin with grey lid grey bin with green lid 
 for garbage for organic material: food waste, 
  yard trimmings, and soiled paper

Recycling will continue as normal using your blue box and 
blue/yellow bag system. 

Garbage (bin with grey lid) will be collected every other week instead 
of weekly, which is now common in many surrounding municipalities 
(e.g. Abbottsford, Surrey, and Vancouver).  Recycling and the Green Bin 
will be collected every week.  Please refer to the collection calendar in 
this brochure. 

 

We want your feedback!
During the week of May 11 – 15, after the test period, a survey team will be in 
your neighbourhood to gather feedback on your experience with the program.  
If you are not available at that time, we encourage you to complete the 
survey online at tol.ca/collectionpilot, or call our office at 604.532.7300. 
Each household that completes an in-person or online survey will be entered 
to win a Samsung Galaxy tablet, sponsored by Sierra Waste. 

New to composting? 
Don’t worry, it’s easy!  The Green Bin is a simple and convenient 
way to compost your food scraps, soiled paper, and yard trimmings.

 
How it works 
  
Step 1 Collect food scraps in a kitchen 
 container of your choice.

Step 2 Empty your kitchen container into your 
 Green Bin along with your yard trimmings.

Step 3 Place your Green Bin at the curb on 
 your collection day (see Bin Basics).

What goes in the Green Bin

bread & grains

fruits & vegetables

pasta & noodles

bones

eggs & dairy fats & cooking oils

meats

seafood tea bagspizza boxes

paper napkins/towels

grass clippingsflowers leaves

coffee filters

twigs

No 
plastic bags
This includes compostable and 
biodegradable plastic bags. 
Unfortunately, these bags do 
not break down fully at local 
composting facilities.

Instead of plastic bags:

•	wrap	food	scraps	in	newspaper

•	purchase	paper	bags	designed 
 for food waste 

•	freeze	food	waste

•	place	food	scraps	loose	in	your 
 Green Bin

In Out

Your Property

Your House

Lane or
Street

3m

1m 1m1m

Front View Side View

3m

1m
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APPENDIX C 
PRE-PILOT SURVEY QUESTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: Staff Name(s): House Type:  SF MF Rural Area (circle one):     Aldergrove    Willoughby Page: _______ of _______

Ability 
to store

If rated 1 
or 2, why?
A. Small 
garage
B. Doesn't 
fit in 
storage
C. Other-
specify

Level 
of 
effort 
to 
bring 
to 
curb

If rated 1 
or 2, why? 
A. Long 
driveway
B. Physical 
limitation
C. Other-
specify

Managing 
pests

Managing 
odours

Ability 
to 
store

If rated 1 
or 2, why?
A. Small 
garage
B. Doesn't 
fit in 
storage
C. Other-
specify

Level 
of 
effort 
to bring 
to curb

If rated 1 or 
2, why? 
A. Long 
driveway
B. Physical 
limitation
C. Other-
specify

Managing 
pests

Managing 
odours

1

2  

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11    

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

General Comments

How would you rate your Green Can(s) with respect to the 
following? (1=very difficult, 2=somewhat difficult, 3=somewhat 
easy, 4=very easy)

How would you rate your garbage can(s) with respect to the 
following? (1=very difficult, 2=somewhat difficult, 3=somewhat 
easy, 4=very easy)

Township of Langley Pre-Pilot Survey Form

Have 
you 
used 
any 
extra 
garbage 
tags in 
the past 
3 
months
?
#

If yes, 
how 
many 
set 
outs?
#

If yes, 
how 
many 
tags 
per set 
out?
#

What is 
the avg # 
of Green 
Cans and 
yard 
trimmings 
bags (and 
bundles) 
you set 
out each 
wk?
# 

What is 
the max # 
of 
cans/bags 
per set out 
during 
peak 
times, like 
spring and 
fall leaf 
season?
#

How easily do 
you expect your 
household to 
adjust to every-
other-week 
garbage 
collection?
1. very difficult
2. moderately 
challenging
3. moderately 
easy
4. very easy

How much 
more per yr 
would you be 
willing to pay 
for a wheeled 
cart-based 
curbside 
collection 
program?
A. $0
B. Up to $10
C. Up to $25

What do you do 
with the majority 
of your food 
scraps?
A. backyard 
compost
B. feed animals
C. Green Can
D. in-sink 
disposal 
(garburator)
E. garbage
F. other-specify  

What type 
of container 
do you 
prefer to 
have for 
garbage?
A. buy my 
own can
B. get a 
bin/cart 
from 
Township

What type of 
container do 
you prefer to 
have for 
organic 
material (food 
scraps, yard 
trimmings)?
A. buy my own 
can
B. get a bin/cart 
from Township#
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APPENDIX D 
POST-PILOT SURVEY QUESTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 



Staff Initials: ______ Date: ___________     Neighbourhood:    WI      AL  Type:    R     SF     MF 
 

Township of Langley Post-Pilot Survey Form 
Win a Free Samsung Galaxy Tablet, Survey Responses are Anonymous 

Did you use the Green Bin provided for the pilot?    (Yes    /     No) 
If no, why? (optional): 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
If yes:  
(A. Was the Green Bin big enough for your needs?     (Yes      /        No) 
If no, how often was your bin overflowing? 
  (   25%   /   50%   /   75%   /  100%  of the time) 
Comments (optional): 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
(B. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to store your Green Bin? 

1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
If rated 1 or 2, why?  

 Bins are too big        /      Doesn't fit in storage space    /     Other: 
 
________________________________________________________ 
  
(C. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to bring your Green Bin to the 

curb?  
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
If rated 1 or 2, why?  

 Long Driveway     /      Physical Limitation    /     Other: 
 
________________________________________________________ 
  
(D. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to manage pests with your 

Green Bin?  
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
On a scale of 1 to 4, how would you rate managing pests with the 
Green Bin compared with the old Green Can? 
1 = Worse      2 = About the same 
3 = Somewhat better      4 = Much better 

Comments (optional): 
 
________________________________________________________ 
  
(E. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to manage odours with your 

Green Bin? 
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  

Comments (Optional): 
 
________________________________________________________ 
1. BIN APPEARANCE AND PREFERENCE 

On a scale of 1 to 4, how would you rate the appearance the new bins 
compared to the old cans? 

1 = Worse      2 = About the same 
3 = Somewhat better      4 = Much better 

What type of container do you prefer for your organics pick-up? 
(   Buy my own can      /     Have a bin provided by the Township   ) 

What type of container do you prefer for your garbage pick-up? 
(   Buy my own can      /       Have a bin provided by the Township   ) 
________________________________________________________ 
2. MANAGING FOOD SCRAPS 

What did you do with most of your food scraps during the pilot? 
 A. backyard compost    B. feed animals     C. Green Bin,        
 D. in-sink disposal (garburator)     E. garbage    F. other-specify: 

Did you start separating food scraps from garbage during the pilot? 
    (  Yes     /     Already was separating      /     No, did not separate  ) 

If yes: 
A. Did having a Green Bin provided from the Township encourage 
you separate food scraps?     (Yes      /        No) 
B. Did having every other week garbage collection encourage you 
separate food scraps from garbage?      (Yes      /        No)

Did you use the Garbage Bin provided for the pilot?   (Yes     /     No) 
If no, why? (optional): 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
If yes:  
(A. Was the Garbage Bin big enough for your needs?     (Yes      /        No) 

If yes, on average, how full was your bin? 
(   25%   /   50%   /   75%   /  100% full) 

If no, how often was your bin overflowing?  
  (   25%   /   50%   /   75%   /  100% of the time) 
Comments (optional): 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
(B. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to store your Garbage Bin? 

1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
If rated 1 or 2, why?  

 Bins are too big        /      Doesn't fit in storage space    /     Other: 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
(C. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to bring your Garbage Bin to the 

curb?  
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
If rated 1 or 2, why?  

 Long Driveway     /      Physical Limitation    /     Other: 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
(D. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to manage pests with your 

Garbage Bin?  
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  
On a scale of 1 to 4, how would you rate managing pests with the 
Garbage Bin compared with the old Garbage Can? 
1 = Worse      2 = About the same 
3 = Somewhat better      4 = Much better 

Comments (optional): 
  
__________________________________________________________ 
 
(E. On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it to manage odours with your 

Garbage Bin? 
1 = Very hard          2 = Hard 
3 = Easy        4 = Very easy  

Comments (Optional): 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
3. ADAPTING TO EVERY OTHER WEEK GARBAGE 
On a scale of 1 to 4, how easy was it for your household adapt to every 
other week garbage pick-up? 
  (1=Very hard   2=Hard   3=Easy   4=Very easy) 
Comments (Optional): 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
4. PROGRAM IN THE FUTURE 
From your perspective, would you like to see a similar program to this pilot 
expanded across the Township on a permanent basis? (  Y  /  N  ) 

Other Additional Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
5. DEMOGRAPHICS 
Does your household have a secondary suite?     (Yes      /        No) 

How many people live on your property (including secondary suites)?  
 (   1-2    /  3-6    /     7-10    /    10+   ) 

REMINDER: The pilot will be ending on (pick one) Mon May 11 (Willoughby) OR Tues May 12 (Aldergrove). After you set out your bins, please leave 
them out to be collected. You will switch back to using your garbage can and green can on the regular weekly schedule. Please continue separating food 
scraps using a Green Can (give out decals/brochure if needed). You are welcome to continue to put out garbage less frequently if that routine works for 
you. Thank you for your feedback! 
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App E Photos 

 
 

 

 
  

Aldergrove - Rural - Street View - 54th Ave towards 240th Street 
 

Aldergrove - Rural - Street View - 54th Ave towards 242nd Street and Cul-de-Sac 
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App E Photos 

 
 

 

 
  

Aldergrove - Rural - Set Outs - Correct 
 

Aldergrove - Rural - Set Outs - Backwards  
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App E Photos 

 

 

 
  

Aldergrove - Rural - Set Outs - Too Close  
 

Aldergrove - Rural - Set Outs - Yard Waste with Bundles  
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App E Photos 

  

 

 
  

Aldergrove - Rural - Pests - Squirrel  
 
 

Aldergrove - Rural - Organics Content - Use of Freezing 
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App E Photos 

 

 

 
  

Aldergrove - Rural - Organics Content - Contamination Low 

Aldergrove - Rural - Organics Content - Contamination Medium 
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Aldergrove - Rural - Organics Content - Contamination High 
 

Aldergrove - Rural - Organics Content - Mixed with Yard Waste 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Street View - Down 26a Ave 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Set Outs - On Lawn 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Set Outs - On Sidewalk 
 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Set Outs - On Road 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Set Outs - Backwards and Too Close 
 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Set Outs - Bulky Item 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - Use of Bag to Earth 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - Contamination Medium 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - 100% Recycling 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - Too Much Paper 
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Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - Dirt 

Aldergrove - Single Family - Organics Content - Possible Commercial Use - Bin Weight 100 kg+ 
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Willoughby - Multi Family - Street View – Clean Laneway 
 

Willoughby - Multi Family - Street View - Laneway with Multiple Set Out Issues 
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Willoughby - Multi Family - Set Outs - Typical Best 
 

Willoughby - Multi Family - Set Outs - Backwards 
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Willoughby - Multi Family - Set Outs - Overflowing and Tipped Over 

Willoughby - Multi Family - Organics Content - Food Waste 
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Willoughby - Multi Family - Organics Content - Pizza Box Squeezed into Bin 

Willoughby - Multi Family - Organics Content - Contamination High 
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Willoughby - Rural - Street View - 204th Street towards 78th Avenue 
 

Willoughby - Rural - Street View - 78th Avenue towards 202nd Street 
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Willoughby - Rural - Set Outs - Correct 
 

Willoughby - Rural - Set Outs - In Ditch  
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Willoughby - Rural - Set Outs - Too Close 
 

Willoughby - Rural - Organics Content - Food Scraps 
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Willoughby - Rural - Organics Content - Use of Large Paper Bag 

Willoughby - Rural - Organics Content - Contamination High 
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Willoughby - Single Family - Street View - 202nd Street towards 74th Avenue  
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Alley View - Between 202nd and 202a Street towards 72nd Avenue  
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Willoughby - Single Family - Sidewalk View - 202nd Street Parking Side towards 72nd Avenue 
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Alley View - Between 202nd and 201b Street towards 201b  
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Willoughby - Single Family - Set Outs - Correct Spacing 
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Set Outs - Sideways 
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Willoughby - Single Family - Set Outs - Backwards 
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Set Outs - Overflowing 
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Willoughby - Single Family - Set Outs - Close to Fence 
 

Willoughby 0 Single Family - Set Outs - Close to car 
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Willoughby - Single Family - Organics Content - Food Mixed with Yard Waste and Paper 
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Organics Content – Food Mixed with Turf and Dirt 
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Willoughby - Single Family - Organics Content - Contamination Low 
 

Willoughby - Single Family - Organics Content - Use of Paper but Wrapped in Tape 
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TECH MEMO – RURAL COLLECTION PHONE SURVEY



TECHNICAL MEMO 
 

 

 

Tetra Tech EBA Inc.
Oceanic Plaza, 9th Floor, 1066 West Hastings Street

Vancouver, BC  V6E 3X2  CANADA
Tel 604.685.0275  Fax 604.684.6241

ISSUED FOR USE 
    

To: Debbie Fleming, Township of Langley Date: July 2, 2015 

C: Ryan Schmidt, Township of Langley 

Harb Chohan, Township of Langley 

Memo No.: 03 

From: Belinda Li, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Avery Gottfried, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

Tamara Shulman, Tetra Tech EBA Inc. 

File: 704-ENVSWM03152 

Subject: Rural Resident Survey Results 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

As part of the wider Solid Waste Collection System Review that is being conducted, the Township of Langley 
(Township) asked Tetra Tech EBA to investigate expanding curbside collection service to rural residents. The 
Township has received requests from rural residents to expand curbside solid waste collection to rural areas. The 
scope of this work is to conduct surveys on waste disposal habits and interest in having curbside garbage and 
organics pick-up for rural residents. The results of these surveys can aid the Township in making decisions on the 
expansion of their curbside solid waste collection program. 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

A phone survey was developed to gather information about waste disposal habits and interest in having curbside 
garbage and organics pick-up for rural residents. Phone survey questions included topics such as who takes 
away the waste (self-haul vs. private contractor), frequency of collection, and what material streams are source 
separated. The list of survey questions is included as an Attachment. Surveys were conducted by Mustel Group 
from September 24 to October 1, 2014. Based on the estimated 5,000 households in the rural areas, 
approximately 400 responses to this survey were required to yield an adequate statistical sample. The survey was 
targeted at the household member who deals with waste disposal the most, however if they were not available 
another household member with knowledge about waste disposal could answer the survey.  

3.0 SURVEY RESULTS 

Mustel Group collected a total of 402 survey responses. Therefore the survey margin of error is +/-4.7%, with a 
confidence level of 95%.  The results from key questions of the survey are summarized below. Results for all 
questions in the survey and a data table of survey responses are included as an Attachment. The raw data has 
also been tabulated and sent as an electronic file. 

3.1 Support for Curbside Pickup Service 

Support for curbside pickup service for garbage and organics (green can) was divided almost equally between 

yes (46%) and no (49%), as shown in Figure 1.  

 

The two main reasons that respondents would not support curbside garbage and organics pickup service are that 

the cost might be too high (39%) and it is easier for them to dispose it on their own (37%). A full breakdown of the 

responses for those who did not want curbside service is provided in Table 1 broken down by those who currently 

self-haul, and those who currently have a contractor. What’s interesting to note is that there was greater support 
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Appendix F Tech Memo - Rural Collection Phone Survey 

for curbside pickup service from residents that are currently using a waste collection contractor (56% in support) 

compared to those that self-haul their waste (41% support). For residents who do not want curbside service, 

those who self-haul their garbage were twice as likely to give the response that the cost might be too high and 

that it is easier to dispose on their own compared to residents who do not want curbside service but use a 

contractor.  

 

 

Figure 1: Survey responses on support for curbside pickup service for garbage and organics  

In total, 34% of residents currently have a private contractor for garbage collection, and 27% of residents who do 

not have a private contractor but would like collection. In total 61% of rural residents support or currently utilize 

garbage collection services in rural areas. 

 

Table 1: Breakdown of Responses Between Those Who Currently Self-Haul and Those Who 
Currently Have a Contractor Collect their Garbage. 

Q. Would you support curbside pickup service for 
garbage and Green Can (i.e. food scraps and/or yard 
trimmings) pick‐up service from the Township?    

Currently 
Self Haul 

Currently 
have 

Contractor 

Average 

No‐satisfied with current collection  7.55%  9.49%  8.21% 

No‐cost might be too high  19.25%  8.03%  15.42% 
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No‐Easier to dispose on our own  16.23%  8.03%  13.43% 

No‐Not interested in organics collection  3.40%  2.19%  2.99% 

No‐Prefer to compost  3.77%  3.65%  3.73% 

No‐Concerns about extra work/will cause a mess  1.89%  2.19%  1.99% 

No‐Concerns about attracting animals/rodents  1.89%  0.73%  1.49% 

No‐Interested in garbage pickup only  0.75%  0.73%  0.75% 

No‐Use food scraps to feed animals  0.38%  0.00%  0.25% 

No‐other reason  0.00%  0.73%  0.25% 

Yes  41.13%  56.20%  46.27% 

Don't Know  3.77%  8.03%  5.22% 

Grand Total  100%  100%  100% 

 

3.2 Waste Disposal Habits and Collection Services 

The majority of residents (66%) self-haul their garbage to the transfer station. The remaining 34% use a waste 
collection contractor.  

For the residents that self-haul their garbage, the most popular response for the frequency of taking garbage to 
the transfer station is monthly (40%), followed by every other week (18%). The majority (63%) pay $10 to $20 per 
drop off. 

Of the residents that have garbage collected by a waste collection contractor, 41% use Waste Management of 
Canada. Other waste collection contractors reported by residents included Super Save (10%), Captain Recycling 
(10%), BFI Canada (8%), and Smithrite Disposal (2%). The remaining respondents used another waste collection 
contractor not listed above or did not know who it was. Most respondents (69%) have their garbage collected 
weekly, followed by 15% who have every other week collection, and 13% who have monthly collection. The most 
popular response for the cost per month for garbage collection services was over $30 (42%), followed by 21% 
who pay $20 to $30 per month.  

When asked about how the majority of food scraps are handled at the household, the majority of residents (62%) 
put them into their backyard compost. The next largest group of respondents (30%) put their food scraps into the 
garbage. A summary of results from this question is shown in Figure 2. Other uses for food scraps included 
feeding animals (19.2%), private contractor collection (2.5%), and use of a garburator (2%). 
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Figure 2: Survey responses on what residents do with the majority of their food scraps 

 

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the outcomes of this survey and the collection services review the Township should provide organics 
and garbage collection services to rural residents. Providing collection services is the recommended approach 
due to the following outcomes: 

 Due to the 2015 organics ban in Metro Vancouver, the Township must have organic diversion options 
available to all residents to comply with the ban; 

 There is a current lack of rural resident organic diversion options for all organics, with collection services not 
available and/or not paid for, with only 2.5% of rural residents reporting that they have organics curbside 
collection; 

 Organics curbside collection is the only service that would be utilized by a majority of residents, options such 
as drop off depots that require self-hauling of food scraps and organics do not see high participation rates; 

 In total 61% of rural residents support or currently utilize garbage collection services in rural areas; and 

 Both neighbouring municipalities in the rural areas (Surrey and Abbotsford) provide garbage and organics 
collection services. 

5.0 NEXT STEPS 

The next steps that would be necessary to implement the above recommendation include the following: 

 Confirm the ability and cost per household for the current contractor, Sierra Waste, to provide bi-weekly 
automated garbage collection, and weekly automated organics collection to rural residents; 

 Determine the start date for the new service, and notify rural residents, preferably at least six months, and up 
to one year in advance to allow any existing contracts to expire, impacted stakeholders to modify operations 
as necessary, and residents to prepare for the service change; 

 Field test automated cart collection in the rural areas that are identified as the most challenging due to narrow 
driveways or other access issues such as long driveways to develop mitigation strategies and appropriate 
solutions and responses to resident questions and concerns prior to full scale role out; and 
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 Update the Solid Waste Management Bylaw 2011 No.4845 to include the new eligible property as all single 
family dwelling or multi family dwelling situated within the Township. 

6.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT 

This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of Township of Langley and their agents. Tetra Tech 
EBA Inc. does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis, or the 
recommendations contained or referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by any Party other 
than Township of Langley, or for any Project other than the proposed development at the subject site. Any such 
unauthorized use of this report is at the sole risk of the user. Use of this report is subject to the terms and 
conditions stated in Tetra Tech EBA’s Services Agreement.  
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Appendix G - RFID Cart Tracking and Service Technology Summary 

RFID TECHNOLOGY 
  

Company name – Lateral Innovations 

Features 

 GPS tracking, mapping, and picture grabbing 

 Can retrofit current carts with tags 

 One time software install that’s web-based and lifetime licence 

 Data can be hosted on institution’s server or on Lateral Innovations server for optional fee 

Examples of implementation 

 Cowichan Valley – track service time; own the whole system 

 Ontario municipalities – provision in contract that ownership of data/license reverts to client after 4-6 years 

Cost 

 Approx. $1/tag 

 $19-20,000 for truck hardware and software 

 $25/truck/month for cellular data transmission 

 Optional $35/month for data hosting 

Contact details  

 Christian Lapointe, clapointe@lateralinnovations.com 

  Benoit Talbot, btalbot@lateralinnovations.com 

Additional information 

 Website http://www.lateralinnovations.com 

 Spec sheet http://www.lateralinnovations.com/documents/innovatrac_brochure_en.pdf 
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CITY OF RICHMOND EVERY OTHER WEEK 
GARBAGE PILOT 
 

The purpose of the pilot was to evaluate opportunities for waste diversion and recycling, and to assess residents’ 
feedback concerning the use of City-provided carts for garbage collection service. The pilot program commenced 
in March 2014. 

Collection 
Frequency 

Participating 
Households 

Standard Cart Size 

Residents could change to 
80, 120, 240, 360 litre 

Collection Zone 

Weekly 1,040 units 120 litre 
Zone 1: Area between No. 3 & No 4 Roads and 
Steveston Highway and Williams Road 

Every 
Other Week 

838 units 240 litre 

Zone 2: Area between Cambie Road and 
Alderbridge Way and No. 4 Road & Shell Road; 
plus area bounded by Garden City Road and 
No. 4 Road and Capstan Way and Cambie 
Road 

Communications 

1. Pre-Pilot Notification. Direct mail notification was sent to residents coupled with neighbourhood meetings prior to 
the program start. This included: 

 Letter from the Mayor to notify residents they’ve been selected to participate in the garbage pilot program 

 Information brochure with key program elements, needs/benefits, FAQs and invitation to a meeting 

 Neighbourhood meetings were held to provide opportunities for residents to speak to City staff and view cart 
sizes available 

2. Program Launch Materials. Information packages were delivered with carts which included: 

 Overview of what participants are receiving and how to provide input 

 Collection calendar (for biweekly group only) 

 Information brochure with program details, cart exchange information, what goes in the garbage, and FAQS 

 Recycling Guide to encourage residents to increase their recycling using the Blue Box, Green Cart and Large 
Item Pick Up programs, as well as drop off options at the City’s Recycling Depot 
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Program Evaluation 

There was relatively little change in the participation and average amounts of garbage and recycling activities of 
residents in the weekly pilot program. Changes are much more noticeable in the bi-weekly garbage collection pilot, 
where the volume of garbage generated reduced by 33% and blue box recycling volumes increased by 43%. 

Collection 
Frequency 

Participation: Garbage 
Waste Disposed: 

Garbage Weight/Unit (kgs) 
Waste Recycled: 

Recycling Weight/Unit (kgs) 

 Pre Pilot %Change Pre Pilot %Change Pre Pilot % Change 

Weekly 67.45% 63.48% -5.89% 12.11 12.67 +4.58% 3.76 3.46 -7.98% 

Bi-Weekly 64.21% 78.72% +22.59% 21.90 14.65 -33.11% 2.46 3.54 +43.32% 

These results indicate that every other week garbage collection has significant impact on reducing the overall 
amount of waste generated as well as increasing the amounts of materials recycled.  While these are expected 
trends, staff do note that the information presented is based on a very short 2.5 month window of analysis.  A period 
of 6 months is generally considered the minimum necessary to establish consistent patterns.  Therefore, further 
evaluation of the pilot will continue over the next several months. 

A door-to-door resident survey, coupled with an on-line resident survey, was undertaken in June. Information 
displays at malls and other community events (e.g. Open House, etc.) were also set up as part of gathering 
feedback. Key findings are outlined below: 

 
Weekly 

Every Other 
Week 

1. Support for City-provided Carts (support or extremely 
supportive)  

88% 80% 

2. Requested a different cart size (different than standard 
issued by City)  

16% 15% 

3. Did residents consider that they increased their Blue Box 
recycling efforts  

  

a) Yes 45% 40% 

b) No 54% 50% 

4. Preference for frequency of collection    

a) Weekly 84% 52% 

b) Every Other Week 14% 45% 

5. Support for garbage fee structure:    

a) Do not support 34% 39% 

b) Support/Extremely supportive 49% 42% 

6. Recycle Using Blue Box    
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Weekly 

Every Other 
Week 

a) Yes 96% 94% 

b) No 2% 4% 

                                                                                                                                                                                 

In summary, the survey findings indicate the following summary points: 

 The majority of residents favour having City-provided carts for garbage;  

 The pre-determined cart size established by the City is generally adequate, however residents like the ability 
to choose a different cart size (up to 16% chose a different cart size);  

 The majority of residents prefer weekly garbage collection service, although once residents are receiving bi-
weekly collection service, their support for weekly vs. every other week service is roughly split (i.e. 52% weekly 
preference vs. 45% bi-weekly preference);  

 ‘Support’ or ‘extreme supportive’ for a fee structure, where residents pay based on the size container they use 
is less than one-half (up to 49%).  Where those who are ‘somewhat supportive’ is considered, it is over one-
half (i.e. 62%).  Approximately one-third of residents do not support a fee structure for garbage; and  

 Residents’ participation rates in Blue Box recycling remains very high.  

Online information about the pilot for residents 

http://www.richmond.ca/services/recycling/garbage/garbagePilot.htm?PageMode=HTML 

Cart sizes: http://cms.richmond.ca/Page14433.aspx?PageMode=Hybrid 

FAQs: http://www.richmond.ca/services/recycling/garbage/garbagePilot/GarbagePilotFAQ.htm 
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Isn’t backyard composting 
good enough?
Backyard composting is a fantastic 
way to reduce garbage while creating 
free, nutrient-rich soil for your garden. 
Unfortunately, several food items do not 
compost well in backyard composters and 
could attract pests or animals.  Residents 
who backyard compost will need to find 
an alternative disposal method for the 
following items:

The Township  
sells an 80 gallon,  

durable and 
lightweight 

composter for  
only $25  

(subsidized price).

  meat

  fish

  bones

eggs

dairy

oily food and grease

Metro Vancouver 
Organics Disposal Ban

Metro Vancouver is no longer accepting organic 
materials in the garbage at regional landfills and transfer 
stations.  This means all food scraps (raw and cooked), 
yard trimmings, and soiled paper (e.g. napkins) must 
now be separated from the garbage by using a curbside 
collection service, a backyard composter, or the Green 
Waste area at the transfer station.

How the disposal ban works 
Starting July 1, 2015, fines may be charged to those who dump garbage 
containing food waste at the transfer station. 

The amount of visible food waste allowed will decrease over time:
2015: 25% 2016: 10% 2017: 5%

Won’t food just decompose in the landfill?
Yes.  However, when food decomposes in the landfill, it harms the 
environment more than if it was composted properly in a backyard 
composter or through the Green Can program.

RuRal PROPeRTy OwneR InfORMaTIOn SeSSIOn
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decomposing in a landfill

When food waste is 
transported to the 
landfill, it’s covered 
up with other garbage 
and soil, forcing it to 
decompose without 
oxygen.  This produces 
methane gas which has 
a 20 x greater global 
warming potential than 
carbon dioxide.

Methane 
has a 20x 
greater global 
warming 
potential 
than carbon 
dioxide.

Fa
ct

Residential garbage is 
approximately  

40% organic material

Did you 
Know?

tol.ca



How are we doing?

Metro Vancouver’s 
Regional waste Goals

The Metro Vancouver region is 
comprised of 21 municipalities 
including the Township of Langley. 
Metro Vancouver and member 
municipalities are working together 
to achieve the following goals.

What’s left in our 
garbage?
Even after recycling and composting 
there are still a lot of recyclable and 
compostable items in the garbage.  
A 2013 study showed that 62% of 
items that were thrown in the trash 
could have been composted or 
recycled  (either through curbside 
programs or drop-off at depot).

 

Compostable
37%

Recyclable
25%

Garbage
38%

Metro Vancouver 
waste Composition 2013

  

Regional waste goals 2015 2020

70%
recycled or 
composted
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40%
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55%

60%

65%

70%

1994 2004 2014

Metro Vancouver 
residents are 
recycling more than 
ever before, but 
there is more to be 
done in order to 
reach our goals.

Recycling and composting are increasing
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Recycling Compost

80%
recycled or 
composted
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Current waste  
Collection System 

Township of Langley residents that live in more densely populated parts of the municipality 
receive weekly curbside collection for recycling, garbage and Green Can.  The cost of curbside 
recycling is included in the general property tax. Garbage and Green Can services are paid for 
separately through a combined utility rate of $24.39 per month.

Set out and collection times
Garbage, recycling, and Green Cans should be 
curbside by 7:30am or it may not be collected. 
It is not recommended to have garbage 
curbside before 8:00pm the night before. 

• 2 cans/bags per week
• 77-80 L can with detachable lid
• Standard size plastic bags
• Maximum weight per  

container: 20 kg (44 lbs)

• As many blue boxes and bags as 
you need

• Now accepting plastic containers 
with codes 1-7 and aerosol cans

• As many Green Cans as you need
• 77-80 L can with detachable lid
• Green Can decal affixed to one 

side, facing the road 
• Maximum weight per  

container: 20 kg (44 lbs) 

Garbage Recycling Green Can

How are we doing?

Since 2010

Green Can
increased 67%

Garbage
decreased 11%

Recycling
increased 4%

what goes in the Green Can
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new Increased 
Transfer Station fees

Metro Vancouver has recently added a $5 transaction fee to all residential garbage loads disposed 
of at transfer stations.  This means the minimum drop-off fee has increased from $10 to $15, which 
impacts rural residents who self-haul their garbage to the Langley or Surrey transfer stations.

Metro Vancouver has also banned organics, including food scraps and yard trimmings, from going 
in the landfill.  This means that separating organics from garbage is now mandatory.  Organics can 
be dropped off in the Green Waste area of the transfer station for a minimum drop-off fee of $6.

Small loads  
less than one tonne

Minimum fee for  
all small loads

Garbage

Green waste and Clean wood

What can residents drop-off at the 
transfer station? 
Green waste and Clean wood 
Fee applies to residents.

• grass, shrub and tree 
branches, flowers, weeds, 
leaves, vegetable stalks, 
brush and tree stumps

• small quantities 
(maximum 10 L) of 
residential food waste 

Recycling
No charge for residents if separated and placed in 
appropriate bins or designated areas. 

• plastics bottles, 
newsprint, metal cans, 
paper, cardboard

• lead acid batteries

• oil filters

• residential-sized 
appliances and other 
metals

• propane tanks

66% of rural residents currently drop-off garbage at 
the transfer station but could benefit from reduced 
costs by receiving curbside collection.

Small loads  
less than one tonne

Minimum fee for  
all small loads

$130 per tonne up to a 
maximum load fee of $109

$15 (includes  
$5 transaction fee)

$66 per tonne $6 (includes  
transaction fee)

Drop-off at  
transfer station
(2 per month)

Garbage

Organics

Total 

$30 per month*

$12 per month* 

$42 per month

* minimum

Township curbside 
collection  Total $24.39 per month
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Collection Pilot

Garbage Bin
grey bin with 
grey lid  for 
garbage.

what?
266 households in 5 neighbourhoods across the 
Township participated in a collection pilot program, 
February 2 to May 12, 2015, to test different options 
for garbage and Green Can collection. 

why?
The Township of langley wants to make sure 
composting is maximized while keeping collection 
costs manageable.  Testing helps ensure collection 
changes work for Township residents. 

How?
each property received two collection bins:

Green Bin
grey bin with green lid  for 
organic material (food 
waste, yard trimmings and 
soiled paper).

Recycling continued as normal using the 
blue box and blue/yellow bag system. 

• Garbage was collected every other week instead of weekly, which 
is common in many surrounding municipalities (e.g. Abbotsford, 
Surrey, and Vancouver).

• Recycling and the Green Bin were collected every week.

Does picking up the garbage 
every two weeks cause issues 
with pests or odours?
likely not: Green Bin waste, such as 
food scraps, has the most potential 
to create odour or attract pests. 

Green Bins will be picked up every 
week. Keep your Green Bin clean and 
odour free.  Here’s how: 

• wrap food scraps in paper

• keep lid closed

• put bin out every collection day, even if  
it isn’t full

• line bottom of bin with newspaper

• layer food scraps under yard trimmings

• sprinkle contents with baking soda or 
powdered garden lime

• store bin in the shade

• wash bin regularly

why change the system?
Research from across North America shows 
that moving to every other week garbage 
collection will increase participation in 
organics collection programs and decrease 
the amount of garbage headed to the landfill. 
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Collection Pilot
Results

On February 2, 2015 the Township launched a collection pilot to test a curbside collection program 
that included weekly collection of all food scraps and yard waste and shifted garbage collection to 
every other week (bi-weekly) collection.  No changes were made to weekly recycling collection.  
The pilot was introduced to test a new collection system and capture residents’ experiences.

what’s next now that the 
pilot is complete?
The results from the pilot project 
will be compiled and a set of 
recommendations will be presented 
to Township of Langley Mayor 
and Council this summer for their 
consideration.

Garbage dropped by more than a third 
per household in pilot communities. 

Green Bin participation more than  
doubled in pilot communities.

11 kg per week 7 kg per week

 31% participating 78% participating

what are participating residents saying? 

88% 89% 92%
want to see this 

collection program 
implemented on a 
permanent basis

prefer to have bins 
provided by the 

Township than buy 
their own cans

found the bins easy 
to bring to the curb

Before After

Before After
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“The uniform bins make 
the street look better and 

cleaner”
“These bins are fantastic, 

the wheels make it so much 
easier to pull down the long 

driveway.”

“This program is a 
wonderful idea; it would 

be nice to see the Township 
expand it permanently”



we want your Input!

In an effort to improve service to the community, the Township of Langley 
is reviewing its residential garbage and organics collection programs.  
We are consulting property owners on possible program changes such 
as: wheeled cart collection (similar to Surrey), every-other-week garbage 
pickup, and expanded collection services.

One specific program change under evaluation is the expansion of municipal curbside 
garbage and organics collection service to rural properties currently not in the service area.      
To determine the level of support for this program change, the Township mailed surveys to 
all rural property owners asking them to complete a survey indicating interest in receiving 
municipal curbside garbage and organics collection. 

The lightly shaded section of this map represent 
areas that do not currently receive garbage or 
Green Can collection from the Township of Langley.

If you have not done 
so yet, please fill out a 
survey here today at the 
information session and 
be entered in a prize 
draw to win a 3-month 
Go Active family pass to 
the Township’s recreation facilities  
($300 value). 

Surveys are due by June 12, 2015.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

GEO-ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

This report incorporates and is subject to these “General Conditions”.

1.1 USE OF REPORT AND OWNERSHIP

This report pertains to a specific site, a specific development, and a

specific scope of work. It is not applicable to any other sites, nor

should it be relied upon for types of development other than those

to which it refers. Any variation from the site or proposed

development would necessitate a supplementary investigation and

assessment.

This report and the assessments and recommendations contained

in it are intended for the sole use of TETRA TECH’s client. TETRA

TECH does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of

the data, the analysis or the recommendations contained or

referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by

any party other than TETRA TECH’s Client unless otherwise

authorized in writing by TETRA TECH. Any unauthorized use of the

report is at the sole risk of the user.

1.2 ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT

Where TETRA TECH submits both electronic file and hard copy

versions of reports, drawings and other project-related documents

and deliverables (collectively termed TETRA TECH’s instruments of

professional service); only the signed and/or sealed versions shall

be considered final and legally binding. The original signed and/or

sealed version archived by TETRA TECH shall be deemed to be

the original for the Project.

Both electronic file and hard copy versions of TETRA TECH’s

instruments of professional service shall not, under any

circumstances, no matter who owns or uses them, be altered by

any party except TETRA TECH. The Client warrants that TETRA

TECH’s instruments of professional service will be used only and

exactly as submitted by TETRA TECH.

Electronic files submitted by TETRA TECH have been prepared and

submitted using specific software and hardware systems. TETRA

TECH makes no representation about the compatibility of these files

with the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems.

1.3 NOTIFICATION OF AUTHORITIES

In certain instances, the discovery of hazardous substances or

conditions and materials may require that regulatory agencies and

other persons be informed and the client agrees that notification to

such bodies or persons as required may be done by TETRA TECH

in its reasonably exercised discretion.

1.4 INFORMATION PROVIDED TO TETRA TECH BY OTHERS

During the performance of the work and the preparation of the

report, TETRA TECH may rely on information provided by persons

other than the Client. While TETRA TECH endeavours to verify the

accuracy of such information when instructed to do so by the Client,

TETRA TECH accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or the

reliability of such information which may affect the report.



 

 

Tetra Tech EBA 
Suite 1000, 10th Floor, 885 Dunsmuir St. 

Vancouver, BC V6C 1N5 

eba.ca  |  tetratech.com 
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